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The information in this publication summarizes the applications 
selected for awards by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Energy 
and the Solar Energy Research Institute in their first Residential 
Passive Solar Design Competition and Demonstration. The Franklin 
Research Center, which operates the National Solar Heating and 
Cooling Information Center for HUD and DOE, was responsible for 
the collection and organization of the information contained 
herein. The preparation of this document by the National Solar 
Heating and Cooling information Center and its contractors does 
not verify or confirm any approval of the projects or the accuracy 
of the applicants' submissions. The statements and descriptions 
contained herein are those of the contractors involved in the 
preparation of this document and do not necessarily reflect the 
views of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 
the U.S. Department of Energy or the Solar Enerqy Research 
Institute.
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EDITOR'S NOTE
The Passive Design Competition is a step forward in the refine
ment of solar design and building. The grant application intro
duced a new calculation procedure which allowed for the 
parison of numerous designs. Heretofore, passive solar designers 
were free to develop their own methods of estimating their build
ing's thermal load, auxiliary energy needs, and solar contribution. In 
the competition, over 550 applicants completed the 
dure (see Chapter 9—Energy Calculations).

corn-

same proce-

These 550 submissions were then subjected to a technical evalua
tion by a team of some 50 solar experts. During this review proc
ess, two related concerns emerged: 1.) some of the numbers in the 
applicants' energy calculations were questionable, although the 
designs seemed workable; and 2.) a number of commonly-made 
thermal mistakes appeared.

1. While the technical reviewers were able to re-calculate and 
double check each questionable number before they made a final 
determination on the reliability of the performance estimate, in 
general it was decided to present the original designers' calcula
tions rather than these new values.

In a few cases however, where a recheck of the original numbers 
showed significant problems, we have corrected them so as not to 
confuse the reader. We have included a chapter on the calculation 
procedure. We urge the reader to study this section and to care
fully check the numbers given for thermal load, auxiliary energy and 
yearly solar fraction before attempting to apply them to a different 
building. Remember, each passive solar building will have a 
unique set of thermal requirements based on its particular size, 
location, climate and system performance.

2. Secondly, the concerns over commonly-made thermal mistakes 
lead us to include the material in Chapters 7 and 8. These sections 
address the common mistakes in design and the importance of 
passive solar construction details. Here again, the reader will 
benefit from the findings of the technical reviewers.

HUD, DOE, SERI and the contractors who prepared this text as
sume no responsibility for the accuracy or reliability of the appli
cants' calculations for use in construction.
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double as solar heating components. Often a traditional building 
component can be replaced by one with a dual solar function and 
built-in nature of passive designs, the builder is-able to realize 
economies in solar heating at minimum risk.

Passive is not a special trade or industry per se; rather it is an 
approach to building which allows the sun to enter and be used in 
the home naturally. The key to the passive approach rests in the 
proper arrangement of common materials for residential con
struction. The passive approach to solar homes cannot be subcon
tracted to plumbing or solar equipment installers. It is not an 
add-on item. Only the home builder can produce the passive solar 
home.

The passive approach to solar heating is not new. Deeply rooted in 
climatically-responsive building techniques, many cultures 
throughout the world have used passive features for centuries in 
traditional home construction. Before white settlers arrived on this 
continent, the Pueblo Indians of the southwest built whole com
munities which were passively solar heated.

In the 1933 Chicago World's Fair, the "Crystal House" successfully 
demonstrated a modern direct gain passive heating system. Built 
with ample concrete masonry and south-facing glass, this house 
proved that a residential living space can, without mechanical as
sistance, collect, store, and distribute solar heat comfortably to its 
occupants. The designers of this house, George and William Keck

direct gain desi9ns successfully built during 
the 1940 s and 1950 s. However, at that time, the costs of conven9 
ttonal fuels was still very low and solar heating by passive or other 
means received little attention. e

As the cost of fuels doubled in the mid 1970's solar enerav be 
came attractive as a source of heat to a growing numbe of

new

INTRODUCTION

The passive solar home makes use of the materials from which the 
dwelling is constructed to directly capture, store, and distribute 
solar heat to its occupants. Sunlight enters the building through 
south-facing glass or plastic. Dense material such as brick block 
concrete, stone, adobe, or water absorbs this solar energy as heat 
as it enters the house. Living spaces of the home are carefully 
arranged so that they are in direct thermal contact with this stor
age mass allowing these spaces to be heated directly without the 
expense of special plumbing or forced hot air distribution systems.

Passive designs require considerations of solar and heat flow con
siderations in eveiy detail and component. Floor plan layout circu- 
ation patterns, window location, and the selection of wall and 

floor materials all affect how well a passive design will work The 
entire house is a solar energy system with many of its components 
now having dual functions; both the traditional function of pro
viding a quality enclosure and the solar function of collectina 
storing, and distributing heat. Windows not only let light in and 
allow a view, but collect heat as well. Walls which subdivide and

so|ar hom«™a2i»*Snr,o“aeyd “me ^

can
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needs Still sun tempering is a very practical approach to provide 
' ■" ' home at very little extra cost.Due to the recent surge of interest in passive buildings and the 

results of recent demonstration homes, the U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development, with the cooperation of the U.S. 
Department of Energy and the Solar Energy Research Institute, 
conducted a design competition for passive solar residential de
signs to stimulate the development of a passive solar builder's 
market. Submissions for single family home designs using solar 
heating and cooling systems were received from over 550 ar
chitects, engineers, builders and home designers, during the sum
mer of 1978.

supplementary heat to a 
The third element which distinguishes thes'passive solar" home 
from sun-tempered and energy-efficient homes is the ability of the 
home to store excess heat during the daytime in the mass of its 
construction for use at night. The location of the heat storage 
mass varies greatly from one design to the next.

:
Some designs have dense floor materials such as concrete, brick, 
or tile to absorb heat. Others include masonry walls, ceilings, free
standing mass forms, and water-filled containers to provide addi
tional heat storage. In no case should this mass for heat storage be 
directly exposed to the outside. The insulated envelope of the 
dwelling must enclose this mass to hold its heat. Glass areas have 
little insulation value and should have double glazing with move- 
able insulation, if possible.

A passive solar home is defined in the HUD competition guidelines 
as one in which the thermal energy flow is by natural means". 
Low horsepower fans and pumps were permitted in the competi
tion to assist this natural energy flow, but the major use of me
chanical support systems was prohibited. All successful entries in 
the competition include three common elements. Each passive 
home has: 1) a very effective thermal envelope; 2) transparent 
south-facing surfaces for collection; 3) a building mass which 
serves to absorb and store thermal energy; and 4) distribution.

The first element, a tight and thoroughly insulated building enclo
sure to contain and regulate the transfer of heat between inside 
and outside, is not limited to passive solar homes. Many builders 
have been marketing for several years what are commonly labeled 
energy-efficient homes. Measures taken to reduce the heat 

losses in a home have generated the greatest savings to the 
homeowner for each dollar spent. Saving a BTU of heat is gener
ally easier and cheaper than producing one from any source This 
applies especially to the passively heated home. Many of those 
builders who entered this "energy-efficient" home market several 
years ago are moving into the passive solar market today.
The second element, transparent surfaces for solar collection or 
s“n *e™Penn9' W,M t»e found to some degree in any home 

which has exposed south-facing windows, which are efficient solar 
energy collectors. The average home receives 10% of its heat en- 
ire y by accident from ordinary windows on its south side1 This 

winter heat is a free bonus to the homeowner.

The masonry chimney which rises through light frame construction 
is a traditional form which has provided supplemental heat stor
age when placed on an inside wall. The limited surface area of this 
chimney, however, does not allow it to absorb a very significant 
portion of a home s heating needs. Not only must a sufficient mass 
be inside the home to store heat, but it must be in a configuration 
with sufficient surface area to allow the transfer of this heat into 
the mass during the daytime and into the heated space at night. 
Although many passive homes are very simple to build, they all 
require a very comprehensive thermal design to allow a natural, 
balanced flow of heat.

■

:

!
The home designs presented in this book use passive solar as their 
tallu fnr ea* source- T^e passive approach can be used incremen- 
ever tn Percentages of passive solar at minimal costs. How- 
tain a dea,0^ J0nftusm9 the home-buying public, we must main- 
look a it;d|stlnchon between "passive solar" homes and their 
south facinn U?n' ^ 6 *un'ternPered" home. While both have 
contains therm!fed sur/ac®s for heat collection, the passive home 
house does not Th ^ T heat stora9e while the sun-tempered 
over 50o/0 of it heaTb? of'396 * What allows a home t0 SUPP'V 
graphic comparison hi Tans' ln fi9- ^ can see a 
energy payoffs fnr m Lween the house types discussed here. The
significant To imeqrate a w9 ^0meskwhich heat passively are very 
home in a low-rnslm 9 WOIIln9 thermal storage mass into the 
the home buyer is theft"161” ^'ch's both pleasing and tasteful to 
signer and builder today^ cha'ien9e facing the passive home de-

f

1

Some homes do not receive this heat supplement because of car 
ports or solid walls on their south sides. Others with large south 
facing windows or sun tempering receive twice the solar qain of 
the average home. In conventional light-frame construction the 
heat gain from these windows is useful only during sunny dayliqht 
hours and in the early evening which immediately follows This9 
sun-tempered approach, without additional thermal i 

heat storage, can only provide about 25% of a home's h

i
I

mass for 
ieating

!
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can be recov-balanced home design tailored to your local climate 
ered from building several homes, each only modified slightly 
from the original design. It is of paramount importance that your 
first passive solar home project successfully demonstrate the cos - 
effective elegance of the direct solar heating approach. The cred
ibility of passive solar homebuilding and the future exPa^'on o 
the market are contingent on the selection of thermally-balanced 
designs which are comfortable to live in and which use a minimum 
of supplementary fuels.

thodox designers*and^buHdere?many of them owner-builders who 

were not concerned with the wide-scale marketability of their 
final products. By trial and error, they explored numerous ways to 
build homes of common and often indigenous materials which 
were heated directly by the sun. As these early prototypes proved 
very successful, additional builders who were searching for a low- 
cost and direct approach to solar moved into this arena. To sup
port this growing industry, reliable testing and simulation 
methods were developed by prestigious engineering research 
ters, most notably the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories in New 
Mexico. Their findings further documented the positive results of
early prototypes.
With the groundwork laid for an expanding passive home building 
industry, the challenge now rests with the homebuilder to adapt 
these trial configurations to passive residential construction in 
ways that are attractive to the market at large. Passive solar homes 
have far more masonry in their interiors than do conventional 
ones This offers a more durable quality to the interior than typical 
light-frame construction, but has less flexibility for rewiring and 
modifications. To ease the transition to masonry walls from a 
home market which is used to monolithic gypsum board, plaster or 
stucco can be applied to some of these surfaces to soften their 
appearance.
Masonry floors are more of a challenge. Carpeting and hardwood 
floors are currently popular because of their soft and resilient 
qualities, but are not nearly as thermally effective as masonry. 
Where masonry floors are planned for thermal mass, buck pavers, 
tile slate, and terrazzo can be added to give texture and character 
to a concrete slab. Padded resilient tile or carpet can be added in 
high traffic areas to cushion the floor surfaces and areai rugs can 
be added to central living areas. Carpeting, however, should be 
avoided over masonry floors which are intended to store heat, 
particularly in areas where the sunlight strikes the f oor directly. 
Carpeting acts as insulation over the floor mass, making it virtually 
ineffective as heat storage.

a small number of unor-

cen-

CHAPTER 1
MARKETING THE SOLAR PASSIVE HOME
To successfully enter the passive solar home market, you must 
completely understand the home type which you are building. Al
though simple to construct, the passive home is a very complex 
thermal design which must be tuned for peak performance before 
the first brick is laid. Builders who lack experience with passive 
should begin by reading all that they can about the design of pas
sive homes. (See bibliography on page 223.) Visiting passive 
homes in your region will also be very helpful. A Discussion with the 
owner or occupant of a passive home will reveal some of the in
herent and unique characteristics of living in a passive solar home.

Local conferences and educational programs on passive solar de- 
sign and construction are now becoming more common. Although 
these may be time consuming, they can put you, the home builder, 
in touch with passive home designers from your area, other build
ers with previous experience, and passive solar enthusiasts who 
potential clients. If passive solar building is a new area for you, a 
professional liaison with a home designer who has£*J passive 
solar experience will be invaluable. The costs for a thermally

are

.5
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When building passive solar homes, trade-offs are encountered 
between thermal and user requirements. The means of heat stor
age must be compatible with the home buyer's expectations. 
Where conflicts arise, substitutions often can be made. Where 
hard floor surfaces are unacceptable to the home market, an 
equivalent wall mass may be substituted. If this wall mass receives 
sunlight directly, it will store four times as much heat as a wall or 
floor which receives heat indirectly. The passive solar home must 
cater to the needs of the user and not only to thermal efficiencies. 
Studies have shown that the American public is interested in qual
ity solar homes, but their prime interest is in good quality homes 
for their investment; the importance of solar features is secondary.

rience is only part of the reward. A unique and genuine confi
dence in passive homes and building techniques is shown by the 
builder who lives in one.

Building a passive solar house for speculation is another excellent 
way to enter into passive construction. Unlike the custom-built 
home the homebuilder retains control over the final product and 
directly experiences the kinds of trade-offs encountered in a pas-
tl^P hniM Pr°ject: To ma^e t^le most °f this speculative venture, 
the builder should consult a passive solar architect or designer.

asss"e>pitai ™ks are assume<i
features at little extra cost will find 
trom a small additional risk.

qu!estsCfor oTssive Gn *er the passive solar arena based on re-
or interested in npc°meS f,r°T their dients- PeoP|e knowledgeable
to construct their S<uar ^eatin9 are seeking qualified builders *
a builder who lacks pLTive°?T' Th'S 'S eXciting opportunity to 

acks passive solar experience. Traditionally, the

can include passive design 
a great marketing advantage

The greatest marketing bonus comes to the builder who constructs 
a passive solar residence for himself. Living in a passive home of
fers first-hand information on the essential qualities of this home 
type, in addition to revealing any hidden weaknesses of a particu
lar design. In this home, the builder can also experiment with op
tions which require user involvement such as moveable insulation 
for protecting glass areas. The knowledge gained from this expe-

6



builder has made most of the structural and material decisions in 
home construction prior to the selection of finish surfaces. How
ever the passive solar client will probably want more control over 
all phases of construction. Any naive assumptions that a client or 
builder may have on passive designs must be corrected before con" 
struction begins. A design consultant with a passive solar back
ground can alleviate many potential problems here, and make this 
situation more promising to both the builder and client.

Some homes, particularly those which are passive, have a distinct 
appearance which can be a tremendous asset in the right location.

In a passive solar village or community, the solar features reinforce 
each other and tie together a visual fabric for the community. The 
marketability of a solar village goes well beyond mere visual ad
vantages. Street layouts in a solar development can be caretuHy 
planned so that every lot and home site has a good solar orient 
tion New environmental concerns in land use can be addressed in 
a community of environmentally-oriented housing. Water conser
vation, preservation of existing vegetation, and erosion control 
can be included in the community guidelines. Solar rights can be 
effectively solved by a simple covenant in the deed, or a 
homeowner's association document. In these communities,'the USe 
of solar energy can be a unifying element in homes, in gardens, 
and in people's daily lives.

SSSfS
market for energy-conscious, passive solar homes continues to
expand.
One marketing strategy for passive solar homes which cannot be .

pa,e„ performance when‘.*V

homes for you! As Wayne Nichols, a
, once said,

the antici
and when they discover

pioneer Unbuilding and marketing Passivesolar^homes 

home. The buyer will discover its magic.
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jCHAPTER 2
HOW TO USE THIS BOOK IINDEX
The information presented in the individual project descriptions 

selected from the applications of the 162 projects selected to 
receive awards. To make the report most useful to project design
ers and builders, several of the best projects in each of the passive 
categories—Direct Gain, Indirect Gain, and Solarium—were 
selected for in-depth discussions and analyses of the design 
approach being used. These project write-ups were prepared by 
some of the best-qualified passive solar experts in the country, and 
reflect the leading edge of the state of the art.

PROJECT CLASSIFICATION
All of the 162 projects in this book are divided into three general 
categories; DIRECT SOLAR GAIN, INDIRECT SOLAR GAIN, and SO
LARIUM. Many, if not most of the designs considered in this com
petition are combinations of two or three of these general system 
types. The fact that a particular design appears in only one section 
is a result of examining the design closely and deciding which one 
of the many passive features was primary. The key criteria used to 
identify the primary passive feature (or system) was: "What part 
of the passive system is in contact with the occupants and their 
primary living spaces?"

was

Following the in-depth discussions, all of the other design awards 
in the same category are listed with brief illustrations and descrip
tions. Space and time considerations precluded providing exten
sive discussions of all of the 162 designs receiving awards. It should 
be noted, also, that some of these designs may have been revised 
before construction to meet specific client requirements. Such 
revisions have not been included in this report.

For additional information on any project listed in the report, the 
name, address, and telephone number of the designer and the 
builder can be obtained from the National Solar Heating and 
Cooling Information Center, P.O. Box 1607, Rockville, MD 20850.

In addition to the project descriptions, the report includes general 
material on selecting the best type of solar project for a given 
area, issues involved in marketing passive solar homes, and cal
culating the solar gain from passive systems. In addition, there is a 
bibliography listing some of the most important publications on 
passive solar design and construction.

I
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SYSTEM
TYPE

%DEGREE
DAYS

NO. OF 
UNITS SOLARLOCATIONDESIGNERPAGE

DIRECT' 7,467 

2,548 

2,374 

3,413 

4,450 

3,270 

3,019 

2,697 

5,936 

6,202 

5,446 | 52

6,173 59

5,803 77

6,423 • I 55 

6,599 

5,840 

6,673 

2,383 

2,940 

5,6"

5,628 

6,575 

5,750

5,750 | 82

4,142 

8,505 
I 7,446

591*Tsaile, AZ 

Cottonwood, AZ
William L. Burns, The Burns/Peters Group 

Jim Raney, Sun System Engineering 

Paul Fellers

Peter Calthorpe, Calthorpe/Fernau/Wilcox 

Larry and Jacqueline Morgan

Robert Astrin, Jonathan Allan Stoumen, Architect 

Peter Calthorpe, Calthorpe/Fernau/Wilcox 

Lynn S. Nelson, The Habitat Center 

David Elfring

F. R. Rutz, Fenton A. Bain & Frederick Rutz 

Jeffrey Ellis, Superstructures 

Stephen Sparn

Jim Logan, Logan Construction 

Rick Cowlishaw, Natural Systems, Inc.

David Wagner, David G. Wagner and Associates 

Joe Migani, Teamworks 

Stephen Lasar

Thomas Lee Goodson, Goodson and Ahlquist Assoc 

W. Jeff Floyd, Jr.

Robert L. Beecher II

C. F. Abercrombie

John J. Rossini, Architects, Inc.

Mollie Moran, Massdesign

Ole Hammarlund, Solsearch Architects

John P. Ross, John Ross/Trellis and Watkins, Inc.

Conrad Heeschen, Sunsystems

Glen Langley, Philip S. Tambling/Glen Langley

44
DIRECT94145
DIRECT822Davis, CA 

Dillon Beach, CA 

Georgetown, CA 

Miranda, CA 

Occidental, CA 

Pacheco, CA 

Aurora, CO 

Boulder, CO 

Boulder, CO 

Boulder, CO 

Boulder, CO 

Colorado Springs, CO 

Ft. Collins, CO 

New Haven, CT 

New Milford, CT 

Columbus, GA 

Norcross, GA 

Indianapolis, IN 

Salina, KS 

Amherst, MA 

Andover, MA 

Sharon, MA 

Gaithersburg, MD 

Wilton, ME 

York, ME

45
DIRECT89146
DIRECT71146
DIRECT92147
DIRECT821

30
DIRECT92147
DIRECT402

48
DIRECT

DIRECTr

DIRECT

451
48

1
49

1
49

DIRECT1
50

DIRECT5
50

DIRECT831
40

DIRECT442*
22

DIRECT511
51

DIRECT821
51

DIRECT511
52

DIRECT481
52

DIRECT761
53

DIRECT261
53

DIRECT641
54

DIRECT1
54 DIRECT541
55 DIRECT751
55 DIRECT471
56

R—Retrofit system♦Attached home
9
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SYSTEM

TYPE
%degree

DAYS
NO. OF 
UNITS SOLAR

location
PAGE DESIGNER 93 DIRECT

DIRECTr

8,382

8,248 

8,062 

8,382 

4,711 

3,352 

i 2,625 

j 7,613 
| 7,252 

4,911 

5,605 

3,260 

5,559 

5,913 

5,720 

4,778 

6,532 

5,400

1 iBurnsville, MN 

Minneapolis, MN 

Maple Grove, MN 

Minneapolis, MN 

Kansas City, MO 

Wake Forest, NC 

Las Vegas, NV 

North Conway, NH 

Somersworth, NH 

Princeton, NJ 

El Rito, NM 

Las Cruces, NM 

Moriarty, NM 

Santa Fe, NM 

Santa Fe, NM 

Bronx, NY 

Woodhull, NY 

East Hampton, NY 

Fredericktown, OH 

Eugene, OR 

West Salem, OR 

Bedminster Twp., PA 

Carlisle, PA 

Bovina, TX 

Spring, TX 

Winchester, VA 

Wytheville, VA

26 Tom Ellison/John Carmody 

Peter Pfister

L. W. Berg, Berg and Associates 

Michael Cox 

John Hueser

William R. Watkins, Jr., Sunshelter Design 

Bob Chase, Maxwell Starkman and Associates 

Steven J. Strong, Solar Design Associates 

Carl Fike

Doug Kelbaugh, Environmint Partnership

Robert Nicolais/Quentin C. Wilson

Monika Lumsdaine, E & M Lumsdaine, Solar Consult.

William L. Burns, The Burns/Peters Group

Ken Brooks, Rocky Mountain Sun Power

Jim Hays, Jim and Laura Hays/Bob Slattery

Thomas C.Regino,EnergyResourcesGroup/Albin Assoc.

Anne Hersh, Connell and Hersh Architects 

Alfred De Vido, Alfred De Vido Associates, Architects 

Richard D. Strayer 

Lee Kersh

Thomas A. Meados 

Jim Morgan

Michael V. Arnold and TEA

David Smith, Design Services

Harry Brendgen, Spartan Technologies, Inc.

Sam Cravotta, Star Tannery Design Studio 

Christopher Umberger

461
56

DIRECT871
57

DIRECT80157
DIRECT71158
DIRECT55158

60 DIRECT159
i

72 DIRECT159
79 DIRECT

DIRECTr

160

7736 1

60 71 DIRECT1

61 65 DIRECT1
61 1 71 DIRECT
62 1 54 DIRECT

DIRECTr

DIRECTr

62 1 NA
63

1* 34
63

4 73 DIRECT
64

2 100 DIRECT
64

1 5,543 

4,599 

4,599 

3,911 

5,300 

5,176 

1,434 

5,662 

| 4,675

95 DIRECT65
1 87 DIRECT65
1 73 DIRECT18
1 47 DIRECT66
166 DIRECT55
167 35 DIRECT
167 63 DIRECT
168 DIRECT82
1

DIRECT49
* Attached home R—Retrofit system
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SYSTEM
TYPE

%DEGREE
DAYS

NO. OF 
UNITS SOLARLOCATIONDESIGNERPAGE

DIRECT63Shelburne, VT 

Amery, Wl 

Beloit, Wl 

Chilton, Wl 

Tucson, AZ 

Devonshire, CA 

Fair Oaks, CA 

Boulder, CO 

Boulder, CO 

Boulder, CO 

Boulder, CO 

Carbondale, CO 

Carbondale, CO 

Loveland, CO 

Lyons, CO 

Shelton, CT 

Shenandoah, GA 

Boner Springs, KS 

Groton, MA 

Georgetown, ME 

Grand Rapids, Ml 

Three Rivers, Ml 

Columbia, MO 

Columbia, MO 

Glencoe, MO 

Joplin, MO

7,727

8,248

7,863

7,852

1,855

8,208

2,374

5,540

6,051

5,275

5,368

7.339

7.340 

6,202 

5,446 

5,102 

2,800 

4,711

2Douglas C. Taff, Parallax, Inc.

Peter Pfister 

James Cardwell 

Douglas Steege

Jack Cohen, Goldblatt, Cohen and Aros 

Dick Munday

Tom Carver, Sierra Engineering 

Paul Shipee, Colorado Sunworks 

Deidre McCrystal, McCrystal Design 

Doug Graybeal, J. Welch and D. Graybeal 

Craig Christensen, Rohde & Christensen 

Ron Shore, Thermal Technology Corp.

Doug Davis, Sunshine Design 

Darrel Smith

Bob King, Alien-King Builders 

Carl Mezoff, Wormser Scientific Corporation 

Preston Stevens, Jr., Stevens and Wilkinson 

C. Eugene Moeller

Gifford Pierce, Beckman, Blydenburgh & Associates 

Richard Zamore, Suntech Homes, Inc.

Thomas J. and Jill E. Newhouse 

Bruce Monroe, B. Monroe/R. Pryor 

Jeffrey Barger, Sol-Terra Design 

Nicholas Peckham and Bradley Wright 

Terry A. Hoffman, Hunter Hunter Associates-Archt.

G. Herbert Gill

Daniel Koenigshofer, Integrated Energy Systems, Inc. Chapel Hill, NC

68
DIRECT54169
DIRECT38569
DIRECT46170
INDIRECT946110
INDIRECT341111
INDIRECT881111
INDIRECT

INDIRECT

INDIRECT

924112
721112
801113

INDIRECT615113
INDIRECT881100
INDIRECT692114
INDIRECT611114
INDIRECT811115
INDIRECT

INDIRECT

INDIRECT*

851115
611116
431*116

INDIRECT6,424 76

7,246 

7,279 

6,782 

5,046

5,083 v 86
4,705 

4,088 

3,454 | 50

1117
INDIRECT751117
INDIRECT691118
INDIRECT481118
INDIRECT 

INDIRECT 

INDIRECT 

INDIRECT* 

INDIRECT j

551119
1119
1 87

120
1 44

120
184

R—Retrofit system♦Attached home
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SYSTEM
TYPE

%degree
DAYS

NO. OF 
UNITS SOLAR

LOCATION________

Chester, NH 

Hampton, NH 

Plymouth, NH 

Andover, NJ 

Flemington, NJ 

Stillwater, NJ 

Upper Freehold, NJ 

White Rock, NM 

Pojoaque, NM 

Ramah, NM 

Santa Fe, NM •

Santa Fe, NM 

Santa Fe, NM 

Santa Fe, NM 

Bedford Heights, OH 

Cleveland, OH 

Burns, OR 

Eugene, OR 

Sisters, OR 

Lakeville, PA 

Lititz, PA 

New Tripoli, PA 

Unionville, PA 

Summerville, SC 

Knoxville, TN 

LI Paso, TX 

Cedar City, UT

DESIGNERPAGE INDIRECT827,246

7,246

8,177

5,696

5,733

5,810

4,911

5,853

6,170

6,576

5,586

5,586

6,016

5,586

5,993

6,351

6,871

4,599

6,598

6,202

5,251

5,827

5,101

2,146

3,494

2,700

5,200

1
Charles Pearson, B. V. Pearson Associates 

Peter B. Olney

Richard Holt, Evog Associates, Inc.

Doug Kelbaugh, Environmint Partnership 

Tom Wilson, Star Route Studios 

William Collins

Doug Kelbaugh, Environmint Partnership

Ken Brooks, Arch. Res. Cons./Rocky Mt. Sun Power

W. A. Scott

Buck Rogers, B. T. Rogers/J. lowa/M. Johnson 

Robert Peters, Addy Associates 

Susan Nichols, Communico 

Mark Jones

Susan Nichols, Communico

William Kolar, SOA Energy Consortium

Gregory Goss and Terry Sefchick

Donn D. Knokey, T. Kuntzman/D. Knokey

David Noferi, D. Noferi/R. Shafer

James Emerson, Phase I

Charles Skowronski

J. Wylie Bradley, deVitry, Gilbert and Bradley

Mike Ondra, Shelter Design

Don Prowler, South Street Design

Ralph F. McCay, Solar Engineering

Bill Barth, Barth and Ransbottom

Mack Caldwell, Phillip Mack Caldwell

John W. Stewart, Solarama

121 INDIRECT661
121 INDIRECT371
122

INDIRECT831
122

INDIRECT571
123

INDIRECT1001123
INDIRECT851124
INDIRECT

INDIRECT*

57196
991124

75 INDIRECT1125

68 INDIRECT1125

INDIRECT92 914

126 78 INDIRECT1

126 4 99 INDIRECT
127 1 49 INDIRECT
127 1 90 INDIRECT

INDIRECTR

INDIRECT

128
1 63

106
1 87

128
1 71 INDIRECT

129
1 71 INDIRECT

129
1 32 INDIRECT130
1 73 INDIRECT130
1 76 INDIRECT131
1 79 INDIRECT131
1 45 INDIRECT132
1 97 INDIRECT132
1 99 INDIRECT

‘Attached home R—Retrofit system12



SYSTEM
TYPE

%DEGREE
DAYS

NO. OF 
UNITS SOLARLOCATIONDESIGNERPAGE

INDIRECT1005,200

4,121

4,121

3,384

4,962

5,978

4,121

7,988

7,596

4,688

8,433

7,177

4,929

2,415

2,582

2,863

2,912

2,600

6,283

7,812

1Kanab, UT 

Duffield, VA 

Duffield, VA 

Norfolk, VA 

Reston, VA 

Strasburg, VA 

Duffield, VA 

Middlebury, VT 

Madison, Wl 

Harrisville, WV 

Riverside, WY 

Flagstaff, AZ 

Tempe, AZ 

Anderson, CA 

Pleasanton, CA 

Santa Cruz, CA 

Santa Rosa, CA 

Woodland, CA 

Boulder, CO 

Buena Vista, CO 

Denver, CO 

Golden, CO 

Longmont, CO 

Fairfield, CT 

Ames, IA 

New Albany, IN 

Beverly Farms, MA

John W. Stewart, Solarama

Billy Born, Architectural Design Branch, TVA

Danny Brewer, Architectural Design Branch, TVA

Richard Fitts

Walter Roberts, Jr.

Victor Habib, One Design, Inc.

Adolphus Chester, Architectural Design Branch, TVA 

Harris Hyman, R. Finkle/H. Hyman 

Don Schramm, Prado 

David Reynolds

Michael Framson, Framson General Construction 

Michael Frerking, Environmental Architecture 

James J. Hoffman, James Hoffman Design Group 

Robert Astrin, Jonathan Allan Stoumen, Architect 

Rob Anglin

Peter Calthorpe, Calthorpe/Fernau/Wilcox 

Richard Fernau, R. Fernau and Berkeley Solar Group 

Jim Plumb

Bruce Downing, Downing/Leach Associates 

James Moore 

Lawrence Atkinson 

Peter O'Connor

Barry Sulam, B. Sulam/L. Deutsch 

Carl Mezoff, Sunborne Designs 

David Block

James Rosenbarger/Terry White 

L. Bradley Cutler, Associated Architects

133
INDIRECT791133
INDIRECT'74175
INDIRECT561134
INDIRECT971134
INDIRECT76188
INDIRECT81175
INDIRECT561135
INDIRECT501135
INDIRECT351136
INDIRECT721136
SOLARIUM851164
SOLARIUM901165
SOLARIUM

SOLARIUMr

SOLARIUM

961165
631166
811166

SOLARIUM581160
SOLARIUM761167
SOLARIUM814*167
SOLARIUM731168
SOLARIUM 

SOLAR1UMr 

SOLARIUMr 

SOLARIUM 

SOLARIUM 

SOLARIUM 
I SOLARIUMr j

961 7,432
6,016
6,360
5,102
6,774

4,605
5,627

168
551169
591169
801170
861170
481171
441171

“Attached home R—Retrofit system
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%DEGREE
DAYS

system
type

NO. OF 
UNITS

iSOLAR
!LOCATION 

Manchester, MA 

Southampton, MA

Lima Twp., Ml 

Dexter, Ml 

Duluth, MN 

St. Louis, MO 

Carrboro, NC 

Morrisville, NC 

Raleigh, NC 

Raleigh, NC 

Randleman, NC 

Hopewell, NJ 

Penington, NJ 

Los Lunas, NM 

Santa Fe, NM 

Henderson, NY 

Oxford, OH 

Rogue River, OR 

Chicova, PA 

Feasterville, PA 

Greenville, SC 

Oak Ridge, TN 

Arlington, TX 

Hockley, TX 

Parker Co., TX 

Berkeley Springs, WV 

Middleton, Wl

■:

495,529

6,851

6,267

6,267

9,930

4,900

3,338

3,338

3,352

3,352

3,731

4,911

4,911

4,292

5,913

7,273

5,280

5,008

5,905

5,364

2,955

3,507

2,209

1,354

2,234

5,428

7,605

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM '

SOLARIUMr

solariumr

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

1 iPAGE DESIGNER ______ __ ________ _____

c. Skowronski, DeFrancesco & Baker Associates 

Seigfried Porth, S. Porth/L. O'Connor 

Gary Cook

Richard McMath, Sunstructures, Inc.

Charles Williams

Warren L. Cargel, Interface Design Group 

Steven Fisher, Graphicon 

Donald Barnes, Jr.

John Meachem, Sunshelter Design 

Mike Funderburk, Sunshelter Design 

John Alt

Vinton Lawrence, Harrison Fraker Architect 

Ted Bickford and Charly Lowery, Harrison Fraker Archt 

Robert Richardson 

Stephen Merdler, Soltec Associates 

Stephen Yaussi, Moran and Yaussi, Architects 
Fuller Moore

611172

73172 1

146 571
i173 592

173 571*
174

502*
174

:501
175

921175
811156

791176

79150 1

176 1 92
177 1 77
177 1 72
178

1 80 SOLARIUM
140

5 SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

SOLARIUM

74
178 Arden Handshy 

Steve Nearhoof, Ecol*lection 
| Peter-Paul d'Entremont 

Randy Granger, Helio Thermics, Inc.

Dan Fenyn, Land Systems, Inc.

Jamie M. Rohe, Concept Consultants, Inc.

L. R. Bachman, Design Technology, Inc.

Ray Boothe, Boothe and Associates, Architects 

R. Ashelman, Natural Sun Ho

Kieffer, Northland Country Homes

1 47179
1 37179
1 79180
1 100180
1181 54
1' 181 43

182 1 75
182 1 100mes
183 Bruce K. 1 73, Inc.

3 51
Attached home14
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VARIATIONS
Beyond these basic requirements, there are a series of variations 
and controls that demonstrate alternatives in passive solar heating 
by Direct Gain. The most common variations are found in the 

, location and materials of the thermal storage mass. The best loca
tion of the storage mass is often decided by the physical laws 
governing natural heat flow. For optimizing the absorption and 
storage of solar energy, it should be understood that mass which 
directly receives sunlight will store up to 4 times as much heat as 
mass which is not in direct sunlight. Yhe use of glazings which 
diffuse sunlight could help to shower light on all wall and floor

for maximum solar storage and distribution. For optimizing 
the radiant distribution of solar energy, physical proximity of the 
occupant to the radiant storage mass is important. Typical location 
alternatives include: a) the external building walls, b) the floor 
surface, c) the ceiling surface and d) internal walls and freestand
ing masses. In addition to storage location, there are significant 
variations in storage materials, and the massing of those materials, 
which provide different heat capacities and different time lag 
properties. Storage materials vary from concrete, brick, and 
ceramics, to water and other liquids, either singly or in various 
combinations, all radiating heat to the living space.

CONTROLS
To add to the efficiency and the usefulness of Direct Gain and 
other passive systems, several controls must be considered. To pre
vent unwanted heat gain, sunshading is required for the large 
expanse of south-facing glass. Due to the high location of the 
southern summer sun, overhangs can provide adequate protection 
for vertical southern glazing, but other solutions must be found 
for tilted glazing, or those with east and west orientations (faced 
with low sun angles). Exhausts and vents will also help cool inte
rior spaces when summer temperatures are high. To prevent un
wanted heat loss, insulation for the glazed collector area is neces
sary to improve the low R-value of glass. Moveable insulation 
panels, curtains, shutters, Skylids™, or Beadwall all work effec
tively to prevent unwanted heat losses on sunless winter days and 
nights and also prevent thermal heat gain on hot summer days 
Without these control considerations, a Direct Gain system could 

tremendous discomfort due to winter losses and summer
overheating.
The important issue to understand with DIRECT GAIN passive 

h°™“ “

CHAPTER 3 

DIRECT SOLAR GAIN
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SDIRECT SOLAR GAIN 

DEFINITION
The DIRECT SOLAR GAIN concept is the most common passive solar 
building solution and has many historic precedents. Simply dia
grammed as sun to living space to storage mass, the solar radia

tion is collected in the living space and then stored in a thermal 
storage mass. Thus, the actual living space is directly heated by the 
sun and serves as a "live-in" collector.

REQUIREMENTS
The basic requirements for the Direct Gain building are: a large 
south-facing glazed (collector) area, with the living space exposed 
directly behind; a floor and/or wall storage mass of significant 

‘dimension for exposure and solar heat storage; and a method of 
isolating the storage from exterior climatic conditions. For the first 
requirement, a large expanse of collector glazing, often double 
glazed to minimize heat loss, is oriented south to admit the maxi
mum useful radiation (while facilitating the prevention of solar 
gain in summer). Secondly, a considerable amount of thermal 
storage mass in the walls, floors, ceilings, or in free standing mass 
is incorporated in the building to store solar heat and provide 
longer term heating. The absence of thermal storage mass in most 
conventional homes is what limits the possibility of storing the 
heat gained through large picture windows. Thirdly, the distribu
tion of heat is controlled by the relationship between the storage 
mass and the living space. Proper insulation between the storage 
mass and the outdoors, or ground, is critical in preventing un
necessary heat loss.
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Bedminster Township, PA
Jim Morgan, AIA 
New York, NY

HEATED AREA: 996 FT

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,300

NET THERMAL LOAD: 30.2 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.5 BTU/DD/FT2
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 42%

Open market sale.

sIeepinaS|oftaSThWO+^e^r°0mS and two baths with an additional 
sulated enrln<innS ructur® *s conventional wood frame, well in- 
Providefor snbr9 k" ,nterior masonry floor and partial wall which 
"’asonryTs insSatedS°aMh0n a"-d heat St°ra9e in winter. The 
conduction to the p tt the penmeter edge to prevent heat loss by 
by cross ventilation ^ Summertime cooling is accomplished 
insulatinq shuttPrc; R ^ fading of the south glazing. Movable
winter and alsoheat gain of the g,azing in. 
summer. as shad|ng devices to keep the sun out in

CONSERVATION

Terracing the buHdjnrfi *** Ldge °f 3 gentle south-facing hill.
^he eXposure 0f th 9 ^° the hill minimizes heat loss by reducing 
buHdmg in the east WP^Wa1 to outdoor air. By elongating the 
maximized for winter ? i d,rectlon' »ts southern exposure is

olar Election. The floor plan is arranged

j

The solar heating fraction for this weekend retreat 
ts expected to exceed 95% during its occupancy!

CONTEXT
Bucks County, Pennsylvania, experiences a 
mg degree days and 1,000 
climate control in r
18
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so that the living spaces are located along the south face of.the 
building while bedrooms and service spaces, with small neai mg 
and lighting requirements, are located along the colder nortn 
wall. The studio and pantry, also infrequently used spaces, are 
placed to the northeast and northwest to further buffer the living 
spaces from the exterior. An entrance vestibule provides an air
lock to reduce the large infiltration heat losses often associated 
with the entry.
All south glazing is insulated at night by drapes and sliding panels. 
Windows on the north, east, and west sides are kept small since 
they result in a net heat loss during winter.

HEATING
:Sunlight is admitted into the building through south-facing win

dows and translucent skylight panels. The skylight panels diffuse 
direct sunlight over the surface area of the masonry interior. Dur
ing the daytime hours, sunlight is absorbed and partially stored in 
the masonry as heat. By spreading direct sunlight over a large 
surface area of masonry, a greater percentage of solar heat is 
stored in the mass at the end of the day. This reduces the temper
ature fluctuation in the space over the day, providing for greater 
thermal comfort. In cloudy climates, any additional masonry 
thicker than 4" to 8" is not useful in storing heat. It is 
effective to spread mass throughout the space than put it in one 
place, for example as in a two foot thick masonry floor. Also, in 
cloudy winter climates with large amounts of diffuse solar radia
tion, south-facing skylights are more effective collectors than 
south vertical glazing.

SUMMBK MODB
more

COOLING
The house is kept cool in the summer by shading the major qlass 
areas and providing for natural ventilation. Adjustable awninas 
are located in a pocket above the south glazing. These are a po
tentially better solution to shading than a fixed overhanq A fixed 
shading device will provide the same shading on September out 
and March 21st since the sun's movement across the skydome is
seasonally to partiall/IhlltetheS

closed in the daytime to double as a shading device TheoSw 
face of the panels should be painted white or made of a refi 1 
material to prevent excessive heat build-up in theskylight^ rtlVe

The open floor plan of the house facilitates cross ventil=.ti a 
erable windows on the south and north wall allow for th °P' 
flow through the building of the prevailing

CONCLUSION
The home makes excellent use of a direct solar gain approach 
through its many light diffusing apertures. The checkerboard pat* 
ern o skylights on the roof of this home takes advantage of the 

frnmSthy radl?tion in this climate. With over 40% of its heat 
overcas^reglo^*5 ^°me does we^ f°r this hazy and sometimes

the^m^nerous in total square footage, this home zones only 
heatinn -r^9 area and two ma'n bedrooms for active backup 
tended m arran9ement should be very workable for its in* 
‘■ended purpose, as a second home.

needed^hp h 3 regu^ar home, some modifications would be
from the main . °°mS Wouid rec>uire some acoustical separation 
additional therml?9+3reas’ MasonrV walls here would allow s0 
floor area for rune Stora§e mass and probably free some of 
many features of °r S. furnishings. In general, this design 
other designs 3 passive c°untry home which can be appl'e

the same on
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1 C&ILIN0 mCHE© oreN OH
3UNNY WARMING
TH&PMAU MAS®.

2 3T0V6 fcND/ OK FlKBPtXX 
HEAT OCCUPANTS AND 
THERMAL MASS HEAT fPOM

■ flues PEFDEcreo
INTO ROOM.

3 SOUTH WALL HAO INSUL/ 
AT&P SHADES? AMO NI6HT 
drapeky TO wsasr heat 
1006.

4 NORTH WALL AWNING 
WINDOWS CDHtmi & . 
|NSOLATEP WINTER FLAPS.

5 weATHERSTNiFpeo
ISOLATE- THE UN HEATED 
AREAS OF THE HOUSE . .
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ROOM AT MISHT. .
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PANEL SKYLIGHT HATCHES . , ,
The skylight hatches work on the principle ot a .
electric motor at the top is activated by a photoelectric cell at 
about 9 a.m. on a sunny winter day. It turns the upper shaft (and 
by a geared linkage the lower shaft) clockwise and the hatches roll 
up or down (depending on how the cables are wound around the 
shaft), opening the skylights. At about 3 p.m. a timer activates 
another motor on the lower shaft which rotates counterclockwise 
until the hatches again cover the skylights. A manually operated 
over-ride is provided.

scroll: a small. \
. PET C ACT ABLE. 

FADQIC AWNING
INSULATED HATCH"
INSULATED SHADE ■-----
NIGHT DRAPcCV TRACK

] 1
I

DETAILS
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nesianed for an urban neighborhood in Ansoma, CT, this two- 
rtorv duplex demonstrates a simple and effective direct gain solar 
svstem The compact site has excellent orientation, providing for 
north entries from the street and southern exposure for the pri- 
vate backyards. The neighborhood is a mix of colonial and Victor
ian residences, having two-story houses with front porches and 
street setbacks. The duplex repeats these features, integrating the 
new aspects of passive solar with the more traditional quality of 
the street. The winter climate is quite demanding, with 6,000 de
gree days heating loads and mostly cloudy skys. The building uses 
concrete block exterior and party walls, with foam insulation and 
stucco applied to the exterior. The floors and roof are precast 
concrete planks, providing additional heat storage mass. Alumi
num blinds are used to reflect direct gain sunlight onto the ceiling 
mass in these two-bedroom units. The size, construction, siting, 
and solar system all combine to make this design an efficient and 
low-cost solution for urban neighborhoods.

CONSERVATION
Central to energy conservation in this scheme is the party wall 
construction. By choosing to attach these dwellings, the designers 
have reduced the exterior suface area by 20%. In addition, the 
overall shape and size of the building is tight, with few projections 
or jogs, further reducing the surface area and resultant heating 
loads. The interior layout places the bathrooms, stairs, kitchen, 
and entry on the north side, creating a buffer from the more 

eavily used livingroom and bedrooms. The entry employs an air- 
ock vestibule to reduce infiltration, and the entry yard has a row 
o evergreens which serve as both a windbreak and privacy screen, 
everal deciduous trees are located to the south to offer summer 

shade while allowing penetration of the winter sun.

mot^hU'^'n^nSIruCl:ure's weII~'nsulated, with one exception. The 
framp rl3? ^^°.r 21, the equivalent of 6" of fiberglass in a
mate Mnro^ lc^*s generally considered inadequate for this di- 
aqe makinn ^r,.the underside of the roof is used for heat stor- 
other areawrf th'T -u'00 ‘n this ,ocation particularly critical. All 
achieved bv TV-efbUldlu9 are we,|-insulated: R-21 walls are 
feet of earth hi 0. urethane insulation over the block walls; 3 
windows are douh'li9 Surround the ea*t, west, and north sides; all 
use. In summer c +,fane and ^ave insulating shutters for night 
with the decidiionU+ em overdangs shade the majority of glass, 

s rees creating a cooler general environment.

Ansonia, CT

Joe Migani, Teamworks 
Cambridge, MA

HEATED AREA: 1,032 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,840 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 92.6 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 8.98 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 44%
Open market sale.

heating

p«aRv^rrsys,emi"'n this building resolves some of the
ect gain designs. One common design approach
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places a concrete slab inside of south-facing windows to absorb, 
store the entering solar energy. Unfortunately, floors are often 
occupied, their surface being obstructed by furniture, rugs, and. 
people. Rather than heating the mass floor, the sunlight strikes 
these low mass objects and overheats the space. In addition, the 
furniture and rugs, not to mention the people, often suffer from 
this exposure. These designers have elected to place the storage 

the ceiling in the form of precast concrete planks, "Span- 
crete", and redirect the sunlight to the ceiling by reflective louvers 
in the south windows. This scheme provides a clear, unobstructed 
surface for the sunlight to strike and does not limit the use of 
floor space in any way. Also, it allows the floors to be carpeted, 
the clear preference of many homeowners.
The reflective louvers are located between two layers of glass to 
eliminate any need for cleaning. The louvers, installed with the 
concave surface upward to focus the light, and their angles are 
adjusted (on a monthly basis) by a thumb-operated dial. The con
crete ceiling is plastered and in this design is painted with a selec
tive surface coating. These selective surface coatings were devel
oped for use in flat-plate collectors to absorb as much incoming

mass on
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light as possible without re-radiating any light or heat back out. In 
this case, it is probably an inappropriate application because the 
ability of the ceiling mass to give up heat at night is severely 
limited by this selective surface. In addition, high absorption may 
not be desirable because it reduces the amount of light reflected 
to and stored in the masonry walls.

fleet from one surface to the others. In this design, a lighter ceiling 
will absorb a percentage of the sunlight and reflect the rest to the 
storage mass walls. If all the mass in the ceiling and walls is used in 
this way, the temperature fluctuations in the space will be 
reduced.

One key element for direct gain systems is the ratio of surface area 
th;S ?ra.9e mass to area of window. If only the ceiling is used in 
wlhc es,5n# the ratio isabout 1:1.5; if the light is spread to the 
pmni and rear ceilm9'the ratio is 1:5. This distribution not only 
mnro°^|S more mass niore effectively, but also creates a lighter, 
are a1;mosPhere- It should be noted that these issues

s critical in the bedrooms because daytime overheating 
^occupied areas will cause little discomfort.

the^u!IdTrW°Ules emP,Qy the maximum south glass possiblegi^en 
unit of sout9hS Sha?e' This results in approximately 400 sq^.P, 
the heat?nnhThmdow area' Providing for approximately 66/° °

In direct gain systems such as this, the total surface area of the 
heat storage mass is as important as the thermal capacity of the 
storage material. In concentrated sunlight, the surface layers of 
solid mass materials heat up quickly, reducing the ability of the 
mass to absorb more heat. These hot surfaces also begin to im 
mediately give off heat at a rate which can overheat the space Bv 

the Trombe systems heat must migrate through the 
wall before space heating will occur, creating a time delav and 
lower surface temperatures. To avoid overheatinq the solar 
should be distributed over as large a surface area as possible , 
this way the heat build-up in the surface layers is reduced and th 
energy is more effectively stored. ° Tne

To achieve this spreading of the heat, the total surface 
mass should be maximized and the light allowed to

contrast, in
these ;■

area of the 
partially re-
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swings in the mass of direct gain systems, the thermal capacitance 
may be too small for this building. For backup heat, the duplex 
employs a gas furnace with hot water radiant fin tubes.

COOLING
Cross ventilation, shading, and massive building elements combine 
to temper the summer climate in this building. The south side, 
which contains 95% of the glass in the building, has overhangs 
and sun screens which will fully shade this facade in mid-summer.
In addition, the decks have awning frames to which canvas is at
tached to create covered porches. The porches, along with the 
deciduous trees, shelter the south side of the building and help to 
cool the summer breezes. The windows are well-positioned to take 
full advantage of the typically southerly winds and provide cross 
ventilation to the north side. Unfortunately, the bedroom door's 
must be opened to allow this cross ventilation. The living areas are 
located on the lowest floor, which is cooler during the day. Finally, 
the massive walls and ceiling, dampen the temperature swings in 
the space by absorbing heat during the day and releasing it the 
following night. The combination of these features significantly 
increases the building's comfort levels through most summer 
conditions.

CONCLUSION
This design demonstrates an extremely efficient and low-cost solar 
system. The small size, party walls, and site orientation combine to 
reduce the loads and provide optimum solar access. The passive 
system has an elegant simplicity which resolves many of the char
acteristic problems of direct gain systems. The louvers direct the 
light away from the living areas to the ceiling, providing light and 
views without the glare, furniture fading, and discomfort of some 
direct gain systems. By allowing the sunlight to partially reflect 
from the ceiling to other massive components in the space, more 
heat storage is employed at lower temperatures, preventing any . 
overheating of the spaces. The economy of plan and solar system 
should appeal to a broad range of urban housing needs.
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Burnsville, MN

Tom Ellison/John Carmody 
St. Paul, MN

HEATED AREA: 2,000 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 8,382

NETTHERMAL LOAD: 41.9 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.33 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 93%

Private client.

CONTEXT
This underground or earth-sheltered passive solar home is located 
15 miles outside of Minneapolis, Minnesota. The region experi- 

8,400 heating degree days with average wind speeds of 10 
miles per hour. Although the house is earth-covered, it is posi
tioned on top of a ridge with land falling off in all directions for 
excellent drainage. There is a newly-emerging interest in under
ground homes in this region and this design attempts to respond 
to the expectations of local homebuyers. The size and arrange
ment of the living spaces are typical for an average size family.

ere are three bedrooms, a living room, family room and two-car 
garage. The construction is primarily concrete retaining/bearing 

^ood frame on the south wall. The unit is estimated to 
cost $40 to $50 per square foot.

CONSERVATION
cord'9uration is compact to minimize exterior sur- 

winter Tho3,|9e °3x trees Provide shade in summer but not in 
qaraap inr=1+S- °P? the land'the surrounding vegetation and
northwest tk" ^re?k the Prevai,ing winter winds from the

e sloping roof allows a higher ratio of south-fac 9

0
di
ftences

n
ft

«
c
t
l

;

"x.
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window area to volume of space heated. The east and west walls 
are buried below grade, and have no windows, so that ninety-five 
percent of the window area faces south. The north slope opens up 
to allow an entry door and window. Because the house is basically 
one room deep, all rooms except bath, laundry and storage rooms 
receive natural light. The sloping roof helps to reflect daylight 
deeper into the interior of the second floor.
The primary conservation feature is the earth cover over the walls 
and roof. In addition to the earth, there are 4" of styrofoam to 
achieve an R-factor of 24 in the walls and in the roof. The designer 
was careful to insulate the outside edge of the concrete roof 
planks where they are exposed to the cold air. The south wall is 
made of 2 x 6 wood studs with glass fiber batt insulation and 1" 
styrofoam sheathing for an R-factor of 22. All windows are double 
glazed and the doors have insulation cores. Tight-fitting insulated 
curtains are closed over the south-facing window area at night.
The vertical organization of living spaces with bedrooms on the 
first floor and living spaces on the second floor is the reverse of 
the conventional home. This configuration minimizes the discom
fort associated with heat stratification between floors, one of the 
most common problems of 2-story passive solar buildings. In this 
way, living spaces are located on the warmer level with cooler 
sleeping spaces below.
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upper floor plan v -
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DhecTgain supplies the solar heat to this house. South-facing win

dow walls and clerestory windows total approximately 300 sq. 
ft of "collector". This collector area supplies roughly one-halt the 
heat needed to keep this 2,000 sq. ft. house warm over an average 
winter. The solar heat gain is stored in the concrete walls ana 
floors. For every square foot of collector there is about one cubic 
foot of concrete in direct sunlight which stores 30 BTU s of heat for 
each degree F rise in temperature. The concrete plank floor is 
covered with dark floor tiles to increase absorptivity. To protect 
the house from heat loss through the large window area, insu
lated drapes are manually closed at night. Insulating shutters can 
be substituted if a higher R-factor is desired.
A 50,000 BTUH electric forced hot-air furnace located on the sec
ond floor with a single distribution duct that runs the length of 
the south wall, supplies auxiliary heat to both levels. There is a 
high return air register on the second floor and a low return on 
the first floor. These register locations will allow the central fur
nace to redistribute air from the most extreme thermal zones 
the house to reduce temperature differences between the two 
floors. Overheating can be prevented by closing drapes or cor-
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rected by opening windows. The considerable amount of concrete 
mass that is not in direct sunlight will help to dampen daily tem
perature fluctuations. Two flat-plate active solar collectors form a 
south-sloping roof on the mechanical room for domestic hot water
preheat.

COOLING
In summer, the extremely heavy mass of the earth that surrounds 
this building severely reduces daily room temperature swings. The 
house is cut deep enough into the ridge so that the first floor is 
cooled by the conduction of heat to the surrounding earth, since 
ground temperatures average about 45°F. Four-foot overhangs 
(sized for 44°N. sun positions) and the balcony shade the collector 
area from the high summer sun. Wind and temperature induced 
ventilation from the front door on the north to the operable win
dows placed high on the south side also provides cooling.

CONCLUSION
Generic advantages of building underground include the thermal 
and acoustic insulation of earth cover, protection from sun and 
wind, low environmental impact, low air infiltration, low building 
skin maintenance, and summer cooling. Obvious disadvantages 
include the need for water proofing, constraints on natural light
ing and cross ventilation, additional roof and wall structure to 
carry heavier dead loads and marketability restraints.
This house could be further improved by a few additions. An air
lock vestible would cut air infiltration. Natural ventilation and 
lighting could both be increased by the introduction of operable 
skylights. The ability to adjust the width or angle of the overhangs 
in front of the south-facing glass or "collector” area would en
hance solar collection in late winter and early spring when the 
mid-day sun is high in the sky, but heating needs are still signifi
cant. However, the design has solved many of the obvious disad
vantages associated with underground homes. The use of 1/1® 

utyl rubber sheets and standard concrete floor planks addresses 
the waterproofing and structural problems. The front door and 
operable windows on the north side allow cross ventilation and 
dayhghtmg as well as creating an inviting yet more conventional 

6 eva*'on- "^he design also allows for various locationso 
hpItHTt0 suit,different site and client needs. By grouping the 
south Mil6*? 3?00 and P|umbing stacks into a single core o ^
oarth T ' t^,e desi9ner has avoided any penetrations throug 
Possihilit|ered/00f' AI1 considered, this home demonstrates
heatinn °f u.t'der9r0LJnd construction and direct solar g ^ 
region9 Pr°V'de for the thermal needs of residents m this
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CONTEXT
This small two-bedroom house is located in Northern California 
and employs a hybrid solar heating system. The climate is moder
ate with approximately 3,000 degree days of heating loads wit 
partly cloudy winters and hot summer periods. Like most of the 
construction in this area, this building is a two-story wood frame 
structure on continuous foundation with a 2' crawl space. The 
hybrid system employs south windows with Venetian k'mc*k ° 
vers" to absorb the sun's heat. This heat is blown to a rock be 1 
the crawl space yvhere it is stored. The site has good solar expo 
with an open meadow to the south and winter wind protection 
from a redwood grove to the north. The design uses the loca 
standard building practices while providing a controllable so a 
heating system.

CONSERVATION
The basic two-story rectangular shape, with the long side 
south, reduced the building's surface area while accommodati y 
solar gams. The north side is protected by a stand of redwood 
trees, and the east and west sides are small. The mild climate 

ows a greater degree of freedom with window placeme 
two-story spaces. The building has double glazing throughou .

Occidental, CA
Peter Calthorpe, Calthorpe/Fernau/Wilcox 
San Francisco, CA

HEATED AREA: 1,111 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 3,019 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 30.5 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.0 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 82%
Private client.
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*4?with triple glazing on the south-side collector windows. Its overall 
small size is also a conservation feature not to be overlooked. F£K[UeE6

Louver W1KD^6 
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HEATING
The solar heating system in this house uses a fan to transfer heat 
into the rock bed heat storage mass and allows natural energy 
flows, radiation and convection, to distribute the heat back to the 
living space when needed. Because the system uses a fan to 
actively "change" the storage while allowing for a natural or pas
sive "discharge", it is considered a hybrid. Specifically, a dark- 
colored Venetian blind is placed behind the double glazing on the 
south side to absorb the sunlight. A second layer of glass is placed 
inside the blind to contain the heat while a small, 1500 CFM fan 
draws air from the window cavity and down into the rock bed.
The heat from the window is deposited in a "vertically charged" 
rock bed below the floor, returning cooler air to & diffuser high in 
the second story. This cool air, approximately 60°F, prevents any 
overheating that may be caused by the sunlight entering the 
second-story south window. While dependent on a fan to operate, 
this collection system offers several distinct advantages. The glare, 
discomfort, furniture fading, and large temperature swings as
sociated with some direct gain solar systems are eliminated by the 
louvers, while the views and light from the windows are 
maintained—the best of both worlds. On overcast days, the blinds 

be raised to allow a direct heat gain from the diffuse light 
outside. (During the summer the windows are shaded so that the 
blinds can also be raised.) At night the blinds can be closed, pro
viding an added insulation layer in the window and privacy.
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: <r !i! S3 |l VThe rock bed is placed in an essentially free container, the stand
ard foundation crawl space. A 2" draining slab seals the bed from 
any ground moisture and 4" perforated plastic drain pipe is laid 
out 16" on center to create a return plenum with uniform airflows 
throughout the bottom of the bed. These pipes run into a larger, 
8" x 24" manifold on the north side which is connected to the fan 
and exhaust distributors on the second floor. Three quarter inch 
river rock, 24" deep, is placed over the drainpipe, leaving a 6" 
airspace below the plywood floor, which acts as the intake plenum 
from the windows. The hot air from the windows enters this top 
plenum and, encountering equal resistance everywhere over the 
bed, distributes evenly over the entire plan area before moving 
downward. As it moves downward, the air deposits its heat in 
horizontal layers with the warmer layers at the top and coolest at 
the bottom. These warm upper layers heat the floor above, which 
in turn heats the space. After depositing its heat, the air passes 
into the lower drainpipe plenum and is returned high on the sec-
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into this space. Unfortunately, the first floor bedroom has no 
radiant floor and will not receive heat from the solar system. Two 
Casablanca type fans high in the two-story spaces prevent any 
extreme temperature stratification. A simple wood burner will 
provide any backup heat necessary for the living/dining area and 
the bedroom above. The total south window area of 276 sq. ft. js 
25% of the overall building area. For this climate such a collection 
area
The storage capacity of 15,400 BTU/°F. or 55 BTU/°F. per sq. ft. of 
window is equivalent to about two days of storage.

With Venetian blinds and glass for collectors, rock bed under con
crete for storage and a small fan, all the components of the system 
are standard market items with which both builders and home 
owners are familiar. The temperature output of this window is 
dependent on the airflow rate through it. By using the small fan, 
high temperatures—100°F.—reach the rock bed. These high tem
peratures increase the rock bed's storage capacity and the radiant 
output of the floor above. Finally, and perhaps most significantly, 
the system is applicable to standard light-frame structures and 
requires no expensive masonry construction or additional interior 
space for heat storage mass or solar collection.

(/The passive heat distribution system functions much like the old 
radiant floor systems. The vertical charging of the rock bed is crit
ical to insure the even heating of the total radiant floor area. 
With 100°F. air from the windows stored in the rocks, an 80°F. 
floor surface temperature can be expected. Unlike the older hot 
water pipe radiant floors, this floor cannot be turned on and off. 
Therefore, the area of the radiant floor must be designed to han
dle the average, rather than peak, heating load. This differs from 
climate to climate and for each house design. For example, this 
house has a heat loss of 532 BTUH and an average winter temper
ature of 45°F. ambient. This requires a 10,640 BTUH heat source. 
This house has 440 sq. ft. of 80°F. radiant floor producing approx
imately 24 BTUH/sq. ft. The total output of the floor therefore is 
10,560 BTUH, enough to balance the average loads.

i
will provide a 80% solar participation in the heating loads. (

t

For unusual peak loads, floor registers can be opened to allow 
natural convection to deliver additional heat. Registers along the 
north exhaust manifold allow cool air to fall to the bottom of the 
bed while the warm air rises through the window plenum and into 
the living space. The bedroom above has an open balcony 
looking a two-story space, which allows the heat to rise naturally
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COOLING
The Northern California climate does not experience large 
sistent cooling requirements, but it does have occasional hot spells 
of temperatures in the 90's. Shading and ventilation are the pri
mary cooling devices of this house. In addition, the rock bed is 
used occasionally to store night "coolth". In this mode, cool night 
air is blown through the bed when temperatures are below 60°F. 
During the next day, this coolth is blown back into the space while 
the interior heat is deposited in the rocks to be exhausted the 
following night.

The lower south windows are shaded in summer by the balcony 
and solar domestic hot water collectors above. The upper south 
windows are shaded by reflective Venetian blinds similar to those 
in the collector windows. The two-story spaces aid natural ventila
tion by exhausting the warm air high in the building and allowing 
cooler air from the north side to enter low. All the spaces have 
cross ventilation. Finally, the Casablanca fans can incease comfort 
during particularly still summer periods by creating air movement.

CONCLUSION
Although this building does not use purely passive features, its 
hybrid system offers some interesting alternatives. In cases where 
southern views are desired but the classic direct gain systems are 
inappropriate, this building demonstrates a technique in which 
the light and views are preserved while the glare is eliminated and 
solar heat is collected without overheating. For areas in which 
masonry construction is too expensive, the rock bed in crawl space 
may be a cost-effective alternative. The systems offers "controlla
bility" through operation of the blinds and floor registers. All of 
the system's components such as the blinds, drainpipe, rocks, fan 
and thermostat, are common building elements. Its only disadvan
tages are that the system depends on electrical power to operate, 
it is not as well known as some other passive systems, and the 
windows and blinds require periodic cleaning.

This hybrid solar system could be applied to many homes of differ
ing plans and styles. This particular building offers the economy of 
small size, tight plan, and minimized exterior. The two-story spaces 
not only allow natural ventilation and heat distribution but also 
provide for a more spacious interior atmosphere. The roof shape 
could be varied to meet market demands. The designer has pre
sented an unusual solar system in an unusually shaped building.
But the basic concepts have a broad appeal.
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Princeton, NJ

Doug Kelbaugh, Environmint Partnership 
Princeton, NJ

HEATED AREA: 2,310 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,911

NET THERMAL LOAD: 35.0 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.22 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 77%

Retrofit.

CONTEXT
This solar addition is added to a 100-year old house in downtown 
Princeton, N.J. The existing house is on a narrow street in a resi
dential neighborhood with a density of about 6 units per acre. The 
climate has about 5,000 heating degree days. Both the parent 
house and addition are two-story wood frame structures. The 
existing house has 3 small bedrooms. The addition includes a new 
master bedroom and bathroom on the second floor and a family 
room and small solarium on the first floor.

CONSERVATION
Tnesouth wall of the existing house faces roughly 15° east of true 
n°oi r!'kf0r wh'ch there is a 5%-10% penalty in solar collection. The 
i r°unTlJhouse casts some shadow on the south wall of the 
existing building but the south wall of the addition is in sunlight
the o^th d„ay‘ °ne 20-year old hade tree 
north ciT <Pd neW trees and shrubs have been planted on the 
oroximitvf or W|nd protection. Neighboring homes in close 
addition?'50 pr°vide winter wind protection. The shape of the 
floor ratioPtn?aC?S 3 cube- and has a low exterior surface-to- 
BTU/DD to ft eep h®at loss down. The heat loss is about 10

9- ft., which is low considering the large amount of gl

:
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area and the size of the structure. The double-glazed solarium acts 
as a vestibule for the back door of the house. The addition's wall 
insulation, of 3-1/2" fiberglass insulation plus 1" urethane insula
tion, adds an R-factor of about 20. The north masonry wall with 4" 
of expanded polystyrene also has an R-factor of 20. There is an 
R-30 glass-fiber insulated roof. The perimeter of the concrete floor 
slab is insulated with 2" styrofoam to a depth of three feet. Win
dows are triple glazed on the east side but double glazed to allow 
higher solar transmission on the south side. There are no windows 
in the north wall of the addition. Multiple-layer shades that are 
drawn down at night to cover the inside of the windows on the 
second floor are calculated to increase the windows' R-factor to 4 
or 5. The clerestory windows are insulated with a 1" foam board 
that swings down at night to both decrease the volume of the 
room as well as cut heat loss through the high glazing. It is oper
ated manually with a window pole. Thermally-lined curtains close 
off the solarium and windows on the first floor.

The original house has already been retrofitted with weather
stripping and storm windows. Several new windows as well as a 
greenhouse window unit are added to the south wall of the exist
ing house. The hydronic distribution pipes in the basement of the 
old house are to be retrofitted with foam insulation.

HEATING
The philosophy behind this addition is to expand the house in such 
a way that not only the new rooms will be solar heated but the 
excess solar heat in the addition can also be drawn off to heat the 
original house. Daytime overheating, normally a problem with di
rect gain systems, can be avoided by ducting the excess warm air 
that collects at the top of the second floor clerestory into the first 
floor rooms of the old house. Less thermal storage is necessary 
because not all the solar heat collected must be stored within the 
addition.

There are two primary solar heating systems, both direct gain. 
There is a solarium or lean-to greenhouse on the first floor and a 
clerestory or roof aperture system on the second floor. There is 
also direct solar heat gain through the many large south-facing 
windows in the south wall, including several new ones added to 
the south wall of the original house.

The 8-inch concrete floor slab in the solarium is covered with dark 
color quarry tile to absorb incoming sunlight. There are three 55- 
gallon water drums painted black that also absorb sunlight. Both 
the floor and the water drums act as batteries to store heat in the 
day and discharge heat at night. There is also a strip of dark 
colored tile along the south side of the family room to absorb the

;
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sunlight that enters through the low windows. There is a lined 
curtain which closes the solarium off from the family room at 
night. The heat stored in the walls and floor with the solarium is 
just calculated to keep the plants safe from freezing temperatures. 
On severely cold nights, the curtain can be left open a little to 
allow the solarium to rob more heat from the family room. Since 
the solarium is not occupied at night, it is kept as cool as the 
plants can tolerate so that its heat loss is as low as possible. In 
warmer climates, less thermal mass would be required in the sol
arium to keep the air from falling to temperatures harmful to the 
plants. The minimum temperature to which the solarium can be 
allowed to drop at night is also determined by the type of plants 
grown.

Thermal storage for the clerestory collector area on the second 
floor is the two-story, filled heavyweight concrete block wall, solid 
with mortar, which is painted a dark color on the second floor for 
solar absorption. The clerestory glazing is double-walled acrylic 
plastic held by aluminum glazing bars at the head and sill. The 
amount of solar radiation collected is enhanced by aluminized 
mylar reflectors stapled to the underside of the over-hang and

glued to the roof. The highly specular reflective material is also 
stapled to the sloped ceiling above the shutter in the bedroom to 
reflect the sunlight which is transmitted through the glazing on to 
the dark masonry wall. The moveable insulating shutter, made of 
1" insulation board, is also covered with a highly specular reflective 
material—aluminum foil.

With temperature swings of 10° to 12°F over 24 hours, the system 
is calculated to provide about 75% of the heating load of the 
addition from October through May. In addition, there is a duct 
with a small fan that draws off warm air from the ceiling of each 
floor and distributes it to the original house. The fans are auto
matically switched on by thermostats when the addition over
heats.

A domestic hot water solar preheater is situated above the bath- 
u con.s's}s an 80-gallon glass-lined water tank painted 

va/80 .a* s'*s m a Qlazed insulated compartment on the roof-
Water circulates through the tank and is heated before it reaches 
the conventional hot water heater in the basement. The conven
tional water heater thus receives preheated water and does not 
have to work as much.
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COOLING
There are numerous windows throughout the addition which are 
strategically placed to maximize natural ventilation in summer. 
There are operable windows located both high and low in the 
solarium to induce ventilation. The thermal mass of the floor, the 
water drums and the back masonry wall will also absorb some 
heat to temper the high afternoon temperatures of summer.

CONCLUSION
In this retrofit, there were several compromises which had to be 
accepted. Shading of the solarium by the neighboring house and 
the clerestory by the original house could seriously limit afternoon 
solar collection. The window area facing east is excessive but is 
justified by the view to the back-yard. The fireplace, although it 
has a fresh-air intake, would consume less warm room air if it had 
glass doors that could be closed.

The design is an example of a passive solar retrofit that could be 
applied to any existing home with potential for expansion in an 
easterly or westerly direction. The application in a high-density 
neighborhood is encouraging. The architectural style of the addi
tion attempts to integrate with the original house without simply 
imitating it.
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CONTEXTT. . . „o cnuare foot house is located in Ft. Collins Colorado at a 
The house is situated on a gently sloping lot with

m'X fluctuates between -5°F and 30°F, and average humidity ,s 
40% Summer climatic conditions are very dry with an average 
relative humidity of 20%. Temperatures normally range from a 
nw of 55°F at nighttime to 90°F high during the daytime, provid- 

daily temperature swing of approximately 35°F.

i

ing an average
The house is designed to be structurally simple and thermally effi
cient The qoal was to maximize usable space and utilize materials 
which are locally available and familiar to contractors. This floor is 
a 4" concrete slab with a colored surface. Exterior walls are double 
wythe 4" x 16" x 4" adobe-colored concrete slump block. Interior 
load bearing walls are 4" x 16" x 8" colored concrete slump block; 
minor partitions and plumbing partitions are conventional stud 
framing. The overall architectural statement of the building is 
made by the conservative use of materials similar to the adobe 
and wood style of the southwestern United States.

.

CONSERVATION
This structure is oriented with its long side facing true south. It is 
set into the south-facing slope and the east, west, and north walls 
are heavily bermed, which is an efficient, cost-effective way to 
markedly reduce heat losses. The shape of the structure also plays 
an important role in the reduction of heat losses; the straightfor
ward rectangular form of the dwelling minimizes the ratio of ex
terior walls to interior space, providing less exterior surface area 
through which heat may escape. An attached garage serves as a 
thermal buffer on the north and deflects prevailing northwest 
winds to further protect the house. The use of the garage as a 
winter entry also serves as a means of reducing losses due to 
infiltration.

The cavity of the double wythe slump blocks is filled with 2 
urethane foam to produce a wall with an effective R-value o * 
the 8" ceiling joists filled with 5-1/2" batt insulation create a ro 

-value of 20. Effective perimeter insulation of 2" polystyrene 
oam is used on all surfaces below grade. All windows have 9 

time insulation with an effective R-value of 3.0.

Ft. Collins, CO
David G. Wagner & Associates 
Ft. Collins, CO
HEATED AREA: 1,344 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,599 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 41.1 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.7 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 58%

5
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1%' £ HEATING
The passive solar heating system for this dwelling is primarily di
rect gain with clerestory windows providing direct gain solar to 
rear portions of the house. The modified Trombe walls in the east 
and west wings provides morning direct gain into the interior of 
the structure, while in the afternoon Trombe wall storage is 
achieved. The masonry walls, the Trombe wall pillars, and the 
crete floors all provide heat storage.

With 283 sq. ft. of vertical, south-facing double glazing, the solar 
system will provide approximately 83% of this home's heating 
needs. Out of a total yearly heating load of 41 million BTU (12,000 
Kw), this means that 34 million BTU's (10,000 Kw) are provided by 
solar and the remaining 7 million BTU's (2,000 Kw) are provided by 
the auxiliary electric resistance baseboard units.

The sun penetrates the structure through the large expanse of 
direct gain and clerestory windows, strikes the light-colored ceil
ings and the buff-colored concrete floors, and is diffused over the 
floors and wall surfaces which store the excess heat for later 
As the room temperature falls below the surface temperature of 
the floors and walls, this stored heat is released into the room by 
radiation.

In each bedroom wing, a modified Trombe wall is formed by plac
ing four 8" x 24" concrete slump block pillars behind the south 
window wall at a 50° angle to the glazing. The pillar orientation 
has been optimized to allow morning direct gain, afternoon 
Trombe wall storage, and continual light and view. In the morn
ing, direct gain into each bedroom through the glazed areas pro
vides immediate heat, with any excess heat being stored in the 
mass of the floors and walls. As the sun moves across the horizon 
during the day, afternoon sunlight is intercepted by the massive 
pillars creating, in effect, a Trombe wall. The sun directly hits the 
surface of the Trombe wall and slowly penetrates its mass; be
cause of the amount of time it takes for the heat to travel through 
the wall, the inside surface of the wall reaches its maximum tem
perature in the early evening, providing a radiant heat source 
throughout the night.

The Trombe wall pillars are spaced to provide access for cleaning 
and manual operation of the venting windows. Wooden panel 
doors are hinged to the pillars for use as nighttime insulation 
the glazed areas and temperature control within the living space. 
The doors can be opened for maximum daytime heat gain, par
tially closed to dampen daytime heat gain, and completely closed 
to maximize Trombe wall heat storage when direct heat gain is 
not needed within the home. Weatherstripping around the door
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frames and a soffit above the pillars help to isolate this space 
thermally.
Moveable insulation for the clerestory windows is a heat retention 
fabric commonly used in greenhouses. The fabric is wound on a 
tube located at the top of each clerestory bay and, when neede , 
is released by a gear motor drive to cover the entire bay of win
dows. Control is provided by a timeclock to allow the curtain to 
operate based on sunrise and sunset times throughout the year. 
Insulated drapes reduce nighttime losses through the remaining 
windows.
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m Three slow-speed ceiling propeller fans (100 watts each) Pr?te* 
agamst heat stratification and help to increase the convective 
ot heat from the mass walls and floors. A standard differentia

W‘th 3 sensor at f,oor level and at clerestory Jeve'^is 
l: i fans when the temperature at the top of the clere, 
&e«han the floor temperature, and turns off the fans when 
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COOLING
In this location, with its dry climate and large day-night tempera
ture fluctuations, careful design of the structure can maintain 
comfortable temperatures within a living space. By providinq 
overhangs sized to fully intercept the sun in summer, no direct 
radiation is allowed to penetrate into the house. As the sun anqle 
begins to decline after the summer solstice (June 21st), this shad
ing factor gradually decreases, allowing an increasing amount of 
direct sunlight to fall on the glass. This simple*method of passive 
control is quite effective until late summer and eary fall, when the 
heat loads for the building are still quite small and increasing heat 
gains may cause overheating.

The amount of building mass and the effect of berming in con
junction with adequate ventilation will do much to alleviate over
heating. In climates with large day-night temperature swings, 
massive exterior walls can absorb much of the daytime heat, only
radiating this heat at night when temperatures have dropped__a
natural cooling and heating system. As excess heat accumulates, it 
is absorbed into the mass where it is lost quickly through bermed 
surface areas to the cooler temperature of the earth.

A continuous row of operable venting windows across the bottom 
of the south window wall and across the clerestory creates a sys
tem of induced ventilation, pulling air in from the outside to re
place the hotter air escaping through the clerestory. This air 
movement in combination with the tempering effect of the mass 
helps to keep the interior temperature within a range acceptable 
in this dry climate.

CONCLUSION
The home uses its site to good advantage, making use of the 
existing vegetation and slope to provide thermal and wind buf
fers. The layout of the house relates well to the solar heating 
system; each room, including the garage-workshop, has im
mediate access to direct gain radiation. The amount of mass is 
adequate, and the use of materials for storage is appropriate. The 
variation of the Trombe wall is an interesting approach, one that 
deals well with problems inherent in either a direct gain or mass 
wall system; the problem of too much light or not enough light. 
The basic approach of the system is simple and straightforward, 
one that will be relatively easy to build.

A few slight changes might be appropriate. It would definitely be 
cost-effective in this climate to increase both the wall and roof 
insulation to achieve higher R-values and a smaller heat load, thus 
requiring a smaller percentage of south-facing glazing to achieve 
the same solar fraction. The airlock entry through the garage and
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DETAIL

utility room is a poor compromise, and excessive use of the front 
entry through the sliding glass door will certainly increase heat 
losses. A definite concern with a large expanse of direct gain win
dow is overheating and glare in the direct sun. A solution to these 
problems in this residence could be to exchange the direct gain 
system with the modified Trombe wall system, thus tempering 
overheating and glare in the living areas with the Trombe pillars 
and allowing overheating and glare to occur in the bedroom areas 
which are used less often during the day. Especially during August 
and September, overheating may be a problem, and a provision 
for exterior shading, possibly planting deciduous trees, would be 
an easy solution. Snowload in this climate must be considered, and 
provisions for raising the clerestory windows above snow level 
should be made.

This home is being built for sale and appears compatible with the 
local market. The house is to be priced in the $60,000-$70,000 
range which is the median cost o± new construction in the proj
ect's market area. The residence is designed for the middle income 
professional with a small family. Because the potential home 
buyer in Fort Collins is typically college-educated and directed 
toward energy consciousness, this home should meet with strong 
market acceptance.
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T♦Space limitations did not permit printina 
complete addresS. If you would like to cont 
the designer or builder concerning any 0f 
these projects, simply contact the National 
Solar Heating and Cooling Information Cent* 
(PROFESSIONALS FILE) by calling 800-523oqoq 
or 800-462-4983 (if calling from Pennsylvania) 
or by writing P.O. Box 1607, Rockville MD ' 
20850.

Location of the home
Designer's name and firm 
City and state of the designer

HEATED AREA in square feet 
NUMBER OF HEATING DEGREE DAYS 
NET THERMAL LOAD in millions of British Ther
mal Units per year
AUXILIARY heating load in British Thermal 
Units per degree day per square foot

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: the percentage of 
heating energy provided by solar

COLLECTOR: Description and number of square 
feet

STORAGE: Description and Capacity in British 
Thermal Units per degree Fahrenheit

CONTROLS: Description

BACKUP: Type and capacity in British Thermal 
Units per hour

The following project pages are devoted to a 
brief description of the other DIRECT SOLAR 
GAIN homes which were selected for awards. 
Each project is shown in perspective and ac
companied by either a plan or a section. The 
project information extracted from the grant 
application is as follows:
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Tsaile, AZ

William L. Burns, The Burns/Peters G 
Albuquerque, NM

roup .. Bfl

HEATED AREA: 2-bdrm: 800 FT2; 3-bdrm: 936 
FT2; 4-bdrm: 1107 FT2 

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,467

■EXHAUST FAN
INSULA!IN6 
SKYLIGHT-,

NET THERMAL LOAD: 48 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.6 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 59% 
COLLECTOR:

bath KAILThis project is designed to provide 60 units of 
attached housing for the staff and faculty of 
the Navajo Community College, located in the 
mountainous northeastern corner of Arizona. 
The area does not have a natural gas service 
but wood is plentiful; therefore, wood- 
burning stoves are used for backup heating. 
Living areas are oriented to the south with 
maximum windows, while bedrooms are 
placed to the north with minimum openings. 
Private client.

South-facing window wall 
clerestories A

m
of co^cmt ‘srctfA^e oabrea: 168 FT2

SEXltSSSS?1**
Manually operable drapes and

STORAGE:
escTinsi •

CONTROLS:

UP‘ B?u0H0efeTctHc7urOndacfeePlaCe; 25'°°°
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Cottonwood, AZ

Jim Raney, Sun System Engineering- 
West Sedona, AZ

HEATED AREA: 1,350 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,548

NET THERMAL LOAD: 11.8 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.29 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 94%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows 
Area: 156 FT2

STORAGE: Block and concrete floor, block and 
stone mass wall 
Capacity: 6,574 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Insulation panels, overhangs, 
manual vents

BACKUP: 10,000-100,000 BTUH wood stove
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KltPilfW 73
This is a 1-story, 3-bedroom home with stucco 
exterior and priced in the $45,000 range.
Trees located on the west side of this level site 
provide summer shade.

Open market sale.
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Davis, CA

Paul Fellers 
Davis, CA

HEATED AREA: 1,685 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,374 
%

NET THERMAL LOAD: 20.5 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.64 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 82%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows and 
skylights Area: 269 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete slab floor, water
containers Capacity: 10,273 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable drapes and shade screens

BACKUP: 40,000 BTUH gas furnace
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This new 2-story, 3-bedroom detached 
house is in the $93,000 price range. All en
trances have overhangs and are recessed to 
provide winter wind protection. Sloped ceil
ings and lofts are intended to give a greater 
feeling of openness and a greatly reduced 
consumption of energy.

Open market sale.
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T
Dillon Beach, CA

Peter Calthorpe,
San Francisco, CA
HEATED AREA: 1,800 FT2
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 3,413
NET THERMAL LOAD: 36.0 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.28 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 89%
COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, tube wall 

Area: 483 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete slab, water tube wall 
Capacity: 15,232 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Registers, belvedere, window 
louvers and vents

BACKUP: 90,000 BTUH gas forced air furnace

Calthorpe/Fernau/Wilcox -

solar watav neater -— feUA\mev tcm
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CO
■ registers • . Xb This is a 2-level, 2-bedroom with studio, wood 

frame house. Located on a steep site, the 
home is benched into a hill. There are no 
trees on this site.
Private client.
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Georgetown, CA

Larry and Jacqueline Morgan 
Georgetown, CA

HEATED AREA: 1,573 FT2

09
Vldrrt Kir Attic Uoat QQ

FTTi letters j*’’ 
Ik-esA# ft* 
41lt*rNUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,450 

NET THERMAL LOAD: 56.9 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.85 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 60%

COLLECTOR: Southeast-facing skylights 
greenhouse, and windows' 
Area: 369 FT2
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Air litt-kt
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ra I n
Return 
Air Outlet'

This new 3-bedroom house is priced in the 
$75,000 range. Cedar siding and river rock 
and pebbles were used in the design to 
achieve a rustic appearance and to use native 
materials. The lower floor is set into the 
southerly sloping site for earth berm 
insulation.

Open market sale.

STORAGE: Concrete and gravel flo 
block wall, fireplace 
Capacity: 7,273 BTU/°F

MerM:ors, concrete Z. CMl!

Cut Auay VcrjfecU'JZ___
CONTROLS:

BACKUP: Heat circulati 
pumps

atln9 fireplaces, heat
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Miranda, CA

Robert Astrin, Jonathan Allan Stoumen,
Architect
Miranda, CA

HEATED AREA: 1,750 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 3,270

NET THERMAL LOAD: 15.0 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.77 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 92%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows 
Area: 321 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete walls, piers, fireplace; tile, 
concrete and gravel floor; concrete, 
sand and water bench 
Capacity: 23,576 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Thermal curtains, vents, operable 
windows

BACKUP: 20,000 BTUH fireplace
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Living fcom Section CT>This 2-story, 3-bedroom building is priced in 

the $70,000 range. Shingled in redwood, the 
wood frame and slump stone structure is sunk 
8 feet into a hillside meadow. A tall grove of 
redwoods to the west provides summer shad
ing; forest to the north forms a natural 
windbreak.

Private client.
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Pacheco, CA

Lynn S. Nelson, The Habitat Center 
San Francisco, CA

HEATED AREA: 1,739 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,697

NET THERMAL LOAD: 22.1 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 8.04 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 92%

COLLECTOR: South-facing glass and clerestory 
Area: 367 FT2

STORAGE: Brick and sand floor, adobe walls, 
pool Capacity: 77,506 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable insulating curtains, air 
intake tubes, solarium shade, and 
clerestory hopper vents

BACKUP: 3,414 BTUH (per unit) electric
baseboard; wood fireplace with 
thermograte
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SECTION • WINTER HEATING
This new, ranch-style, 3-bedroom detached 
house has an adobe plaster finish and is in the 
$70,000 price range. An earth roof, earth 
berming, and mature evergreens on the north 
side of the house provide winter wind pro
tection; deciduous vines and overhangs to the 
south provide summer shading.

Private client.
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Aurora, CO

David Elfring 
Denver, CO
HEATED AREA: 2,000 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,936 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 109 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 5.5 BTU/DD/FT2 

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 40%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows 
Area: 265 FT2

STORAGE: Water-filled steel tank, clay tile 
walls, brick floors, sand-filled 
concrete block outside walls 
Capacity: 7,414 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable drapes, blinds, vents, and 
turbines

BACKUP: 75,000 BTUH electric forced-air heat 
pump
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first Floor FW<
b This new 4-bedroom is priced in the $62,000 

range and has a traditional "bungalow" ar
chitectural styl^. Thirty percent of the lower 
level is below grade, and a sheltered entrance 
also reduces heat losses in the winter.
Open market sale.
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Boulder, CO

F. R. Rutz, Fenton A. Bain & Frederick Rutz 
Longmont, CO

HEATED AREA: 3,260 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,202

NET THERMAL LOAD: 111 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.63 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 45%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows 
Area: 329 FT2 

STORAGE: Concrete walls
Capacity: 6,765 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable ducts, insulation 
windows, and skylights '
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This contemporary 3-bedroom house is lo
cated on a flat site with good solar exposure. 
The house is priced in the $100,000 range. 
Atriums in the entryway and dining room 
have been utilized for moisture input in this 
dry climate. Trees will be planted on the 
south side of the house for summer shading.

Private client.

BACKUP:
; 40,000
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Boulder, CO

Jeffrey Ellis, Superstructures 
Boulder, CO

HEATED AREA: 1,734 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,446

NET THERMAL LOAD: 38.9 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.70 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 52%

COLLECTOR: Two levels of south-facing
windows; solarium windows and 
roof Area: 174 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete and rock floor, concrete 
walls exposed to air preheated by 
solarium Capacity: 4,123 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable insulation panels

BACKUP: 64,000 BTUH gas furnace; fireplace
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This is a retrofit on a 3-bedroom, 2-story 
house with drop siding exterior. Evergreens 
and the carport roof protect this home from 
winter winds. It is valued in the $80,000 
range.

Retrofit.
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Boulder, CO

Stephen Sparn, Architect 
Boulder, CO

HEATED AREA: 1,700 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,173

NETTHERMAL LOAD: 88.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.57 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 59%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, skylights, 
and solarium Area: 390 FT2

STORAGE: Water drums, concrete slab and 
walls Capacity: 7,910 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable insulating louvers, vents, 
and windows

BACKUP: 56,000 BTUH electric baseboard
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This new, 2-story, 4-bedroom house is priced 
in the $95,000 range. The building is exca
vated into the north side of the hill, and the 
entrance on the house's east side also pre- 
yents northwest winter wind infiltration. Con- 
serous planting on the north and northwest 
sides is planned.

Open market sale.

S>uiUing Section
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Boulder, CO
Jim Logan, Logan Construction
Boulder, CO
HEATED AREA: 2,304 FT2
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,803
NET THERMAL LOAD: 63.4 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.37 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 77%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows 
Area: 442 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor; concrete solar mass 
wall Capacity: 28,406 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Automatic fans and curtains, with- 
manual override; in summer, 
skylight over central hall to be left 
open

BACKUP: 40,000 BTUH gas hot water 
baseboard
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C This new, 2-story, 3-bedroom contemporary 
house is priced in the $105,000 range. Earth 
berming and a garage buffer zone on the 
building's north side prevent winter wind in
filtration. Deciduous trees are to be planted 
to the south and west of the house. The de
sign has a large, open first-floor area.

Open market sale.
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Colorado Springs, CO

Rick Cowlishaw, Natural Systems, Inc. 
Colorado Springs, CO

HEATED AREA: 1,800 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,423

NET THERMAL LOAD: 84.6 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.66 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 55%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows and 
skylights Area: NA FT2

Insulated Vent
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STORAGE: Brick fireplace and walls, con 
slab, rock bed 
Capacity: 39,000 BTU/°F 

CONTROLS: Fan dampers, operable 
windows/vents

BACKUP: 80,000 BTUH

crete
This new 2-story, 3-bedroom detached frame 
and stucco house is in the $75,000 range. 
Trees will be planted to the north and west to 
form a natural windbreak, and to the south 
for summer shading.

Open market sale.
gas furnace
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New Milford, CT

Stephen Lasar 
New Milford, CT

HEATED AREA: 2,316 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,673

NET THERMAL LOAD: 92.4 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.59 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 51 %
COLLECTOR: South-facing skylights, windows, 

east, southeast, west facing 
windows Area: 407.3 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floors, concrete block 
walls Capacity: 18,961 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Natural convective airflow,
auxiliary storage fan; manually 
opening doors and windows

BACKUP: Oil fired forced air furnace
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Qirtcf fof*r 5This new, 3-bedroom detached house is in the 

$89,000 price range and is located in a 
planned community of three passive solar 
heated residences. A minimum of east, north, 
and west windows reduces heat loss in the 
winter and overheating in the summer.

Open market sale.
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Columbus, GA

Thomas Lee Goodson, Goodson and Ahlquist
Associates
Columbus, GA

HEATED AREA: 1,850 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,383

NET THERMAL LOAD: 33.6 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 6.22 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 82%

COLLECTOR: Solarium and roof monitors 
Area: 480 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor, water-filled steel 
drums Capacity: 48,144 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable shades and vents;
ventilation; roof shading

BACKUP: 7,000 BTUH wood fireplace; 40,000 
BTUH gas furnace
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This 1-story, 3-bedroom house is priced in the 
$40,000 range. Winter wind infiltration is 
minimized by the use of earth berming and 
evergreen shrubs on the north side of the 
building, and by air-lock entries on the south 
side. Deciduous plantings and solar shades 
over roof monitors block out the summer sun 
but admit the winter sun.
Open market sale.
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Norcross, GA 
W. Jeff Floyd, Jr.
Atlanta, GA 
HEATED AREA: 2,325 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE days 
net THERMAL LOAD: 195 10SBTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 18.2 BTU/DD/FT2 

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 51 %
COLLECTOR: South-facing glazing;

south-facing solarium 
Area: 880 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor, water drums 
Capacity: 6,826 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Automatic heat pump; operable 
insulating polyethylene over 
solarium

BACKUP: Wood fireplace; 30,000 BTUH electric 
heat pump; 26,000 BTUH wood 
Franklin stove
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CC This new ranch-style house is protected from 

winter winds by the heavily wooded area sur
rounding the house, but the site slope orien
tation allows for maximum solar exposure. 
The lower level of the house is set into the 
slope. The price is in the $62,500 range.

Open market sale.
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Indianapolis, IN
Robert L. Beecher II 
Indianapolis, IN

HEATED AREA: 1,472 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,699
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xM/ftNET THERMAL LOAD: 65.7 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.96 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 48% 
COLLECTOR:

%
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South-facing windows, roof 
window Area: 220 FT2

This new 1-1/2-story, 3-bedroom detached 
house using a roof window to collect the 
sun's heat is in the $40,000 price range. Light 
vegetation on the site's flat terrain provides 
modest shading in the summer to prevent 
overheating.

Open market sale.

STORAGE: Brick and lilfcfiii J
and gravel floor*6 walls' concrete 

Capacity: 6,848 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Vents, Geolion Vroufh buy**automatic roof insulator
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Salina, KS

C. F. Abercrombie 
Salina, KS

HEATED AREA: 1,128 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,628

NET THERMAL LOAD: 48.5 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY:- 3.5 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 76%

COLLECTOR: South-facing window, skylight 
Area: 473 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor and walls 
Capacity: 26,097 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Vents, louvers, window insulation, 
skylid, operable solarium door

BACKUP: 26,000 BTUH electric heat pump; 
45,000 BTUH fireplace
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73
This home, located on a gently sloping site, is 
one story with 2 bedrooms and a loft. The 
exterior is wood frame with cedar trim. There 
is an evergreen windbreak to the northwest. 
The house is priced in the $50,000 range.

Private client.
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Amherst, MA

John J. Rossini, Architects, Inc.
Northampton, MA

HEATED AREA: 1,524 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,575

NET THERMAL LOAD: 86.7 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 6.41 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 26%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows masonry 
walls Area: 189 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor, masonry walls,
rockbed Capacity: 17,345 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Automatic fans, operable interior 
shutters

BACKUP: 15,000 BTUH electric baseboard
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This 2-story, 3-bedroom contemporary home 
will be used by the builder as a prototype to 
be marketed through New England and the 
mid-Atlantic states as a pre-engineered pack
age house. Trees will be planted to provide a 
windbreak, and the price of the house is in 
the $45,000 range.

Open market sale.
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Andover, MA
Mollie Moran, Massdesign
Cambridge, MA
HEATED AREA: 1,887 FT2
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,750
NET THERMAL LOAD: 47.2 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.60 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 64%
COLLECTOR: South-facing windows and walls 

Area: 323 FT2
STORAGE: Concrete floor slab, gypsum board 

walls Capacity: 4,297 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable shutters, windows, and 
dampers; automatic fans

BACKUP: Woodstove; electric heater
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This new 2-story, 3-bedroom house is priced in 
the $94,800 range. This adaptation of the 
traditional Saltbox architectural design re
quired the replanning of spaces on both 
floors; all habitable rooms are now arranged 
along the south face of the house.

V
■

Open market sale.
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Sharon, MA

Ole Hammarlund, Solsearch Architects, 
Cambridge, MA

HEATED AREA: 2,800 FT2
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NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,750 

NET THERMAL LOAD: 99.2 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.37 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 82% 
COLLECTOR:

pUUStlN^ C>

South-facing windows, solar 
staircase Area: 1,029 FT2

Rockbed Capacity: 36,000 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Automatic fans; operable windows

.JACKUP: 40 000 BTUH woodstove; 25.000

water heater*0*6’ 50,000 ®TUH oil

This new, south-facing house is in the $80,000 
price range. Earth berming and dense shrub 
pines on the north side of the house provide 
winter wind protection.

Open market sale.
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Gaithersburg, MD

John P. Ross, John Ross/Trellis and Watkins, Inc. 
Bethesda, MD

HEATED AREA: 2,465 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,142

NETTHERMAL LOAD: 51.1 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.34 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 54%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows Area: N/A
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c\STORAGE: Masonry floor, brick walls, concrete 

block Capacity: 11,085 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Insulating curtains, operable 
windows, dampers, fan

BACKUP: 27,150 BTUH and 11,500 BTUH 
electric heat pumps

>Located on a slight south slope, this contem
porary 2-story, 4-bedroom wood frame house 
is priced in the $160,000 range. The exterior 
has cedar board siding.

Open market sale.
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Wilton, ME
Conrad Heeschen, Sunsystems 
Dryden, ME

HEATED AREA: 1,302 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 8,505

NET THERMAL LOAD: 39.1 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.39 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 75%

COLLECTOR: Solarium, upper level windows 
Area: 130 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete walls and floors,
water-filled cans, solarium bench 
Capacity: 19,243 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Insulated shutters, fan, dampers, 
operable windows

BACKUP: 22,000 BTUH and 12,000 BTUH wood 
stoves
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This 2-story, 2-bedroom cedar-shingled house 
is of the New England saltbox design. It is lo
cated in a heavily wooded area that gently 
slopes.to the north and steeply slopes to the 
South toward a 30-foot dropoff to a stream. 
This home is valued in the $25,000 range.

Private client.
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York, ME
Glen Langley, Philip S. Tambling/Glen Langley
Rye Beach, NH
HEATED AREA: 1,770 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,446
NET THERMAL LOAD: 86.6 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.4 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 47%

COLLECTOR: South/southeast-facing solarium, 
southeast-facing skylights and 
windows Area: 255 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor, brick wall, rock 
storage Capacity: 15,084 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable insulating curtains, 
awnings; automatic fans

BACKUP: 50,000 BTUH wood or coal stove; 
30,000 BTUH electric radiant 
convector
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*This 2-bedroom house is set into the face 

of a hill, with the northwest side bermed to 
the top of the first story. The house is 
oriented to have both a view of the Atlantic 
Ocean to the southeast and good solar col
lection from both the south and southwest. 
The price is in the $90,000 range.

Private client.
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Minneapolis, MN

Peter Pfister 
Minneapolis, MN

HEATED AREA: 1,980 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 8,248

NET THERMAL LOAD: 126 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 5.97 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 46%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, solarium 
and solar mass wall Area: 258 FT2

Concrete floor, solar mass water 
wall Capacity: 6,275 BTU/°F

PnS16 Windows. window 
'nsulation, dampers,

128,000 BTUH 
fireplace
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STORAGE:
This 2-story, 2-bedroom detached retrofit has 
an evergreen tree on its north side for winter 
wind protection and a deciduous tre? on its 
south side for summer sun protection.

Retrofit.
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Maple Grove, MN

L. W. Berg, Berg and Associates 
Wayzata, NM

HEATED AREA: 1,180 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 8,062

NET THERMAL LOAD: 45.7 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.23 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 87%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows and 
storage mass Area: 729.5 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete storage mass wall, 
concrete floor 
Capacity: 52,688 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Automatic thermostat control of 
fans; operable shades and louvers

BACKUP: 50,000 BTUH fireplace; 3,000 BTUH 
.radiant cooling panels
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WAIL 73[takeCOOL. Air i -BLOCKSThis new house is earth bermed on three sides 

and has an earth roof; conifer trees to the 
northwest and an air-lock/vestibule entrance 
away from the winter wind also reduced win
ter heat losses. Southwest deciduous trees 
provide summer shade. The house is in the 
$68,000 price range.

Open market sale.
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Minneapolis, MN

Michael Salvatore Cox 
Richfield, MN

HEATED AREA: 1,320 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 8,382

NET THERMAL LOAD: 26.4 1 06BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.25 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 80%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows 
Area: 300 FT2

STORAGE: Masonry walls and floors, rock bed 
Capacity: 350.2 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable shutters, vents, and 
windows

BACKUP: 40,000 BTUH gas furnace; 40,000 
BTUH fireplace
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i<gnThis 3-bedroom house with lap board siding is 
located in a residential neighborhood. Trees 
on this level lot will provide summer shading 
and a winter windbreak. Its price is in the 
$60,000 range.

Private client.
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Lawson, MO

John Hueser 
Kansas City, MO
HEATED AREA: 2,264 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,711

N£T THERMAL LOAD: 64.5 106BTU/YR

r AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.34 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 71%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows 
Area: 567 FT2

storage: Concrete floors, walls and ceiling-' 
Capacity: 20,483 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable insulated shutters, vents 
and skylights

BACKUP: 51,000 BTUH electric heat pump
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b This 2-story, 2-bedroom house with concrete 
walls is built off the crest of a hill for north 
wind protection. The home is located in a 
wooded rural area and is priced in the 
$65,000 range.

Open market sale.
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Wake Forest, NC

William R. Watkins, Jr., Sunshelter Design 
Raleigh, NC

HEATED AREA: 1,604 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 3,352 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 32.5 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.64 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 55%

COLLECTOR:
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BACKUP: 39,500 BTUH

This contemporary 1-story, 2-bedroom wood 
frame house on its north sloping lot will be 
priced in the $40,000 range. Located on a 
2-acre, heavily wooded site, the home will be 
well protected from winter winds.

Private client.

CONTROLS:
ceiling fan 

operable windows
a

wood stove
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Las Vegas, NV

Bob Chase; Maxwell Starkman and Associates 
Beverly Hills, CA

HEATED AREA: 2,312 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,625

NET THERMAL LOAD: 41.4 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 5.39 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 60%

COLLECTOR: South-facing greenhouse, 
window, and Beadwall™
Area: 291 FT2

STORAGE: Water tank, concrete floor 
Capacity: 7,513 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Automatic moveable Beadwall™

BACKUP: Wood or coal fireplace with 
exchanger
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This contemporary 3-bedroom house has a 
Spanish/stucco style of construction and is 
priced in the $120,000 range. Irrigated trees 
will be planted on the east and west sides of 
the house. Overlooking lofts and the interior 
living space are spacious.

Open market sale.
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North Conway, NH

Steven J. Strong, Solar Design Associates 
Canton, MA

HEATED AREA: 1,980 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,613

NET THERMAL LOAD: 28.8 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.03 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 72%

COLLECTOR: South-facing clerestory windows 
and solarium Area: 235 FT2

STORAGE: Stone and concrete wall and floors, 
stone central masonry core, green
house earth beds Capacity: 15,338 
BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Insulating curtains, operable 
windows

- BACKUP- 20,000 BTUH fireplace; 25,000 BTUH 
active solar; 40,000 BTUH electric
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Set into a south-sloping hillside, this 2-story, 
3-bedroom masonry and wood frame house is 
in the $75,000 range. It is sheltered by dense 
evergreen growth to the west and north.

Private client.
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mSomersworth, NH

Carl L. Fike 
Somersworth, NH

HEATED AREA: 2,388 FT2
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7.252

NET THERMAL LOAD: 55.8 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.46 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 80%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows 
Area: 295 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete and tile floor 
Capacity: 10,840 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Thermal shutters

BACKUP: 90,000 BTUH wood stove; 105,000 
BTUH oil furnace
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u o~This new 2-story, 2-bedroom detached house 

is on a gently sloping site and is priced in the 
$60,000 range. The heavily wooded area pro
vides winter wind protection and summer 
shading for the house.

Private client.;

El Rito, NM

Robert Nicolais/Quentin C. Wilson 
La Madera, NM

HEATED AREA: 1,231 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,605

NET THERMAL LOAD: 76.6 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 5.9 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 71 %
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living tws
This 1-story, 2-bedroom detached home on its 
gently sloping site is priced in the $45,000 
range. It is a high mass adobe structure with 
attached solarium. Vegetation on the site 
consists of sagebrush and grass; there are no 
trees.
Open market sale.

BACKUP: as re ass;aseboard;
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aDona Ana, NM

Monika Lumsdaine, E & M Lumsdaine, Solar
Consultants
Las Cruces, NM

HEATED AREA: 1,835 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 3,260

$JET THERMAL LOAD: 20.0 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.5 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 65%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, dark steel 
roof Area: 71 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete slab and interior walls,
rock bed Capacity: 46,589.76 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Shutters, fan, operable windows

BACKUP: Wood stove; wood fireplace
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This new 1-story, 3-bedroom detached house 
is on a slightly sloping site and is in the 
$70,000 price range. Trees will be planted to 
provide shading during the summer as well as 
winter wind protection.

Open market sale.

Moriarty, NM

William L. Burns, The Burns/Peters Group 
Albuquerque, NM

HEATED AREA: 2,024 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,559 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 81 106BTU/YR 

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.9 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 71 %
COLLECTOR: Clerestory window and 

south-facing window 
Area: 400 FT2

STORAGE: Brick and concrete floors, adobe 
’walls Capacity: 11,300 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Removable insulation, operable 
windows

BACKUP: 30,000 BTUH fireplace; 55,000 BTUH, 
electric furnace
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This new 1-story, 3-bedroom home has a 
stucco exterior and will be priced in the 
$65,000 range. The house is located on a 
relatively level, lightly vegetated site.

Private client.
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Santa Fe, NM
Ken Brooks, Rocky Mountain Sun Power
Santa Fe, NM
HEATED AREA: 1,738 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,913

NET THERMAL LOAD: 85.1 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.43 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 54%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows 
Area: 318 FT2

STORAGE: 4" slab on sand; concrete insulating 
block and Interior masonry 
Capacity: 8,743 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable windows

BACKUP: 36,000 BTUH electric baseboard
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b This new house conforms to the traditional 
"Pueblo" architectural style of Santa Fe, NM, 
and is priced in the $106,000 range. Earth 
berming along the north wall along with 
northern vegetation windbreaks decrease 
winter heat losses.
Private client.

~Ga\r\uu Floor planCC
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Santa Fe, NM

Jim Hays, Jim and Laura Hays/BobfSlattery 
Santa Fe, NM *

HEATED AREA: 1,600 FT2
i—

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,720 
NET THERMAL LOAD: N/A 

AUXILIARY ENERGY: N/A 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: N/A 

COLLECTOR:

Will- Mob*. Will 
|Zi«. Mcbe Hkll

MarseL 1!— -l

This is a retrofit and renovation that will join 
two existing 1-story adobe houses. The two 
houses, which are located in the Santa Fe His
torical District, were originally purchased for 
$30,000.
Retrofit.

South-facing windows, Trombe 
wall, grow hole Area: N/A

Adobe walls, brick floors 
ceiling Capacity: N/A

■14in. Mobe Wall

r-]|—VSTORAGE:
wood Cn/eri. Typ-

Poor PlanCONTROLS: Drapes, operable doors 
windows, skylight and

covers 
wood stove; gas heaterBACKUP; Fireplace;
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Bronx, NY

Thomas C. Regino, Energy Resources Group 
Albin Associates 
New York, NY

HEATED AREA: 3,000 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,778 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 60.9 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.42 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 27%

COLLECTOR: Solarium Area: 161 FT2

STORAGE: Brick walls, gypsum wall, concrete 
floors Capacity: 1,946 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Insulation barriers

BACKUP: 31,500 BTUH electric heat pump
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This older, inner city building is located in the 
Mott Haven Historic District. It is a 3-story, 
4-bedroom brick row house, and after reno
vations it will be priced in the $45,000 range.

Retrofit.

Woodhull, NY
Anne Hersh, Connell and Hersh Architects
Corning, NY

HEATED AREAt 1,231 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,532

NET THERMAL LOAD: 68.0 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.36 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 72.6%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows 
Area: 570 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor and wall 
Capacity: 25,447 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Automatic motorized insulating 
doors; operable doors and 
windows

70,000 BTUH electric baseboard 
heater
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This new 1-story, 3-bedroom house is priced in 
the $40,000 range. Earth berms regulate the 
house's inside temperatures in both the win
ter and summer. The exterior siding is local 
lumber, which helps to blend into its natural 
setting.

Open market sale.

BACKUP:
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a East Hampton, NY
Alfred De Vido, Alfred De Vido Associates,
Architects
New York, NY

HEATED AREA: 900 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,400

NET THERMAL LOAD: 56.8 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.63 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 74%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, solarium 
Area: 540 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete wall, brick on sand floor 
Capacity: 20,372 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Skylid, shutters, vents, operable 
windows

BACKUP: 20,000 BTUH electric baseboard; 
fireplace
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This contemporary resort structure has 
pact interior, with special attention given to 
public areas. The price is in the $40,000 range, 
and vegetation on the north side of the home 
will provide winter wind protection.
Open market sale.
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Fredericktown, OH

Richard D. Strayer 
Dublin, OH

HEATED AREA: 1,620 FT2
MUtl jUn

alum. /lia/. pt—i ¥
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,543 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 22.6 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 0.53 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 95% 
COLLECTOR:
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This 2-bedroom house is designed to allow 
the homeowner to add future additions 
which would expand the house to three bed
rooms. Earth berming, an earth roof, and 
Scotch pine trees on the north side protect 
the house from winter winds. The price is in 
the $69,600 range.

Private client.

hrt*f roomSTORAGE: Concrete fl
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BACKUP: 48,000 BTUH
wood fireplace
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Eugene, OR

Lee Kersh 
Eugene,. OR

HEATED AREA: 1,218 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,599

•NET THERMAL LOAD: 4.63 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.98 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 87%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows and 
solariucn Area: 210 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete-filled blocks and clerestory 
wall Capacity: 5,701 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable doors and windows, 
vents

BACKUP: 20,000 BTUH electric radiant ceiling; 
20,000 BTUH wood stove
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* winter >This 1-story, 3-bedroom wood frame house is 
priced in the $75,000 range. Trees on the 
southwest corner of this level lot will form a 
natural windbreak. Trellis vines will shade the 
summer sun.

Open market sale.
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West Salem, OR

Thomas A. Meados 
Eugene, OR

HEATED AREA: 1,779 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,599 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 46.3 106BTU/YR 

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.69 BTU/DD/FT2 

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 73%

COLLECTOR: East-, south-, and
southwest-facing windows; 
south-, and west-facing 
greenhouse; south-facing storage 
mass wall Area: 523 FT2

STORAGE: Brick floors and wall, rock storage, 
bedroom storage mass wall 
Capacity: 19,864 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable insulating panels, 
louvers, and vents

68,000 BTUH electric furnace
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This contemporary 3-bedroom house 
standard building methods and is priced in 
the $97,000 range. Earth berms and an east 
entrance protect the house from winter 
winds. A locust tree shades the house in the 
summer.

Open market sale.
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Carlisle, PA
Michael V. Arnold and TEA 
Harrisville, NH
HEATED AREA: 2,145 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,176 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 73.6 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 5.90 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 35%

COLLECTOR: South-facing window, skylights 
and solarium Area: 343 FT2

STORAGE: Masonry fireplace, brick floor, solar 
mass wall Capacity: 8,605 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Draperies and window opening

BACKUP: 90,000 BTUH oil furnace
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with loft is a contemporary frame design in 
the $70,000 price range. Trees on the slightly 
sloping site form a natural windbreak. A 
grape arbor shades the south windows during 
the summer.
Private client.
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Bovina, TX

David Smith, Design Services 
Austin, TX

HEATED AREA: 3,000 FT2 

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 3,911 

NET THERMAL LOAD: 59.8 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 42.0 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 47.1%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows 
Area: 320 FT*

STORAGE: Adobe walls, concrete and brick 
tloor Capacity: 17,580 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable shutters, windows 
exhaust ports and fans

BACKUP: 30,000 BTUH fireplace- 
electric heat

This new 1-story, 3-bedroom house is priced in 
the $75,000 range. The adobe blocks were 
made on the site by the owner. North and 
west earth berms and protected south and 
east entries reduce winter wind infiltration.

Private client.
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Spring, TX

Harry Brendgen, Spartan Technologies, Inc. 
Houston, TX

HEATED AREA: 2,390 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 1,434

NET THERMAL LOAD: 16.2 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.64 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 63%

COLLECTOR: Solarium Area: 318 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor, water bench, 
concrete solarium 
Capacity: 15,351 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable windows

BACKUP: 24,000 BTUH gas furnace; fireplace
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This is a 2-story, 3-bedroom wood frame 
house with brick veneer and a clay tile roof. 
The site is relatively flat with trees located to 
the north and south. It is priced in the $75,000 
range.

Open market sale.
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Winchester, VA

Sam Cravotta, Star Tannery Design Studio 
Star Tannery, VA

HEATED AREA: 1,950 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,662

NET THERMAL LOAD: 36.8 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.28 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 82%

COLLECTOR: South-facing skylights and 
windows Area: 310 FT2

STORAGE: Water storage mass floor, concrete 
floor, masonry walls, solar heated 
pool Capacity: 29,428 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Vents, fans, skylight, shades, and 
insulation

BACKUP: 10,000 BTUH wood stove; 4,266 
BTUH electric forced-air heater; 
3,200-5,000 BTUH electric baseboard 
heating
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This new 2-story, 3-bedroom house is de
signed to conform to the local traditional ar
chitectural style with brick walls, cedar siding, 
and a cedar shake roof. The first floor is ex
tensively earth bermed, and evergreen trees 
around the entrances also prevent winter 
wind infiltration. The price is in the $79,000 
range.

Open market sale.
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a Wytheville, VA
Christopher Umberger 
Wytheville, VA
HEATED AREA: 2,072 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,675 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 101 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 6.4 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 49%

COLLECTOR: Clerestory and south-facing 
windows Area: 430 FT2

STORAGE: Solar mass wall and floor 
Capacity: 12,296 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Insulated shutters, ridge vent, 
awnings

BACKUP: 30,000 to 50,000 BTUH wood stove
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This house is a 2-level structure containing 3 
bedrooms, with foundation and exterior walls 
constructed of native sandstone. Located on a 
small slope, the home will be shielded from 
winter winds by a dense forest to the north. It 
is priced in the $80,000 range.

Private client. I
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Shelburne, VT

Douglas C. Taff, Parallax, Inc.
Hinesburg, VT

HEATED AREA: 2,056 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,727

NET THERMAL LOAD: 75.5 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.68 BTU/DD.FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 63%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows 
Area: 518.1 FT2

STORAGE: Solar mass floor and walls 
Capacity: 20,476 BTU/°F

Thermal drapes, fans, operable 
windows and doors

SACKUP: 50,000 BTUH wood stove;
BTUH electric baseboard

“Stefa

CONTROLS:This new 1-story, 4-bedroom detached house 
on its modestly sloping site is priced in the 
$70,000 range. The area is heavily wooded, 
which provides summer shading and winter 
wind protection.

Open market sale.
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Amery, Wl

Peter Pfister
Minneapolis, MN

HEATED AREA: 1,770 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 8,248

NETTHERMAL LOAD: 61.5 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.26 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 54%

COLLECTOR: South-facing window and 
solarium Area: 254 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete/sand floor and wall, 
Capacity: 7,490 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Manual and automatic moveable 
window insulation units, furnace 
fan, windows, and turbine 
ventilator

BACKUP: 40,000 BTUH oil/wood combination 
forced air furnace; 25,000-40,000 
BTUH wood fireplace
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This new, 2-story, 3-bedroom house has cedar 
siding and is priced in the $65,000 range.
Earth berming and a future evergreen 
windbreak on the north side of the house will 
redirect winter winds.

Private client.
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Beloit, Wl

James Cardwell 
Portsmouth, NH

HEATED AREA: 3,136 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,863

NET THERMAL LOAD: 64.4 1 06BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.93 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 38%

COLLECTOR: South-facing window 
Area: 210 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floors and walls 
Capacity: 18,292 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable shutters, blower, and 
windows

BACKUP: 110,000 BTUH gas furnace '
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These new ranch-style houses are priced in 
the $66,000 range. All bedrooms are located 
on the building's north side to fully utilize 
winter sun for other areas of the house that 
are used more often. A south-facing airlock 
entrance reduces winter wind infiltration.

Open market sale.
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Chilton, Wl

Douglas Steege 
Madison, Wl
HEATED AREA: 1,318 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,852
NET THERMAL LOAD: 62.4 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.92 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 46%

COLLECTOR: South-, east-, and west-facing
windows Area: varies seasonally

STORAGE: Concrete floor and stairs, concrete 
block filled with concrete 
Capacity: 10,354 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Motorized insulating curtains and 
shutters

BACKUP: 50,000 BTUH wood stove; 60,000 
BTUH oil furnace
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b =£LitThis traditional ranch-style house is to be built 
in a subdivision where all of the houses are 
pre-cut; broad market exposure and a high 
potential for repeatability are the build
er/designer's goals, along with energy and 
material conservation. Earth berming and 
protected entrance locations minimize winter 
wind infiltration. The price is in the $52,000 
range.
Open market sale.
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CHAPTER 4
INDIRECT SOLAR GAIN

v> M
DEFINITION
In the INDIRECT SOLAR GAIN buildings that follow, the fabric of 
the house continues to collect and store solar energy, but the sun's 
rays do not travel through the living space to reach the storage 
mass. This minimizes the Direct Gain limitation in which solar col
lection temperatures are set by occupant comfort needs. Thus in 
the Indirect Solar Gain concept, a storage mass collects and stores 
heat directly from the sun, and then transfers heat to the living 
space.

There are two types of Indirect Solar Gain systems awarded in this 
competition: The Mass Storage Wall (known as a Trombe Wall) 
and the Water Storage Wall. In both types the sun's rays are inter
cepted directly beyond the collector glazing by a massive wall 
which serves as heat storage. However, the difference between 
storage materials and methods of containing those materials 
suggest that both concepts be discussed separately.

MASS STORAGE WALL (TROMBE WALL)

REQUIREMENTS AND VARIATIONS
The required elements of the Mass Trombe system involve only a 
large glazed collector area and a solid storage mass directly be
hind it. However the award winning examples display a variety of 
sophistications. The range of storage materials identified in Mass 
Trombe passive solar buildings include concrete, adobe, stone, and 
composites of brick and block. The property to consider in decid
ing on storage construction is the method of distribution inherent 
in massing materials with different heat storage capacities and 
emission properties. Radiant distribution from a storage mass to a 
living space can be almost immediate or it can be delayed up to 
twelve hours, depending on the thickness and time lag property of 
the storage material chosen. Distribution of air by natural convec
tion is also viable with the Mass Trombe system, since the volume 
of air in the intervening space between glazing and storage mass
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is being heated to high temperatures and seeks constant means of 
escape Adding opening or vents at the top of the storage mass 
allows the hot air to force itself into the living space for a quick 
transfer of heat, drawing cooler room air through lower vents 
back into the collector air space. If the vents are controllable 
dampers, convective heat distribution can be shut off or started at 
will. Storage placement and construction, as well as storage open
ings and dampers, are variables which determine the Mass 
Trombe's efficiency in storing and distributing solar heat to the 
house.
CONTROLS
As in the Direct Gain building type, controls for the operation of 
the Mass Trombe building type are important, though less crucial 
since the living space is not directly influenced by solar collection. 
For optimum efficiency in the winter, external moveable insula
tion, or other insulation alternatives, should be included to protect 
the storage mass from wasteful heat loss to the overcast or night 
sky. In the summer, unwanted heating of the storage mass should 
be prevented by shading the glazed area with overhangs, by clos
ing the external insulation, or by opening external dampers and 
vents. A Mass Trombe Wall has the potential to provide induced 
ventilation for summer cooling of the living space by including 
exhaust vents at the top of the glazed area. Solar-heated air in the 
collector air space will force its way outside, drawing air from the 
living space to replace it. Another opening must be provided 
within the living space for replacement air—preferably from a 
shaded or cooler area. This continual air movement exhausts hot 
air from the house, drawing in cooler air for ventilation.

WATER STORAGE WALL

requirements and variations
The requirements for the Water Storage Wall are again a large 
glazed area and an adjacent massive heat storage. However, the 
storage is water, or another liquid, contained in a variety of con
tainers, each representing different heat exchange surfaces to 
storage mass ratios. Larger storage volumes provide greater and 
longer term heat storage capacity, while smaller contained vol- 
urnes provide greater heat exchange surfaces and thus faster dis- 
ri u ion. This tradeoff between heat exchange surface versus 
orage mass has not as yet been explored in depth. However, 

many container variations have been built, including components 
cnmnlL CanS' bottles-tubes- b'ns, barrels, drums, bags, and
compete water walls. The selection and interrelationship of s»r
Water StoragVwall. * neC6SSary t0 the effective operat'°n
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JSMSB5S2S5SSIZ5II5E CONTROLS
In considering the control of heat distribution in a Water Wall, 
one must be aware that thermal transfer is rapid within a convec
tive body of water, and radiant distribution for a solar-heated 
water storage wall to a living space is almost immediate. This is in 
contrast to the longer time-lag property of the Mass Trombe Wall, 
in climates where heat is undesirable until the cooler evening 

ours, the Water Wall system requires some storage-distribution 
control. The addition of daytime insulation to the outside and 
possible high and low vents for immediate air circulation to the 
living spaces provides one control solution. Aside from the choices 
between radiant and convective distribution, the controls for the 
Water Wall are similar to those of the Mass Trombe Wall. Over
heating of the storage mass should be prevented by shading, and 
extravagant heat loss from the storage mass should be prevented 
by exterior insulation. In addition, the use of operable vents which 
open to the outside will induce summer ventilation as described 
for the Mass Trombe passive solar building.
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The important issue to understand with INDIRECT GAIN passive 
solar homes is that the occupant will be in direct contact with the 
storage and distribution components of solar heating but is no 
longer faced with the collection component.
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I Duffield, VA

Adolphus Chester, Architectural Design Branch, TV A 
Knoxville, TN

HEATED AREA: 1,374 FT2 

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,121 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 24.2 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.54 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 74%

Open market sale.

I

CONTEXT
The following two schemes were concurrently designed and con
ceived by the Architectural Design Branch of the Tennessee Valley 
Authority to serve as models of energy-efficient and passively 
heated residential construction in the Tennessee Valley. Both 
homes are to be part of Thomas Village, a new development in 
western Virginia to relocate the occupants of nearby flood-prone 
areas. These designs are intended to be repeated in other subdivi
sions and to serve as prototypes for a solar building program 
throughout the seven-state area served by the Tennessee Valley 
Authority. The character and density of the surrounding develop
ment is suburban, although future plans include higher density 
developments.

Both designs are for modest, compact, three-bedroom homes 
tied on south-sloping sites. These plans can be modified and 
adapted for flat sites or other site conditions as well. The design of 
both units is based on conventional building materials and con
struction skills available regionally. By adopting standard local 
finish materials and incorporating amenities that are expected in 
the new home market such as carports or garages, attached 
greenhouses, expansion space and low upkeep, the designers have 
assured a high degree of consumer acceptance.

Western Virginia is characterized by a temperate climate of 
4,100 heating degree days in the winter and about 1,100 cooling 
degree days in the summer. These two schemes, which incorporate 
Trombe walls, water walls, greenhouses, and direct gain spaces, 
show the wide variety of design solutions for natural heating and 
cooling which this climate allows. In general, ease of construction 
has been stressed, occasionally at the expense of thermal effi
ciency. Cost effectiveness has been the principal design decision- 
making tool, and the result has been an efficient home for the 
lowest home-buying dollar.

Duffield, VA

Danny Brewer, Architectural Design Branch, TV A 
Knoxville, TN

HEATED AREA: 1,441 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,121

NET THERMAL LOAD: 24.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.2 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOUR FRACTION: 81%
Open market sale.
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HOUSE II 
CONSERVATION
Much attention has been focused on building features which con
serve energy within the home. This design demonstrates some ex
cellent conservation features achieved outside the home throuqh 
landscaping, sitework, and building placement. Not only are heat
ing and cooling loads in the home reduced by this outside desiqn 
but outdoor spaces usable throughout most of the year are * 
created as well. This home is dug into a south-sloping hillside 
creating a summer court on the north side and a winter court on 
the south side. The north side court takes advantage of the north
east summer breezes for cooling and is shaded by the house and 
evergreen trees. These evergreens also protect the building from 
cold winds in winter. On the south side, the entry walk expands 
into a winter court, protected on the north by the house, east by 
an earth berm, and west by the garage. As the deciduous trees to 
the south lose their leaves in the fall, this court becomes 
fortable, sheltered, and sunny space.

In addition to these tempered outdoor spaces, the building enjoys 
several other conservation features. For summer, the placement of

the garage on the west side shades the building from the severe 
summer afternoon sun. The light-colored roof reduces summer 
heat gain. The earth berming on the north and east cuts heat loss 
and gain through a large percentage of the exterior wall. For 
winter, the light-colored south court reflects additional solar en- 
ergy into the Trombe wall and atrium. Infiltration is reduced by 
the sun-tempered airlock vestibule between the garage and 
kitchen, and by routing the main entrance through the atrium. An 
attic space provides an R-30 insulation value while high vents 
exhaust any heat buildup in the atrium and house during 
mer. The atrium itself is a primary energy-conserving feature, pro
viding light, views and solar heat to much of the interior without 
the normal heat loss of exterior windows. In fact, the building 
only 30 sq. ft. of double pane exterior glass, in addition to the 17CT 
sq. ft. which faces into the atrium. These conservation features, 
the landscaping, outdoor courts, and the atrium buffer 
create a more desirable home as well as saving energy. This resi
dence has a modest 1,374 sq. ft. for its three-bedroom, two-and- 
a-half-bathroom interior, and a simple low-cost building form; but 
the sensitive addition of these features expands the useful space 
and value of this home without significantly increasing the cost.
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Two’distinct passive solar systems are at work in this home: a 
Trombe wall and a solar atrium. The Trombe wall, located adja- 
cent to the kitchen, dining room and two bedrooms, is 18' long 
and two stories high, providing about 240 sq. ft. of collector 
area The wall consists of a 12" filled concrete block mass covered 
by two layers of Kalwall™ "Sun-Lite" fiberglass glazing. Absent 
are the common vent openings used to convert heat directly into 
the space during the sunny hours of the day. For a mild climate 
such as this, the need for heat during the day is minimal and can 
be easily satisfied by direct gain through the south windows and 
atrium. Eliminating these vents reduces construction expense and 
makes the wall a more effective heat source at night. The lack of 
vents creates higher daytime temperatures on the exterior side of 
the wall, causing a warmer inside temperature at night. A desira
ble modification of this Trombe wall would be the addition of 
vents exhausting to the outside any heat buildup during hot 
summer periods. Even though the wall is fully shaded by a roof 
eave through the summer, the diffuse light and hot air tempera
tures tend to heat the wall. With no exterior vents, the wall will 
conduct some unwanted heat into the interior of the house.

light color nj-McchviC. rocrf
iolar wflfer heater col lectori

open panda ---------------------------
on+ru re l U .-----------------------

h
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and+r(2£. a^ar left-fo pro-nzct nortricrn hoosc expot-or^

The Trombe wall collector is accompanied by a multi-purpose 
atrium space. Located by the living and dining room on the lower 
level, this solar-heated space provides a buffer zone for the inte
rior spaces. Part of the sunlight entering the atrium is absorbed by 
the massive concrete floor and east wall during the day and re
leased at night. The resultant temperature swing in this space is 
greater than that desired for living spaces, but considerably less 
than the outdoor ambient temperature swing. This buffer zone 
serves well as an entry vestibule, plant room, and all-purpose flex
ible space, and gives the otherwise tightly planned house a spa
cious quality.

Some of the light entering the atrium passes through a second 
ayer of glass to directly heat the master bedroom and living room. 
For nighttime heating, three 18" diameter, 10'tall water storage 
tubes are placed on the south side of the atrium. This mass is not 
only charged by the sunlight, but is integrated with the fireplace 
in sue a way as to store the fire's excess heat output. The fire- 
P'ac.e a!Su° haS a,convection chamber which can directly exhaust 
I *lthe.r tothe livingroom or master bedroom above. The room 

lsTcleveLr|y arranged to provide each "lived-in" room with 
and Hrr..|r<^mbe Wal1 °r atrium exposure. The bathrooms, utility,

loca,ed °n the n°r,heas'to “,vi"spaces.HOUSE II
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COOLING
Beyond the cooling effects of the landscaping features previously 
discussed, this building employs several low-cost but effective cool 
ing strategies. The simplest is shading. The roof eaves on the south 
side, where 90% of the glass is located, fully shade this facade 
through the summer months. The fixed shading slats over the at
rium are so angled as to allow low winter sunlight to penetrate 
and to intercept the high summer light. Like all fixed south shades 
these devices have one disadvantage compared with operable 
shades. Designed to shade 100% in June, they will only partly 
shade in September when there still is a considerable cooling load 
Or inversely, designed to expose 100% of the window in De
cember, they will partially shade the collectors in February and 
March, months which can require maximum heating. This is caused 
by the fact that the winter heating and summer cooling season is 
offset several months behind the sun's cycles.

Natural ventilation provides a second cooling strategy. Most signi
ficantly, the two-story space of the atrium coupled with the attic 
vents create a stack effect to exhaust hot air. With open windows 
low in the atrium and house, the air is drawn through the space 
up into the warmer attic and out the vents on the east and west. A 
disadvantage of the earth berming of the lower floor is the lack of 
cross ventilation in the livingroom. However, the concrete walls 
and water tubes provide a tempering effect on the temperature 
swing in the house by absorbing some excess heat during the day 
which is discharged during the cooler nights. The backup system is 
an efficient 116-ton heat pump which can be used for summer 
cooling as well as winter heating.

HOUSE I
CONSERVATION
This two-story, mass Trombe wall home, oriented east of due 
south, is entered from the north through an airlock vestibule 
which prevents the infiltration of cold outdoor air. This vestibule 
opens into a compact living area that is heated by a Trombe wall 
and woodstove. This 1,800 sq. ft. house, of which 1,441 sq. ft. is 
to be heated, has 900 sq. ft. on the main floor level, which is the 
minimum allowable in the subdivision. The plan should have wide 
aPpeal since the upper-level bedroom can be utilized as a den/ 
study space by families who require only two bedrooms. While 
the house is small, there is substantial room for expansion into t e 
0Wer basement level, about one-third of which is unfinished.

As always, conservation is the first consideration. This home is 
constructed with walls of 2 x 6 framing and full thickness insu a 
t,0n, while the roof trusses provide space for R-30 insulation levels.
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leaTt 2' below gradsyBeneath that depth, 2' of insulation is used.

Double alazinq is provided for windows on the east, west, and 
south land triple glazing is specified for the north windows. On 
north elevations, the additional cost of the third glazing layer 
must be carefully balanced against the additional insulating bene
fits while on the south, east, and west elevations the use of extra 
glazing must also be balanced against the poorer transmission of 
sunlight. Glazed areas on the east, west, and north which receive 
little or no winter sun are kept to a minimum, although provisions 
are made to allow openings for cross ventilation. Unlike a number 
of other schemes, no moveable insulation is indicated for the win
dows or for the unvented Trombe wall.
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The attached carport is turned off axis from the house and creates 
a trellised deck and porch area which provides a second entry. The 
greenhouse/sun porch room also acts as an unheated entrance 
vestibule space and should again inhibit cold air infiltration. 
Perhaps more importantly, it adds interest to a simple home de
sign at a minimum of additional cost.

;

HEATING
Departing from more conventional Trombe wall designs, this 
scheme uses a non-vented Trombe wall to heat the primary spaces 
in the house. Without a daytime convective loop into the rooms, 
all heating of the spaces is by radiation and convection off the 
inside surface of the Trombe wall. This wall is constructed of 12" 
reinforced and filled concrete block and covered by two layers of 
fiberglass-reinforced plastic framed in treated wood mullions. A 
potential problem is the absence of exterior venting for the 
heated Trombe wall air cavity. While shading is provided to allevi
ate most of the overheating problem, it would still be useful to 
allow for venting this cavity in summer.
Experience has shown that two-story Trombe wall systems develop 
some temperature stratification. The second floor is invariably 

F warmer than the first floor. In most designs, the bedroom 
spaces are on the second floor, receiving the unnecessary benefit 
or higher temperatures. In this design, however, the bedroom 
spaces are primarily on the lower level, allowing the major living 
spaces to remain warmer. This stratification phenomenon does not 

^ c[ccur ‘n conventional, air-heated homes because the 
systems' which are equipped with registers, return air 

carfh'J^LWa+rm ?,lr blowers' the air in the home. Provisions 
de to allow this house to also redistribute air. For

HOUSE l;
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Since the summertime brings substantial periods of overheating to 
the western Virginia countryside, special concern is taken to pro
vide sufficient natural ventilation. Unlike many Trombe wall 
scheme' this design allows operable windows to penetrate 
through the Trombe wall directly to the outside. By using this 
detail, each room is provided with at least two windows, usually 
on different walls. This is the optimum situation for cross 
ventilation.
Care is taken to provide fixed horizontal louvers on the south 
elevation which keep direct sunlight off the fiberglass-reinforced 
plastic of the Trombe wall system. The pre-fabricated greenhouse 
unit on the upper floor level is also nicely shaded in the over
heated season by the fixed louvers which are designed to match 
the roof line. Additional protection against overheating is pro
vided by operable vents high and low in the greenhouse.

A light-colored roof is specified to reflect radiation from the high 
summer sun and to keep surface temperatures at a minimum. An 
entry trellis and nearby deciduous trees also help shade the home 
in the summertime.

example, a small fan and duct arrangement can be designed to 
extract the warmest air from the second floor and redistribute it 
to the first floor.

The greenhouse/sun porch provides some additional heat to the 8" 
masonry wall which borders the kitchen. The slab of the green
house is 6" of concrete, which acts as thermal storage for sunlight 
entering the greenhouse, although requiring some additional 
structure and costs. The greenhouse can be allowed greater swings 
in temperature than the house and can act as a buffer zone to 
inhibit loss at night.

The passive solar components of this house are calculated to pro
vide about 85% of the heating load. Both a wood stove and an 
electric heat pump provide auxiliary heat as needed.
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CONCLUSION
These two houses developed for the Tennessee Valley Authority 
are extremely fine examples of integrated passive design. The 
compact floor plans combined with standard, low-cost building 
techniques and materials make these buildings broadly applicable 
and desirable models. The combination of atrium and Trombe wall 
shown in both these designs demonstrates an approach which has 
many advantages over purer systems. While the Trombe wall pro
vides a simple, effective passive heat source, the atrium supple
ments this with light and ventilation as well as solar heat. In addi
tion, the atrium, in this supplementary role, is more cost effective 
and useful as an entry and buffer zone. Buildings which depend 
totally on atriums often have too much space and expense in
vested in these thermally intermediate zones, while those build
ings which depend totally on Trombe walls sometimes suffer from 
lack of light, views, and a sense of spaciousness. These designs 
demonstrate different ways to extract the best of both systems in 
an inventive but controlled manner.
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CONTEXT
This passive solar home, located in the progressive university 
community of Chapel Hill, North Carolina, has been designed by 
the engineering firm, Integrated Energy Systems, as a response to 
the requirements of a very energy conscious family.
The home has been constructed on an east-sloping site eight miles 
outside Chapel Hill. By careful placement of the house among 
existing evergreen and deciduous trees, the designers have 
minimized its impact upon the site while making full use of the 
windbreak effect provided by the trees and topography. The ever
green trees located on the northwest side of the home block the 
winter wind, while the deciduous trees on the south side provide 
summer shading. Earth berming on the north side of the home 
provides additional protection against cold winter wind.
This area of North Carolina experiences equal heating and cooling 
seasons, so it was necessary for the passive solar system in the 
house to be able to provide some cooling as well as most of the 
heating. Throughout the evening hours and into the early morn
ing the temperature is usually the lowest, making it possible to 
cool with natural ventilation. The nights are also the hours of

Chapel Hill, NC
Daniel Koenigshofer, Integrated Energy Systems, Inc. 
Chapel Hill, NC
HEATED AREA: 1,135 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 3,454 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 45.2 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 5.77 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 66%
Private client.
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highest humidity, however, so it was also necessary to provide for 
the movement of limited amounts of air to counteract the humid- arrangement and open plan of the living spaces provides for free 

circulation of heated and cooled air throughout the year, and also 
provides visual continuity between the rooms which increases the 
apparent size of the home.

ity.

The house itself is constructed of readily available materials: 
crete block foundation walls, wood framing, exterior stained 
wood siding, and interior drywall. Windows are standard windows 
found on most typical speculative houses.

CONSERVATION
Basic energy conservation techniques have been incorporated into 
the home to minimize heat loss in winter and heat gain in sum
mer. For example, the home is oriented with the majority of its • 
double-glazed windows to the south, and the entry with its ves
tibule is located on the side away from prevailing winds. The basic 
shape of the home with its low wall exposure on the north and 
higher wall exposure to the south provides for greater surface 
area for solar collection to the south and also serves to deflect the 
winter wind on the north. Shading devices which double as vent 
covers open to provide some protection against potential over
heating from the sun. Extra insulation in the walls and adequate 
insulation in the ceiling reduced the overall heat loss. The internal

con-

HEATING
By incorporating all of the energy conserving techniques into the 
house design, the designers have reduced the yearly heating and 
cooling load, with the result that the passive solar system can 
provide a larger proportion of these loads. The passive solar sys
tem designed and built into this residence is a Solar Mass Wall 
concept, often referred to as a Trombe wall. This Trombe wall 
consists of an 8" concrete block wall painted black with double 
glazing attached to the painted exterior surface. Regular windows 
mounted in the Trombe wall behind its glazing allow sunlight to 
penetrate into the home's interior. In this way the designers have 
provided visual contact with the exterior and direct solar heat gain 
to the living spaces. The direct gain windows and Trombe wall 
have been sized so as to provide a major portion of the heating 
and cooling requirements.
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The Trombe wall heats and cools by using the process of natural 
convection of heated air. On a sunny day, the sunlight penetrates 
the exterior glazing, striking the black concrete block wall surface, 
which absorbs the sunlight and becomes hot. As the wall heats up* 
some heat is given off and begins to rise in the 1-1/2" space be
tween the wall and outer glazing. On sunny days during the heat
ing season, vents in the top and bottom of the wall are opened. 
The warm air rises up, goes out the top vents and in so doing pulls 
cooler air in the bottom vents. As the cooler air is heated, it rises 
again and the cycle repeats itself. At night, the vents are closed; 
this keeps warm air from being pulled from the house into the * 
space in front of the Trombe wall where the heat would be con
ducted through the glazing and lost to the cold night air. Depend
ing upon the temperature of the outer surface of the Trombe 
wall, the thickness of the wall, and the outside air temperature, a 
certain amount of heat will be conducted through the wall to the 
interior surface. Here heat will radiate to the cooler interior 
rooms. By morning, the wail will have cooled down and if the 
is shining the process will again repeat itself.

COOLING
In the late spring, summer, and early fall, high humidity levels in 
combination with warmer air temperatures present a cooling 
pro em To provide as much cooling potential as possible through 

Su °f ,natuJral and induced ventilation, the designers have 
v!ntc . .+aCed operable windows and exterior Trombe wall 
Hnr+ir» f 6 spr'n9 when heating is no longer required, the in
interior vJn°t^ 6 air f ur C°°ling is provided by closin9 the high 
sidp Trnmh ' e.fvmg the lower vents open and opening the out-
devicpT^n! W 1 !ent Sunlight that is not blocked by the shading 
the air c" VJ!nt coYers) strikes the masonry wall, and the air in 
directed into th^r ^ 3nd rises‘ But instead of the air being
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1
up to the individual occupants to determine their own thermal 
comfort requirements and decide how they will provide additional 
cooling.

CONCLUSION
The details of the Trombe wall are made up of standard construc
tion materials. The Trombe wall glazing consists of standard size 
double-glazed sliding door replacement glass, and glazing sup
ports are standard wood frame sections installed by using a stand
ard ramset gun. The vents and louvers are also standard items that 
have been purchased "off-the-shelf". These details should help 
dispel any myth that passive solar systems are highly sophisticated 
and complicated to install, since, with an understanding of the 
basic concept of the Trombe wall and familiarity with these stand
ardized details, any builder or owner-builder could construct this 
passive solar system.

By their total design approach, the designers have responded not 
only to the needs of their clients, but have provided a very honest 
and straightforward solution. The proper siting, orientation, re
sponse to climate, use of standard construction materials, open 
plan, and system design make this a successful passive solar home. 
To further enhance the home's successful operation, some addi
tional exterior shading devices (roller, shades, etc.) could be used 
on the Trombe wall during the cooling season and the Trombe 
wall could be thicker. This would protect against overheating. The 
use of a 1-1/2" air space between the Trombe wall glazing and 
storage wall is narrower than most so far, since most Trombe walls 
have been designed with a 3"-6" space. By using a 1-1/2" air space, 
the designers have chosen to increase the air velocity over the wall 
and in so doing have reduced the air temperature supplied to the 
living spaces. It will be interesting to see how this space performs. 
There has been little information published on the optional glaz
ing space in Trombe walls.

The open plan and flexible siting potential of this home make it 
an attractive unit for builder speculation. At first, because of the 
uniqueness of the design, some market hesitation may be evident. 
But with the successful functioning of the home after a full year's 
occupancy .and operation and with the added social, psychological, 
and economic benefits of the design, the home should have a 
wide appeal to the progressive university community in which it is 
located.
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solar house design can be reproduced at a cost which places it at 
the low price end of the new housing market. In addition, by 
incorporating standard colonial features such as shutters, weather 
vanes, replica gas-light entry lights, and picket fences, the 
homeowner is not asked to forego any of the symbolic elements 
they have come to expect in their homes.

Departing from traditional designs, however, this home takes on 
different appearances as the time of the day and the thermal 
needs change. When the exterior moveable insulation panels are 
in the retracted position, the southern facade of the home will 
appear to be predominately glazed with both windows and water 
walls. When solar radiation is no longer available, the house 
changes its appearance. The insulating panels come down, and the 
homeowner is protected in his home secure in the knowledge that 

e and his solar storage mass are surrounded by a colonial insulat
ing blanket.

While the home design is simple, it is not without sophistication.
A modestly peaked roof, for example, covers the dwelling in a 

'9 y *- "Shaped plan which articulates the sleeping wing and 
provides both interest and an exterior appearance of spaciousness 
to an otherwise modestly sized building.

Strasburg, VA

Victor Habib, One Design, Inc. 
Winchester, VA

HEATED AREA: 1,168 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,978 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 19.9 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.16 BTU/DD/FT2 

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 92%

Open market sale.

CONTEXT
As the cost of materials and labor continues to climb, there is an 
expanding market for compact, resource-conscious and readily 
buildable single-family design. This scheme which is designed for 
the cold, 6,000 degree day mountain region of Virginia is a mod
est three-bedroom, 1-1/2 bath, single-family detached dwelling. 
With a total heated square footage of only 1,168 square feet and 
basically conventional wood frame construction, this water wall
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ers, double glazing on all window areas with nighttime insulating 
quilts, and insulated doors. In order to reduce infiltration, a vesti
bule is added to the front entrance while the unheated garage 
acts as an effective vestibule for the rear entrance to the house.

CONSERVATION
Just as people must walk before they run, so must homes conserve 
energy before they can collect energy.

1. In the house site plan there is an appreciation of the value of 
vegetation. For example, evergreen windbreaks are planted to the 
northwest of the building to slow the prevailing cold winter 
winds. This should help decrease the infiltration rate of cold air 
into the house.

4. Care is taken to provide a continuous perimeter insulating de
tail, a significant component of total building heat loss in slab- 
on-grade construction. Conservation-minded controls are also 
specified for the home, including the use of an automatic night
time setback on the electric hot water heater which is housed in a 
corner of the kitchen.space.

2. An often overlooked source of energy conservation in this de
sign is the basic decision to keep square footage to a minimum 
and to keep the plan compact. By building few square feet and by 
keeping wasted circulation space to a minimum, the heat loss and 
the demand for space heat will be minimized.

3. The "New American" uses a number of details which are be- 
coming standard energy conscious construction techniques. These 
include 2x6 wood frame wall construction to allow larger thick
ness of fiberglass insulation, 11" insulation between the attic ratt-

By keeping the total auxiliary home heat requirement low 
through conservation and solar collection, it is economically feasi
ble to turn to electric resistance baseboard as the auxiliary heating 
source. This eliminates the need for a mechanical equipment space 
which eliminates square footage and thus decreases project cost. If 
a similar system was conceived for a locale with advantages of 
off-peak electric rates, the thermal storage might be designed to 
allow thermal charging at off-peak hours to provide for upcoming 
overcast weather.
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HEATING
The solar heating system is characterized by two basic systems: 
windows and water walls. Forty-five square feet of large windows 
allow "direct gain" solar energy into the house to provide some 
immediate heating during the daytime. In order to provide heat
ing at times when sunlight is not available such as in the eveninq 
it was necessary to make provisions for additional solar collection 
area and coupled solar storage. The solar storage mass in this 
scheme is provided by large quantities of water. The water wall 
containers used in this application are composed of premolded 
fiberglass troughs which nest for shipment, but stack tightly one 
upon the other in application to preclude evaporation loss Solar 
radiation enters through the 192 square feet of single pane verti
cal glass and is converted to heat at the black surface of the water 
wall. The heated water circulates throughout, raising the averaoe 
temperature of the storage. Even when it is necessary to introduce 
new elements into the construction process, such as the nighttime 
moveable insulation for the water wall, these elements are de
rived from standard construction details. In this case, conventional 
nanpk overhe>ad-shding door assemblies with insulated door
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scheme is that remote rooms must rely on convection of air from 
rooms adjacent to the water walls and the very modest re 
radiation of heat from party walls between the relatively warmer 
south rooms and the relatively cooler north rooms. Concern is 
expressed for this problem by the designers in their placement of 
the spaces which need less heat, such as the bathroom and the 
kitchen, on the north wall while reserving access to the south wall 
to rooms which need more heat.
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In most solar designs and in most climates, it is not cost-effective 
to seek very high solar fractions. This design accepts a reasonable 
solar contribution of perhaps one-half to two-thirds of the 
sonal heating demand of this very well-insulated small home.
COOLING
In a 6,000 degree day climate, reasonable cooling can be achieved 
a large percentage of the time by allowing provisions for ade
quate ventilation. This design makes use of the well-proven attic 
fan which will increase the air flow velocity in the house and 
create comfortable conditions during most of the overheated sea
son. In fact, the ventilation grill over the bedroom wing is promi
nently displayed and used as a positive design feature. Natural 
cross ventilation is also available in some rooms, but this aspect of 
the design could be improved.
To avoid summer overheating, the moveable insulation outside 
the water storage mass is left in the closed position during the 
daytime. The interior water storage mass can thus act as a heat 
sink to alleviate some of the peak daytime heating conditions.
In climates with substantial day-night temperature swings, the 
heat absorbed in the mass during the hot summer day can be re- 
radiated at night by opening the insulation at night and exposing 
the water storage mass to the cooler night sky, thus cooling the 
water mass for the next hot day.
CONCLUSION
One of the most commonly heard concerns about passive solar 
design is its inability to produce designs which are acceptable to 
the large numbers of the American people at prices which are 
within their reach. This design overcomes both problems and pre
sents a home which is replicable and adaptable.
Of course, there are still some technical and construction concerns. 
For instance, it is unusual to find it this cold in a climate with a 
tatitude so far south. Consequently, the sun is somewhat higher in 
the sky in the winter than one might wish and the use of t e 
reflective terrace is important.
Also, a modification to the design which would allow all primary 
rooms to be adjacent to a water wall would be beneficial. The
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designer here has simply made a tradeoff between ease and 
economy of construction and improved thermal performance.
Basically, however, this design is truly for the "New American". It 
is a trimmed-down version of a slice of the suburbs—a home for 
tomorrow at a price for today.
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Santa Fe, NM

Susan Nichols, Communico 
Sante Fe, NM

HEATED AREA: 968 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,586

NET THERMAL LOAD: 44.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.49 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 91%

Open market sale.

CONTEXT
Four of these 1,000 sq. ft., two bedroom homes are to be built in 
La Vereda, a nineteen unit planned environmental community lo
cated in Santa Fe, New Mexico. The ten acre site, half of which is 
to be left in open space, is all south sloping with views of the 
surrounding mountains to the south and southwest.

Santa Fe, at a latitude of 36°N and an elevation of 7,000 feet, 
experiences a sunny, cold winter with 70% available sunshine and 

ea mg season of 5,586 degree days. Snowfall can be heavy, but 
tkT ^ rema'ns on the ground for more than three to four days, 
nora+ymH?er climate is hot and dry with the average daytime tern-
ninhttim ' + 8^°_^0°F range; because of the high elevation,
nighttime temperatures drop to 55°-60°F.

tional 2x6 strurti S ?^ f,oors are incorporated into the conven
ing. The cost ark frame the house to give an "adobe" fee- 

antages of frame construction and the thermal
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advantages of an R-25 wall are realized by allowing the mass re
quired for the direct gain clerestory windows to be inside the 2x6 
insulated exterior along the north walls. Construction will require 

special materials or skills; it is simply a matter of putting the 
same components together in a slightly different

n
iino

manner. P
P; :

£4 VCONSERVATION
Energy conservation plays a major role in the design and building 
of a solar home. Proper orientation, careful siting and sufficient 
insulation are all necessary to maximize solar gain and retain it 
within a structure. The nineteen homes in La Vereda are grouped 
into three clusters to allow each house the proper south orienta
tion without the look of soldiers in formation. Each dwelling is 
situated below the northern ridge line and dropped below the 
tree line of dense juniper and pihon coverage as protection 
against the northwest winter winds. The airlock entry of this 
model is located on the east side of the structure to allow the 
garage to serve as an additional wind buffer. The location of the 
garage, entry, and utility room along the north wall of the dwell
ing serve to create an effective thermal barrier by creating a 
transition from heated spaces to unheated spaces and then the 
outside.

The house is designed to be very energy efficient. The stem walls, 
3'-4' above the finished floor to allow for berming, are 8" con
crete block with all cells filled with concrete, waterproofed with 
plastic roofing tar, and enclosed in a vapor membrane of 6 mil 
polyvinyl and 2" of rigid polystyrene. All perimeters are insulated 
with 2" of rigid polystyrene which will not deteriorate when in 
contact with moisture. When insulation is in direct contact with 
the earth the choice of materials is important. The 2x6 frame walls 
are insulated with 5-1/2" fiberglass batt and sealed with a 6 mil 
polyvinyl vapor barrier before application of the dry wall, resulting 
in an R-value of 25. Ceilings, depending on the buyer's choice, will 
be either beams and decking with 5" of rigid dense styrofoam with 
a total R-value of 34 or 12" joists with blown-in cellulose fiber with 
an R-value of 44. All windows are double glazed with the excep
tion of the direct gain windows in the Trombe wall which are 
triple glazed. The clerestory windows and skylights are protected 
against nighttime heat losses by hinged insulating shutters. By . 
building a "heatilator"-type fireplace and introducing outside air 
for combustion, the efficiency of the fireplace is increased an 
becomes a net thermal gain. Venting for the stove and dryer 
through simple heat exchangers is internal to the structure, so a 
the heat generated by these appliances is not lost to the ou si
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this passive system with its natural means of collection, 
' and distribution continues to generate heat within the

6 HIN&X> FWBIS turn on 
storage 
structure.

\

e s
Given average winter conditions, the solar system will provide 
87% of the home's heating needs over the heating season, with 
the remaining 13% provided by the back-up electric baseboard 
units Of a yearly total heating load of 8,700 Kw, the passive sys
tem will generate 7,570 Kw and electricity will generate 1,130 Kw. 
At a cost of $.045/Kw in Santa Fe, the annual heating bill will be 
$50, and an annual savings of $340 will be realized. This perform
ance is based on the assumption that the temperature of the 
house will be maintained at or above 65°F, and if, in fact, the 
temperature is allowed to drop below 65°F at night, the amount 
of back-up heat required will be reduced, and a larger annual 
savings can be realized.
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There is 155 sq. ft. of double glazed Trombe wall pierced with 60 
sq. ft. of triple glazed direct gain window and 175 sq. ft. of night 
insulated double glazing on the south facade of the structure.

The Trombe wall is 16" of solid concrete providing 200 pounds of 
storage mass per square foot of glazing and a heat capacity of 
6,500 BTU/°F. The rest of the mass consists of quarry tile on a 4" 
slab, the 8" concrete stem walls, the north storage walls of 6" 
concrete filled block, and the fireplace. This serves as the heat 
reservoir for the 235 sq. ft. of direct gain with a mass of 530 lbs. 
per sq. ft. of glazing and a heat capacity of 26,250 BTU/°F. A 
larger amount of mass is required for the direct gain system than 
for the Trombe wall. An adequate amount of mass in relation to 
the glazing is important as a temperature control; the more mass, 
the more even the temperature fluctuation within the space.

HEATING SYSTEM
The heat for this home is provided by a combination of unvented 
Trombe walls and direct gain windows which work in conjunction 
with one another to provide a stable thermal environment. As the 
sun
immediately through the direct gain windows in the Trombe walls 
and clerestory, providing the source of daytime heat. Because of 
the time lag effect of the Trombe wall or the amount of time it 
takes for the heat to travel through the 16" of solid concrete, the 
inside surface of the wall will reach its maximum temperature in 
the late evening, providing the source of nighttime heat.

During clear days, excess heat generated by the direct gain win
dows is stored in the mass of the floors, the stemwalls, the 
fireplace, and the interior skin of 8" concrete block along the 
north wall. By painting the interior walls a light color, the light 
striking them is diffused for a more even distribution of heat 
throughout the mass. All distribution of heat from the storage 
mass into the structure is by natural means; as the temperature in 
the building drops below that of the mass surfaces, stored heat is 
radiated back into the rooms to maintain thermal comfort.

strikes the south wall of the structure, heat gain is admitted

COOLING SYSTEM
In Sante Fe, cooling is not a real concern. With the dry climate and 
large day-night temperature fluctuations, a carefully designed an 
well insulated structure is able to maintain a comfortable temper 
ature throughout the summer. Overhangs above the Trombe wa s 
and clerestories are sized to completely cut off the sun on June 21 
and provide full shading to the south collector walls. This shading 
factor decreases as the sun angle declines after the summer sol
stice, allowing an increasing amount of direct sunlight to fall
uii aSS' ?urin9 the months of September and October with the 

shallow solar angles and lower heating loads, some overheating 
may occur. However, the amount of building mass and the effec
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of berming in conjunction with adequate ventilation does much to 
temper any overheating. As excess heat accumulates, it is absorbed 
into the mass where it is lost more quickly through bermed surface 
areas to the cooler temperature of the earth. As the night sky 
cools, conductive losses of excess heat occur through exterior 
faces and convective losses occur through open vents which are 
located high up in the clerestory. Air is pulled in from the outside 
to replace the warmer air escaping from these vents, and this air 
movement in combination with the tempering effect of the 
maintains an acceptable temperature.

CONCLUSION
This combination of passive solar systems is a cost effective 
approach that offers advantages of both systems. The direct gain 
windows give good natural light in controlled amounts through 
the windows in the Trombe wall and clerestory. The Trombe wall 
is important in producing an even source of heat and is effective 
as a nighttime heat source.

The percentage of solar participation is high in a climate that is 
cold and sunny. An option in a colder, cloudy climate is to add 
nighttime insulation and/or a reflective surface in front of the 
south-facing glass. Overheating is not a real concern in Santa Fe, 
but in a climate where the day-night temperature swing is small 
during the late summer and early fall, some sort of shading is 
necessary, possibly planting deciduous trees.

The home is designed for the specific market segment that has 
shown a definite interest in passive solar, the young professional 
single or couple with few or no children and the retired couple 
who face living on a fixed income. While they cannot afford a 
large, expensive solar home, they can afford a smaller, solar home 
with the possibility for future expansion. The house is priced in the 
$65,000-$70,000 range, the lower end of the high quality, hand
crafted home market in this location in Santa Fe. The price posi
tion of the home in the area, the location of the project, the 
design of the home, and the reliability of the solar system should 
assure good market acceptance.
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CONTEXT
This one-bedroom residence is designed for a site in northern New 
Mexico which has a compelling view to the northeast of the 
Sangre de Christo Mountains and the Rio Grande River Gorge.
Near Los Alamos, at an altitude of 6,300 feet, this site has a 6,000 
degree day climate, which requires a considerable amount of 
heating. However, the building rests on a southern slope of the 
Jemez Mountains which further enhances the solar benefits of this 
clear, sunny region. Summers here are hot and dry with a large 
daily temperature swing. Natural cooling has traditionally been 
achieved in this region by building with massive walls which ab
sorb heat during the day and release it to the outside at night. In 
this home design, a massive southern adobe wall and a concrete 
floor provide both natural solar heating in the winter and cooling 
in the summer.

White Rock, NM
Ken Brooks, Arch. Res. Cons./Rocky Mountain Sun Power
Santa Fe, NM
HEATED AREA: 1,063 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,853

NET THERMAL LOAD: 44.9 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 5.71 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 54%

Private client.
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ENERGY CONSERVATION
This home balances the need to minimize heat losses through the 
building's exterior with the desire to capture a breathtaking view 
to the north. Windows are used liberally on the northeast side of 
this dwelling to respond to the dynamic visual features of this site. 
Thermal losses here are controlled with 2" thick urethane, night 
insulation panels which adhere by magnetic clips to double-pane 
window glass.

The northern walls, framed with 2x8 studs at 2' on center have 
fiberglass insulation batts which yield an R-factor of 27. The east, 
west and south walls have 2x6 studs with a total R of 22. The flat 
roof has an R-27 from 4" of urethane over 1" pine deck. Two inches 
of polystyrene for perimeter slab insulation completes the thermal 
enclosure. Full weatherstripping and an air lock entry keep winter 
infiltration through the door at a minimum.
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r Light enters the house directly through southern windows and the 
clerestory light scoop toward the rear. This scoop helps to dis
tribute this direct gain sunlight over the entire. 4" concrete floor 
slab, allowing an even transfer of heat. Allowing a 12°F. tempera
ture swing in the living space releases this heat at night.

Between the concrete floor slab and Trombe wall, there are 45,000 
lbs. of masonry in this home which store 9,000 BTU's of heat for 
each 1°F. rise in temperature.

An adjustable wood awning shades the south-facing glass during 
the summer months but retracts to allow full solar exposure dur
ing the winter. The need for a sunshade which varies in length 
from season to season is overlooked in most south wall shading 
schemes. Although outside temperatures are vastly different, sun 
angles are identical on March 21 and September 21. Protecting 
southern glazing with a fixed overhang in August and September 
when cooling is still a concern will shade the solar gain which is 
needed for passive heating in March and April. The hinged awning 
shown here in the building section is an excellent solution to this 
problem.
HEATING
This design uses both a direct and indirect solar gain to provide 
54% of the annual heating load. Roughly two-thirds of this gain is 
absorbed in a 14" thick adobe mass wall or "Trombe Wall". With 
an insulating glass wall 7" off the surface of this adobe wall, the 
entering solar energy is absorbed by the south face of this massive 
wall and trapped in this cavity. This heat then passes slowly 
through the wall mass during the day and is radiated into the 
home from this wall at night. Vents in this wall also allow heat to 
convert into the house during the day.

This balances with the total south glazing area of 320 sq. ft., most 
of which is Trombe Wall, since this computes to approximately 30 
BTU's of storage for each square foot of glass. Two wood stoves, a 
large one in the living area and a smaller one in the bedroom, 
provide backup heating as needed.

COOLING
With an average daily temperature in July of 70°F. and an average 
maximum temperature of 82°F., cooling is not a serious problem in 
this climate. What cooling that is needed during the summer is 
provided by including ventilation through the house at nightto 
cool the floor and wall mass when temperatures are below the 
comfort range. With vents closed during the heat of the day, this 
cool mass absorbs heat within the house. Prevailing summer 

reezes are from the south, and vents on this wall draw air into 
t e ouse near the floor. Operating sashes on the clerestory win- 

ows open to act as high exhaust vents. The air flow induced by 
is ow-intake, high-exhaust ventilation approach is generally ef

fective, even in the absence of
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Carbondale, CO

Ron Shore, Thermal Technology Corp.. 
Snowmass, CO

HEATED AREA: 1,220 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,339

NET THERMAL LOAD: 37.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.9 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 88%

Open market sale.

CONTEXT
Jnm S+malL\°une:St0ry home designed for the cold 7339 degree day 
climate of the Roaring Fork Valley in central Colorado is an ele-
iR 9ua!iIOn °f a number of passive design principles. Each of 
w t r^e . e rooms 'n 's scheme, which is laid out on an east- 
a Trnmhfl ? access to south-facing windows and part of
room hath 3 ' LeSS frljec«uent|y used spaces, such as the mechanical
Of the plaJt0o0amctS'aasnbufferrk ar6aS' ^ relegated t0 the north part

zones.

no. solsr desi9n i!

tional^ foot°on rent^H desic9i1 this residence allows a conven- 
to allow natural linhfr r°°^framm9 system which is broken only
roof monitors orSl d hef ,nto the remote rooms. These same 
summer. an out et f°r ventilation purposes in the

r
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A greenhouse/solarium space is the central organizing feature in 
the design. The kitchen, dining area and living room spaces open 
off this slightly sunken solarium area. The use of this open plan 
gives a more spacious feeling to this otherwise modest home. Low 
water columns help store heat in this portion of the house which is 
solar heated primarily by large direct gain windows. The excellent 
view to the south at this site is also captured through these large 
picture windows. People sitting in the slightly elevated living 
area are allowed a view out into the scenery beyond.

This home, designed for the mass market, should appeal to the 
tastes and pocketbooks of young couples with one or two chil
dren. It is a realistic and buildable home which is compatible with 
other development in the area. It provides further proof that the 
affordable solar home is available now.

Trombe wall construction detail. Two by twelve 2'-0" on center 
framing in the ceiling allows the use of a full 12" of insulation 
which provides a ceiling R-factor of 42. An unheated vestibule 
entrance punctuates the south elevation and cuts down on cold air 
infiltration rates. Complementing the open south elevation, the 
north side of the home is earth-bermed, as are parts of the east 
and west walls.

Exterior foundation insulation surrounds the entire perimeter of 
the home and insulates the thermal mass within the interior space. 
Automatically operated insulating curtains close off the Trombe 
wall areas from the cold glazing surfaces during the nighttime, 
and retain the heat in the home.

An often overlooked source of energy conservation in this design 
is the excellent use of passive natural daylight to displace the use 
of electric lighting fixtures. The roof monitors, which are equipped 
with moveable insulating panels in the evening, provide light to 
spaces which are too far from windows to be naturally lit. Again, 
the small auxiliary energy demand allows the use of baseboard 
electric as a backup system. Little mechanical space is needed; this 
allows the developer to construct fewer total square feet.

room

CONSERVATION
To protect against the extreme conditions that prevail in this 
popular ski resort area, many conservation features are given a 
top priority. Double glazed window units are employed every
where, including the standard glazed units which are part of the
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A total of about 375 square feet of south-facing glazing in both 
Trombe walls and direct gain windows allows solar energy to 
penetrate into the house. This glazed area represents over 25% of 
the total heated floor area of the home. In this very well insulated 
building, this solar collection area is calculated to provide between 
80% and 90% solar heating contribution in the Colorado climate 
for which this home is designed.

The Trombe wall operates in a conventional fashion with top and 
bottom vents to allow daytime convective heating. The natural 
convective air flow rates in this system are only modest. It may be 
preferable to locate the inlet plenum lower on the wall than indi
cated to provide a greater height differential between inlet and 
outlet. The use of nighttime insulating curtain in the Trombe wall 
eliminates the need for reverse flow backdraft dampers on the 
vents. The self-inflating insulating curtain in this design is detailed 
to fit nicely within the roof framing and to be out of the way of 
incoming radiation during the daytime. Tracks are provided at the 
Trombe wall jamb to ensure a tight seal which is essential to the 
performance of any moveable insulating device. Similarly, a 
weighted pole is used to ensure a tight seal at the bottom of the 
curtain. If room air is allowed to infiltrate between the insulation 
and the cold window, the performance of the device will be dras
tically reduced.

When sunlight is no longer available to drive the convective loop, 
the wall radiates energy from its interior surface. This radiant dis
tribution warms the occupants, the furniture and the walls of the 
rooms in contact with the Trombe wall. In this design, as in all 
Trombe wall designs, it is very important that the primary rooms 
are allowed access to a segment of the Trombe wall.

In the solarium/direct gain portion of the design, additional ther- 
ma'sl-age is provided by water drums and an insulated four- 
lf|C u IC^ c?ncrete s*ak on grade. This area is insulated from the 
glass by an inflating curtain at night. As in any direct gain system, 

eat is distributed by the direct radiation and natural convection 
°'' * xG warmed surfaces. Concern must be shown for 

whirPh .?!emS ofexcfssive Glare and the fading of fabrics; rugs
as an insulating layer must not cover the thermal mass.

someethA™Ji'aJIS' eigl]t‘in.<:h structural concrete block provides 
window Thi S orage ^or entering through the clerestory 
continuous £rotected from outside temperatures by a
exterior walk et ,° exter'or insulation. East and west masonry
interior room air° emVe^turet^10"31 t0 m°derate
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Approximately 32 BTU's of directly illuminated solar storage per 
degree Fahrenheit is provided on an average for each square foot 
of glazing. While it has been shown that a computer simulation 
can predict the daily temperature swings that would be experi
enced in this house without auxiliary heating, previous experience 
has shown that the house should probably have swings no greater 
than 10°-15°F.

n1 toof ____

One of the strengths in the thermal approach of this design is the 
appropriate matching of the type of passive solar system and the 
use of the space which each system heats. Rooms which require 
more constant temperatures are located behind Trombe walls 
which will create more constant interior temperature 
environments.

COOLING
Because the climate of the Roaring Fork Valley is not characterized 
by high temperatures, the summer cooling load for the project is 
minimal. In addition, the large amount of thermal mass in the 
structure and the below-grade construction combine to create an 
inner environment resistant to sharp exterior temperature swings.

Summer solar direct gains have been minimized with overhangs 
on a portion of the south windows and on all the skylight 
monitors. Energy gains optimized in the winter by moveable insu
lation for Trombe walls can also be negated in the summer with 
the technique of reversing the insulating modes. (This technique 
has actually proved to be unnecessary in other homes in the Roar
ing Fork Valley having similar systems.)

Any daily gains in the heat storage mass of the building can be 
"dumped" at night by ventilating the building with the Valley s 
typical cool summer night air. Operable windows and skylight 
vents are designed to enhance natural and induced ventilation. To 
encourage cross ventilation, an attempt was made to provide each 
space with at least two openings, an outlet and an inlet.

The greenhouse space is provided with additional operable 
ing windows to alleviate any potential overheating problems in 
that space. In this cool climate, the use of wind ventilation and 
temperature-induced ventilation during periods of low breezes 
should keep this home and its inhabitants comfortable throug ou 
the summer.
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s CONCLUSION
This scheme is representative of a whole range of new residential 
design solutions which offer their occupants an alternative to con
ventional housing styles and performance. While the inevitable 
arge areas of south-facing collector glazing in passive design give 

e residence a modern appearance, it belies the essentially "con- 
Hving" * natUfe °f this comPact and efficient little "machine for
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f=4i !n th3 ^0me wb‘ch requires a modest amount of user participation 
PccQrf+° Meratil,0n anb ma'ntenance of its passive solar system, but it 
Iprti^nJ V re .* on tensive thermal mass and simple solar col- 
Thp h2 Pr°Vlde the bulk of the heating load for the residence, 
solar Hpdn extr^cts some of1 the new ideas embodied in passive 
stance nnro^ takes them to their logical conclusion. For in- 
reauirempntc3 •+°*ncrete block wall is dictated by thermal mass 
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Eugene, OR

David Nofferi and Randall Shafer 
Eugene, OR

HEATED AREA: 1,492 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,599 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 21.8 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.87 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 87%

CONTEXT
The "Sunstead" home is the result of a design process combining 
solar energy strategies with continuous market feasibility and site 
compatibility information.

Located in the Willamette Valley in Eugene, Oregon, this home is 
subject to a 4,600 degree day heating season extending from late 
September through early May. Long periods of winter cloudiness 
intensify the need for a passive system that charges quickly, in 
armony with a floor plan and building envelope which take 

maximum advantage of natural light and enerqy conservation 
opportunities.

As a developer's home, the three-bedroom, 1,500 sq. ft. design can 
adapt to a number of available sites. The presence of a high water
Sii Hinf U6*Ced th6 selection of a slab on grade, wood frame 

eU 'd'r'9 =>ystem which uses locally available materials. The design

and ,he ‘""‘•'■"Xing
construction practices.

CONSERVATION
Iente^oelS,Wa" co"structio" consists of 2 x 6 studs spaced 24" on 
enter to accommodate R-19 batt insulation. A 6 mil polyethelene
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film provides a continuous vapor barrier and aids in reducing infil
tration. One half inch plywood sheathing and lapped cedar siding 
complete the exterior and insure an appearance much like that of 
other homes in the area. The interior finish is 1/2" gypsum board 
throughout. The roof is of similar construction but uses R-38 batt 
insulation in the ceiling cavity above the bedroom and living 
areas,
the kitchen. All windows used in the "Sunstead" are stock wood- 
frame insulated glass casements with an R-factor of 1.61. The 
clerestory windows are double glazed hopper type casements 
which can be opened for natural ventilation. A hinged moveable 
insulating panel system of 1" urethane framed in wood and cov
ered with a decorative cloth provides a winter insulating value of 
R-8 with the double clerestory glazing. A draw cord has been 
included to manually control the insulating panels, allowing natu
ral light during the daytime while preventing heat loss at night.

winter sun penetration.
elec, 2./-a 2.°* 
additional b'gMk.
-frOYYl \vc

and R-30 batt insulation in the sloped roof structure above

winter su n, 
P&ncbrcut'ton 
dec. XI-Z2-V 1 otbsofbtd bysla.Jo

1
fjlcolo rcLcUat&s 
Stored. V\oa/t

1 room b touted hyL 
convection of cur
OVer WCLYVn, b<XYYSl 
5U.YTCLC&

WINTER ENERGY- FLOW
Other energy conservation features include wind-sheltered en
trances and deep overhangs for summer shading of the south
facing windows. The garage may be attached in numerous ways to 
provide wind protection as dictated by a particular site and 
micro-climate condition. The design also includes three flat plate 
collector panels for solar domestic hot water heating.

HEATING
The layout of the home combines a functional arrangement of the 
living spaces with a logical introduction of two different passive 
heating concepts—direct solar gain and indirect solar gain.

The kitchen and dining area constitutes the north thermal zone. 
y uCaung t^l'S space to t^ie n°rth, the design takes advantage of 
e high internal heat gains generated in this area from cooking 

and mealtime congregations of people to offset the propor- 
lonate y igher heat losses usually associated with north-facing 

rooms. Solar energy which is introduced directly to this zone 
natural r l?+C^estory reflects off the sloped ceiling providing
JIT ■ LTt,Tu h,eat- The floor' which is a 4" concrete slab cov
ered with half thickness brick (1"), serves as storage for this heat.

TYOUuh uT6 'S cornP°sed of the bedrooms, baths and living 
siJl ho f0rm a rectan9le oriented east-west. The indirect pas- 
hohinH tJn9JSyS!e^n' consistlng of eighteen 50-gallon water drums 
this 7nnl3jl di£^ double insulated storm door glazing, is located in 
£e on t J56 nU^ °t dmmS is di^ributed according to 

DaneT nnfew 3 °n9 the SOUth wal!- The reflective insulating 
ratchetPd wmanUa*,y opened frorTi within the rooms (via
rels and m*n n expose and reflect solar energy onto the bar- 

ua y closed to trap the captured heat at night. Room

prevailing 5U.rr\YTeX wind

X^SujyI' jLvrt-
VT

c\ cajr
ex: h cuas f for

S^-vnYYLOr savb biu/tapA^
jutvi, xi~ ^ \spm t.i l * l* si™.

natural —/ 
vemtiloutiorO i d

_______________ _______________
totke yuoMJO b#ayKcJ storage, “ mass floor 
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air converts over the solar heated barrels, entering the cabinet-like 
enclosure through a continuous slot at floor level, and exitinq 
through dampered diffusers near the top of the cabinet. ^

Additional heat is provided through the use of a wood stove in 
the living area and a radiant electric heating system in the ceilinqs 
of the home. y

COOLING
During the summer, the winter operating sequence of the insulat
ing panels is reserved. During the day the panels are closed so that 
no solar energy can strike the barrels. The barrels remain at 
temperature and are free to absorb excess heat from the interior. 
At night the panels are dropped, allowing the barrels to radiate 
their heat to the night air. Nighttime ventilation through the 
home further cools the barrels. Ideally, the barrels are cooled suf
ficiently during the evening to effectively delay or eliminate heat 
buildup in the interior on the following day.

CONCLUSION
The advantages of this home arrangement and passive system 
design are numerous. The use of water as an indirect gain storage 
medium provides the response necessary in the cloudy Eugene 
environment. The water barrels supply the maximum amount of 
storage possible while still freeing a substantial amount of 
south-facing wall area for windows. The mixture of direct and 
indirect gain passive systems provides some degree of daily control 
and an equitable distribution of stored energy during the evening 
hours. The use of water storage cabinets can be easily applied to 
alternate plans, and maintenance and freeze protection can be 
easily handled.

In order for this design to be completely successful owner 
participation is necessary. Inside, the moveable panels must be 
opened and closed daily in response to weather conditions and 
seasonal space conditioning needs. Outside, some attention will be 
necessary to free the panels after heavy snows. Because of the 
flexible nature of the actuating cable, the panels will be subject to 
movement and racking in high winds. Their accessibility could also 
make the system susceptible to vandalism.

The home as designed is a simple scheme showing highly 
marketable features and easy repeatability. The combination of 
the two distinct passive systems is effective and controllable. 
Together they logically service the home's north and south 
thermal zones and provide the multiple benefits of passive 
heating, nighttime cooling, natural ventilation and effective 
fighting. The passive concepts which are implemented can e 

readily adapted to any number of house plans without sacrificing 
any of the attributes inherent in the "Sunstead .
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♦Space limitations did not permit printing 
complete address. If you would like to contact 
the designer or builder concerning any of 
these projects, simply contact the National 
Solar Heating and Cooling Information Center 
(PROFESSIONALS FILE) by calling 800-523-2929 
or 800-462-4983 (if calling from Pennsylvania) 
or by writing P.O. Box 1607, Rockville, MD 
20850.

The following project pages are devoted to a 
brief description of the other INDIRECT SOLAR 
GAIN homes which were selected for awards. 
Each project is shown in perspective and ac
companied by either a plan or a section. The 
projected information extracted from the grant 
application is as follows:

Location of the home

Designer's name and firm 
City and state of the designer*

HEATED AREA in square feet
NUMBER OF HEATING DEGREE DAYS

NET thermal LOAD in millions of British Ther
mal Units per year

AUXILIARY heating load in British Thermal 
Units per degree day per square foot

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: the percentage of 
heating energy provided by solar

COLLECTOR: Description and number of square 
feet

STORAGE: Description and Capacity in British 
Thermal Units per degree Fahrenheit

CONTROLS: Description

BACKUP: Type and capacity in British Thermal 
Units per hour

<

QC

3o
to

b
LLIor
Q

Tucson, AZ

Jack Cohen, Goldblatt, Cohen and Aros 
Tucson, AZ

HEATED AREA: 1,595 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 1,855

NET THERMAL LOAD: 7.42 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.92 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 94%

COLLECTOR: Venetian blinds over south-facing 
window Area: 140 FT2 y

*"7
!

!
i Living

KCCM
This new 1-story, 3-bedroom detached home 
has a stucco finish and is priced in the $50,000 
range. There is no existing vegetation on this 
flat lot.

Open market sale.

pmh 11:
Ll

I MS?

if
i

STORAGE: Concrete, sand filled,
Capacity: 26,987 BTU/°Fmasonry walls

L__ _ « m
CONTROLS: Operable blinds, fan speed 

controls

(JACKUP: 20 300 BTUH electric baseboard- 
250W heat lamps; fireplace
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Devonshire, CA

Dick Munday 
Tahoe City, CA

HEATED AREA: 1,790 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 8,208

NET THERMAL LOAD: 100 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 6.15 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 34%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows 
Area: 124 FT2

STORAGE: Solar mass wall
Capacity: 3,089 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Insulating panels, operable 
windows

i

q
in
O

i

30
c\
>This new 2-story, 3-bedroom detached house 

on its relatively flat site is in the $70,000 price 
range. When the light vegetation around the 
house matures, it will provide winter protec
tion.
Private client.

!z
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Fair Oaks, CA
Tom Carver, Sierra Engineering 
Lodi, CA

HEATED AREA: 2,300 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,374

NET THERMAL LOAD: 26.5 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.28 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 88%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows and
storage mass wall Area: 581 FT2

STORAGE: Pre-cast concrete floor and walls 
Capacity: 10,173 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable awning, southside
overhang, and insulation shutters; 
ridge roof vents and soffit vents

BACKUP: 80,000 BTUH natural gas furnace

fflBOTCOHt S6K&6N V6HT
•N

ogjr. oa&zH Mil c
B88H &LA-ZEV

W PLYWOOD oven, 
r POLYURETHANe 
MOVABLE INSULATION' ll '

TO V tiWftoCMYLl SOUP

111 lljl
i 'in ‘Pi iPilISM
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BLOCK 
WALL 
SO LM 
COLL.'

pHm .i:-
j

This 4-bedroom ranch-style home has a dec
orative plywood exterior with a rough 
lumber trim and a patio overlooking a 
wooded canyon. The garage was placed on 
the west not only to shade the house from 
the summer sun, but also to provide a sound 
barrier from a major roadway. The price is in 
the $125,000

4"^
mugViii

HnSUAW) FNO Pipe
b[)\W\W.4ZCA\0H

range. 

Open market sale. m
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Boulder, CO
Paul Shipee, Colorado Sunworks 
Boulder, CO

HEATED AREA: 1,528 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,540

NET THERMAL LOAD: 38.8 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.75 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 92%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, solar mass 
wall Area: 467 FT2

STORAGE: Solar mass wall, concrete floor 
Capacity: 13,704 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Insulated curtains, solar mass wall 
vents, operable windows and 
doors

BACKUP: 35,000 BTUH gas hot water 
baseboard; wood stove

MOVABLE IN0L>LATIN£ 
OP&SATEt3 (SfOAANUAL U B
oveconsists of 5 ReFLeaive 
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Lii 0OLAR
WALL
36CT10N

QC
This 2-story, 3-bedroom wood frame house on 
its relatively flat lot is priced in the $80,000 
range. It has wood siding and white reflective 
stones in front of the solar mass wall.
Open market sale.
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Boulder, CO

Deidre McCrystal, McCrystal Design 
Denver, CO

HEATED AREA: 1,716 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,051 

NET THERMAL LOAD: 123 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.86 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 72%

COLLECTOR: South-facing greenhouse, heat 
storage mass wall, rock storaqe 
Area: 643 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete wall and floors, rockbed 
Capacity: 28,707 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable skylights, 
fan, louvers

50,00° BTUH gas furnace; 20,000 
BTUH gas heater; 35,000-50,000 
BTUH wood stove
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This new, 2-story, 3-bedroom house has 
natural cedar wood siding and is priced in the 
$92,500 range. The house is slightly set into 
the site with berming on the north side, and 
harsh western winds are also buffered by the 
garage. Deciduous trees on the southeast 
and southwest sides shade the house in 
the summer.

Open market sale.
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Boulder, CO

Douc| Graybeal, J. Welch and D.
Boulder, CO and Aspen, CO

HEATED AREA: 2,210 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,275

NETTHERMAL LOAD: 113 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 7.8 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 80%

COLLECTOR: Solar mass wall, solarium 
Area: 238 FT2

STORAGE: Solar mass wall, flagstone, solarium 
floor Capacity: 6,458 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Fans, vents, operable solarium 
door

BACKUP: Gas furnace

Graybeal
■ii

Mud room

bedwomAn 2
73m
9i%gj^rn tath

dining fffxn l/>bedroom O'rtturm
This existing 1-story, 3-bedroom detached 
house has been retrofitted with a solarium 
and solar mass wall to collect solar energy. 
The flat site features mature spruce trees and 
hedges to provide wind protection.

Retrofit.
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Boulder, CO

Craig Christensen, Rohde & Christensen 
Boulder, CO

HEATED AREA: 1,400 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,368

NET THERMAL LOAD: 52.2 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.80 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 61.4%

COLLECTOR: South-facing glass doors and 
windows, solar mass wall 
Area: 310 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor and solar mass wall 
Capacity: 5,740 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Automatic motorized insulating 
curtain, operable air registers

BACKUP: 50,000 BTUH electric baseboard 
heater

WUU>iMU«kiu*afbM..ALffi^ira
section

Thisth *new 2"story' 3-bedroom house is priced in 
e 560,000 range. Earth berming on the east, 

whM ' 3nC* West slc^es the house insulate it,
1 e 3 main entrance on the east side re- 

ces winter wind infiltration.
Open market sale.
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Carbondale, CO 
Doug Davis, Sunshine Design 
Carbondale, CO 
HEATED AREA: 1,420 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,340 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 48.1 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.31 BTU/DD/FT2 

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 69%
COLLECTOR: Clerestory and skylights, and 

solarium glazing 
Area: 336.25 FT2

STORAGE: Masonry mass walls, brick-earth 
mass planter 
Capacity: 8,425.6 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Automatic insulating curtains,
manual insulating panels, operable 
windows

BACKUP: 39,660 BTUH electric baseboard;
20,000 BTUH woodburning fireplace
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This new 1-story, 3-bedroom detached house 
is priced in the $75,000 range. Trees on this 
flat site block the summer afternoon sun. 
Winter winds are buffered by houses, fences, 
and high-density vegetation to the north.

Open market sale.
.
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Loveland, CO

Darrel Smith 
Loveland, CO

HEATED AREA: 1,146 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,202

NET THERMAL LOAD: 74.1 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 5.58 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 61 %

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows and heat 
storage mass wall Area: 509 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete storage mass wall, 
concrete floor 
Capacity: 21,061 BTU/°F

Operable dampers, shades, and 
windows

BACKUP: 50,000 BTUH wood stove' 46 000 
BTUH electric furnace
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This new, 2-story residence is one of eight 
that will be built on a 2-acre subdivision de
signed primarily for moderate income 
families. The garage is-located on the north 
side of the house and acts as a buffer against 
cold northwest winter winds. The house is in 
the $41,500 price range.

Open market sale.
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Lyons, CO

Bob King, Alien-King Builders 
Boulder, CO

HEATED AREA: 1,669 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,446

NET THERMAL LOAD: 42.4 1 06BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.75 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 81%

COLLECTOR: Solar mass wall, south-facing glass 
Area: 454 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete, brick and gravel floors 
and walls Capacity: 16,959 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable shades, thermal chimney 
outlets and window insulation

BACKUP: 30,716 BTUH electric resistance 
baseboard; wood stove/fireplace
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DLocated in the Rocky Mountain foothills, this 
2-story, 3-bedroom wood frame house is 
priced in the $85,000 range. Pines to the west 
form a natural windbreak.

>
z

Open market sale.

Shelton, CT

Carl Mezoff, Wormser Scientific Corporation 
Stamford, CT

HEATED AREA: 1,966 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,102

NET THERMAL LOAD: 37.9 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.02 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 85%

COLLECTOR: Southeast-facing solarium,
clerestory windows Area: 504 FT2

STORAGE: Water drum, water filled glass
block, phase change tile, concrete 
wall, brick Capacity: 58,956 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Manually open and close windows

BACKUP: 24,000 BTUH electric heat pump;
20,000 BTUH wood stove; 15,000 
BTUH wood fireplace

eferab** in-sol

livjrtj r&om ^
qreentix&c

action
This new raised ranch, 3-bedroom house is in 
the $85,000 price range. In addition to an air
lock entrance on the south side of the house, 
earth berming and a northern wooded 
reduce winter wind infiltration.

Open market sale.
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Shenandoah, GA
Stevens, Jr., Stevens

HiE and Wilkinson
Preston 
Atlanta, GA

£&droonnp5cdrt>0»'

e*ii MuIMhJ u+t,
/•HEATED AREA: 1,184 FT2 

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,800 

NET THERMAL LOAD

=.SU| |
gxdrooin

<
; 13.6 106BTU/YR LjnaaVD * IRAjrr M- 6**': 3.27 BTU/DD/FT2a: auxiliary energy

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 61 %
COLLECTOR: Double-glazed solar mass wall 

with reflector Area. 132 Fl

5 /jrt/ij/vof"
Author Air ’irfi

Vo -pgft IriultArJ •d*/1'

pombe. Ws//-—Ib : Concrete wall with steel fiber 
Capacity: 3,649 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Thermal sensor controlled fans and 
manual dampers

F!o°r 77s*This new 1-story, 3-bedroom detached home 
with brick veneer is in the $45,000 range.

the northwest on this flat site

STORAGE:
ILU

02
Evergreens on . .
will protect the home from winter winds.

and vines on east and west will provide
summer shading.

Q
Trees BACKUP: 25,000 BTUH gas furnace

IOpen market sale. :

Bonner Springs, KS

C. Eugene Moeller 
Bonner Springs, KS

HEATED AREA: 2,826 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,711

NET THERMAL LOAD: 71.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.5 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 43%

COLLECTOR: Triple glazed, south-facing 
windows Area: 322 FT.2

rfecft. Us fan no*l

s <
pmity lirirgbfckvrn

V —

bsdrtonl
UouuuucXX)ESTORAGE: Water drums

Capacity: 13,838 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Vents, fan

BACKUP: 84,000 BTUH propane forced air 
furnace; fireplaces

vr
This existing 2-story, 4-bedroom attached 
house has been retrofitted with a solarium to 
collect the sun's heat. Trees shade the west 
side of the house, protecting it from 
overheating during the summer.

Retrofit.
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Groton, MA

Beckman, Blydenburgh and Associates 
Groton, MA

HEATED AREA: 1,820 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,424

NET THERMAL LOAD: 76.2 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.77 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 76%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows and water 
storage wall Area: 569 FT2

STORAGE: Water storage mass wall 
Capacity: 23,267 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable vents and windows; 
moveable insulation

BACKUP: 40,000 BTUH wood stoves; 25,000 
BTUH electric heater

q
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O
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O

This new 2-story house is priced in the $48,000 
range. Winter wind infiltration is reduced by 
a recessed main entrance, and cold breezes 
are deflected by trees to the north and

Private client.

>

west.

Georgetown, ME

Richard Zamore, Suntech Homes, Inc. 
Brunswick, ME

HEATED AREA: 1,976 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,246

NET THERMAL LOAD: 53.2 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.9 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 75%

COLLECTOR: Heat storage mass wall 
Area: 405 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete wall
Capacity: 16,420 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable insulating curtain, 
skylight insulation, and vents

BACKUP: 40,000 BTUH wood stove; 30,000 
BTUH electric baseboard heating

_OprmL/t
tkyluKt/YWit

This new 3-story, 3-bedroom house is de
signed to conform to the traditional New Eng
land saltbox architectural style. Priced in the 
$74,500 range, the house is protected from 
winter winds by tall pine trees to the north 
and shaded during the summer by maple 
trees to the south. The heat storage mass wall 
is located in a spot where it would not be the 
focal point of the design.

Open market sale.
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Grand Rapids, Ml

Thomas and Jill Newhouse 
Grandville, Ml

HEATED AREA: 1,185 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,279

NET THERMAL LOAD: 41.6 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.08 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 69%

COLLECTOR: Solar mass wall, south-facing 
windows Area: 396 FT2

STORAGE: Solar mass wall
Capacity: 6,392 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Thermosyphon doors, registers, 
thermal shutters, operable 
windows

BACKUP: 72,000 BTUH wood stoves; 31,500 
BTUH electric baseboard

■OoA Eoofn< par
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I- This 2-bedroom, 1-story house of concrete 

and cedar is in the $60,000 range. This low- 
profile structure with an earth-covered roof is 
built into a natural ridge. Large trees for 
summer shade are located on the south and 
west sides of this rural site.

Private client.
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Three Rivers, Ml

B. Monroe/R. Pryor 
Jones, Ml

HEATED AREA: 1,770 FT2 rorT,h

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,782 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 89.1 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 6.77 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 48% 
COLLECTOR:

lijrlnq
mm JL

This 2-story house is designed for a family of 
four to five people and is priced in the 
$75,000 range. Dense woods and earth berm- 
ing on ail sides of the house minimize winter 
wind infiltration.

Open market sale.

Area^ 596FT‘Wind°WS’ solarium 

'terete floor, gra„e, 

Capacity: 24,130 BTU/°F
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CONTROLS:

:BACKUP: 60,000 BTUH furnace; 
wood-burning heater
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Columbia, MO

Jeffrey Barger, Sol-Terra Design 
Columbia, MO

HEATED AREA: 2,136 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,046 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 57.4 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.5 BTU/DD/FT2 

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 55%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, solar mass 
wall Area: 397 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete wall and floor 
Capacity: 9,692 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Automatic fan

BACKUP: 30,000 BTUH electric heat pump; 
100,000 BTUH wood stoves

o
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Winter 73
m\V Q9\r lock ontny •*<-\

..In
S*-teasi||

\ in\ OSmnnw VinT n 5This 2-story, 4-bedroom wood frame house is 
located on a wooded 3-acre tract. It.is priced 
in the $65,000 range.

Private client.
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Columbia, MO

Nicholas Peckham and Bradley Wright 
Columbia, MO

HEATED AREA: 1,024 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,083

NET THERMAL LOAD: 18.6 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.12 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 86%

COLLECTOR: Solar mass wall, south-facing 
windows Area: 333 FT2

STORAGE: Water solar mass wall, concrete 
floor Capacity: 16,187 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable windows, insulated 
drapes, and vent fans

BACKUP: 20,000 BTUH electric furnace
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This is a 1-story, 3-bedroom wood frame 
house in the $45,000 range. Located on level 
terrain, the home is shaded in summer by 
trees on its south side.

Open market sale.
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fII Glencoe, MO
Terry A. Hoffman, Hunter Hunter Associates-
Architects
St. Louis, MO

HEATED AREA: 3,200 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,705

NET THERMAL LOAD: 40.4 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.84 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 87%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, solar mass 
wall Area: 910 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete and brick walls, concrete 
roof, concrete floor 
Capacity: 22,101 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Dampers, moveable insulation, 
exhaust fan, vents

BACKUP: 75,000 and 50,000 BTUH fireplaces

< -=c tk
cc
5
O :
to :
H This 3-bedroom underground structure with 

walkout basement is priced in the $85,000 
££ range. Located on the south slope of a 7-acre, 
T heavily wooded area, English ivy on the roof 
u and earth berms shade the roof in summer 

and form an insulating layer of air in winter.

Private client.

!Joplin, MO
G. Herbert Gill 
Appleton City, MO

5Lri.nffllU.ilt HEATED AREA: 810 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,088 

NET THERMAL LOAD: 37.8 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 8.26 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 44% 
COLLECTOR:

m
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South-facing greenhouse, water 
wall Area: 253 FT2

Water storage mass wall (320 
2-gallon jugs; 500 1-gallon cans) 
greenhouse floor 
Capacity: 6,806 BTU/°F 

CONTROLS: Window fans

BACKUP: 75,000 BTUH gas forced-air furnace

STORAGE:
This ranch-style, 3-bedroom house is in the 
$18,000 price range. This retrofit design 
proposal involves one in a group of 30 
moderate-income tract houses; the design 
could be applied directly to half of the tract 
houses, and to the others with slight modifi
cations.

Retrofit.
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Chester, NH

Charles Pearson, B. V. Pearson Associates 
Derry, NH

HEATED AREA: 2,196 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,246

NET THERMAL LOAD: 45.7 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.26 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 82%

COLLECTOR: Solar mass wall, clerestory 
Area: 576 FT2

STORAGE: Sand or concrete mass wall, 
concrete floor slab 
Capacity: 23,624 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Fan, insulating shutters, vents

BACKUP: 60,000 BTUH and 50,000 BTUH wood 
stoves; 30,000 BTUH wood/coal stove
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73
c\This 2-story house with masonry walls has 3 

bedrooms plus 2 offices. Situated on a south
facing slope, it is surrounded by pastures on 
three sides, and a dense treeline to the north 
forms a natural windbreak. The home is in the 
.$65,000 range.

Private client.
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Hampton, NH

Peter B. Olney, AIA 
Hampton, NH

HEATED AREA: 1,480 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,246

NET THERMAL LOAD: 44.1 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.85 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 66%

COLLECTOR: Southeast-facing solarium 
Area: 424 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete wall and floor 
Capacity: 27,673 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable vents and exterior blind;
automatic furnace fans, clock and 
thermostats

BACKUP: 60,000 BTUH gas forced-air furnace; 
2 10,000 BTUH wood stoves
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This 2-story, wood frame house is priced in 
the $69,000 range. Evergreen trees to the 
northeast and northwest of the home provide 
winter wind protection, and tall deciduous 
trees to the south shade the house in the 
summer.

Open market sale.
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I Plymouth, NH

Richard Holt, Evog Associates, Inc.
Hebron, NH

HEATED AREA: 1,212 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 8,177

NET THERMAL LOAD: 60.1 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.80 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 37%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows and heat 
storage mass wall Area: 194 FT2

STORAGE: Brick heat storage mass wall 
Capacity: 2,216 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable windows and storage 
mass wall registers; automatic 
back-draft dampers

BACKUP: 84,000 BTUH oil furnace

Z \\
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UJ double glazed pemcl^ KJCC This ranch-style house is priced in the $45,000 
range and is intended to be a starter house 
for a young family or a retirement home for 
an older couple. The main entry is surrounded 
by a vestibule which prevents winter wind in
filtration.

Open market sale.
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Andover, NJ

Doug Kelbaug.h, Environmint Partnership 
Princeton, NJ

HEATED AREA: 1,681 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,696

NET THERMAL LOAD: 60.5 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.4 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 83%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, solar 
wall, water drums, roof 
aperture, solarium window 
Area: 651 FT2

Water barrels, concrete walls and 
floor, water storage tank in 
skylight, gravel rock bed 
Capacity: 29,917 BTU/°F

Operable shutters and curtains- 
automatic fan

BACKUP: 72,000 BTUH oil/wood central
furnace; 25,000 BTUH wood fireplace
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This modern residence is designed to meet 
the needs and lifestyle of most one- to three- 
child families. This house is built with stand
ard construction materials and techniques 
with an emphasis on natural wood. The price 
is in the $78,000 range. The house is stretched 
out east-to-west to maximize solar exposure, 
and it is set into the side of a hill to minimize 
heat losses.

Private client.
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floor plan

STORAGE:

CONTROLS:
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Flemington, NJ

Tom Wilson, Star Route Studios 
Upper Black Eddy, PA

HEATED AREA: 1,148 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,733

NET THERMAL LOAD: 61.5 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 5.5 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 57%

COLLECTOR: Stone storage mass wall 
Area: 425 FT2

STORAGE: Stone storage mass wall 
Capacity: 13,638 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable vents

BACKUP: Electric baseboard
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.015* AIR CAVITY 5This project involves creating a masonry 
Trombe wall from an existing 18" stone wall 
by painting it black and covering it with dual 
level fiberglass-reinforced plastic glazing. 
Vents provide daytime distribution; the appli
cant plans to remove the existing interior in
sulation to permit direct radiation from the 
masonry wall. The retrofit project will cost less 
than $1.75/FT2 of wall surface.

Retrofit.
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Stillwater, NJ

William Collins 
Cambridge, MA

HEATED AREA: 1,500 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,810

NET THERMAL LOAD: 58.2 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 7.15 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 100%

COLLECTOR: Windows, solarium, skylight, and 
storage mass wall Area: 510 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete and stone floor, storage 
mass wall, rock bin, concrete and 
stone central mass 
Capacity: 16,564 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable shutters, vents, windows, 
and doors

BACKUP: 50,000 BTUH gas floor convection 
furnace; fireplace; wood stove
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This 2-story, 3-bedroom house is constructed 
with concrete and on-site glacial rubble. 
Priced in the $55,000 range, the house is de
signed with centralized heating elements 
which distribute heat efficiently. An airlock 
entry reduces winter wind infiltration.

Private client.
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Upper Freehold; NJ
Doug Kelbaugh, Environmint Partnership 
Princeton, NJ

HEATED AREA: 1,655 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,911

NET THERMAL LOAD: 59.4 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.11 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 85%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, solar mass 
wall Area: 613.5 FT2

STORAGE: Water drums, solar mass wall, 
concrete floor, triple sheetrock 
ceiling Capacity: 18,707 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Thermal curtains and shades,
operable windows, solar mass wall 
damper

BACKUP: 72,000 BTUH oil/wood furnace; 
30,000 BTUH wood stove
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Q This 3-story, 2-bedroom and loft wood frame 
house is priced in the $60,000 range. Located 
in a rural area, it is surrounded by heavy 
woods on the east, north and west.
Private client.

Pojoaque, NM

W. A. Scott 
Pojoaque, NM

HEATED AREA: 1,700 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,170

NET THERMAL LOAD: 199 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 12.3 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 99%

COLLECTOR: Solar mass wall, solarium 
Area: 348 FT2
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A solar mass wall and solarium are retrofitted 
onto this 1-story, 4-bedroom adobe house. 
Trees on the north side of this lot provide a 
natural windbreak.

Retrofit.

STORAGE: Solar mass wall, water drums hot 
tub Capacity: 16,964 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Vents, shades, operable door 
BACKUP: 120,000 BTUH natural gas furnace- 

fireplace
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Ramah, NM

Buck Rogers, Interface Design Group 
Santa Fe, NM

HEATED AREA: 1,505 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,576

NET THERMAL LOAD: 55.4 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.48 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 75%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, storage 
mass wall, and greenhouse 
Area: 382 FT2

STORAGE: Adobe walls, rock storage,
masonry/earth over pumic floors 
Capacity: 89,187 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable insulating drapes, vents, 
air intakes, doors, and windows; 
automatic fan

BACKUP: 37,000 BTUH wood fireplace;
variable capacity electric baseboard

r
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TFOM&e wAu.Jl<SReEMr6eJLDifc&<rT sA<inJ 5This new house is designed to require minimal 
non-solar heating, since utilities are inacces
sible to most of the Ramah Navaho commun
ity. The house is priced in the $55,000 range.
A wind-deflecting airlock entrance helps to 
conserve heat in the winter.

Private client.
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Santa Fe, NM

Robert Peters, Addy Associates 
Albuquerque, NM

HEATED AREA: 1,795 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,586

NET THERMAL LOAD: 71.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.27 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 68%

COLLECTOR: South-facing walls and
clerestories, solar mass wall, and 
solarium Area: 498 FT2

STORAGE: Solar mass wall, adobe wall,.
concrete solarium floor, concrete 
fireplace Capacity: 12,902 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable vents and shutters

BACKUP: 40,000 BTUH electric radiant cable in 
floor
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Built 100 feet below the ridge line on a 
south-facing slope, this 1-story, 2-bedroom 
wood frame house is a blend of pueblo and 
contemporary design. A tree line of dense 
pin6n cover shields the home from winter 
winds. It is priced in the $150,000 range.

Private client.
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I Santa Fe, NM

Mark Jones 
Santa Fe, NM

HEATED AREA: 2,300 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,016

NET THERMAL LOAD: 5.8 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.24 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 78%

COLLECTOR: South-facing solar mass walls, 
solarium, and windows 
Area: 608 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete solar mass walls and floor, 
rockbed Capacity: 23,103 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable insulation, windows,
vents, and shades; automatic fan

BACKUP: 20,000 BTUH electric baseboards;
10,000 BTUH electric baseboards; 
wood fireplace; heat lamp in 
bathroom
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FLOOR PLAH tThis new wood frame house conforms to the 
historic architectural style of Santa Fe. The 
house has good solar access and is set into the 
south-facing slope of an east-west ridge. Win
ter winds are redirected by vegetation, earth 
berms, and a garage and guest house located 
to the north of the main building. The price is 
in the $120,000 range.

Private client.
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Santa Fe, NM

Susan Nichols, Communico 
Santa Fe, NM

HEATED AREA: 1,162 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,586

NET THERMAL LOAD: 25.8 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.99 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 99%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, solar 
wall, mass-backed solarium 
Area: 329 FT2

STORAGE: Solar mass wall, adobe wall, 
solarium brick floor 
Capacity: 8,167 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Vents, skylight shutters, solarium 
door

BACKUP: 17,000 BTUH electric baseboard
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This 1-story, 2-bedroom pueblo house is of 
frame and, block construction and is priced in 
the $75,000 range. The home, located below 
a ridge on a gentle southwest slope, is buf
fered by a line of trees.

Open market sale.
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Bedford Heights, OH

William Kolar, SOA Energy Consortium 
Arlington, VA

HEATED AREA: 1,530 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,993

NET THERMAL LOAD: 48.8 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 6.0 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 49%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, water 
storage mass wall, east- and 
south-facing solarium, west-facing 
windows Area: 286 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor, masonry walls, 
water storage mass wall, rock 
storage Capacity: 25,309 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Insulating curtains, vents, 
windows, shutters, and fan

BACKUP: 24,000 BTUH electric heater
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This new, 3-bedroom, split-level house is 
priced in the $65,000 range. The use of earth 
berms, a south-facing airlock entrance, con
ifer trees, and a garage on the building's 
north side reduces winter heat loss.
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Open market sale.
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j Cleveland, OH

Gregory G oss and Terry Sefchick 
Cleveland Heights, OH

HEATED AREA: 1,328 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,351

NET THERMAL LOAD: 40.1 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 9.91 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 90%

COLLECTOR: Solar mass wall, clerestory 
Area: 780 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete solar mass wall 
Capacity: 22,174 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable windows and solar mass 
wall louvers; automatic insulating 
beadwall

BACKUP: 30,000 BTUH electric heat pump; 
wood or coal fireplace
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This new, 3-story, 3-bedroom detached house 
is in the $72,000 price range. The steep slope 
of the north-facing roof deflects winter 
winds, and shade trees surround the house 
for summer cooling.

Open market sale.
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E Burns, OR
T. Kuntzman/D. Knokey 
Eugene, OR
HEATED AREA: 1,170 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,871
NET THERMAL LOAD: 49.6 1 06BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.80 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 63%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, solar mass 
wall, and solarium Area: 261 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete solar mass wall, clay tile 
floor Capacity: 9,645 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable insulating shutters,
windows, and vents, automatic fan

BACKUP: Electric baseboard
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This 3-bedroom residence is a retrofit of a 
house built in the 1960's. The house is located 
in a region with fairly high insolation values 
and is oriented on its site with good solar ex
posure. However, proper reinsulation of the 
structure was necessary. A garage is located 
on the west end and protects against heat 
gain on west walls of conditioned space.

Retrofit.
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Sisters, OR

James Emerson, Phase I 
Sisters, OR

HEATED AREA: 1,819 FT2 

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,598 

NET THERMAL LOAD: 66.4 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.23 BTU/DD/FT2
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South-facing windows and heat 
storage mass wall Area: 630 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete solar mass wall 
Capacity: 13,014 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Automatic solar mass wall fan 
operable insulation, vents, and 
drapes

BACKUP: 51,195 BTUH electric furna 
BTUH air-tight woodstove

play krox
This 3-bedroom detached house is designed 
to conform to the architectural style of its 
mountain setting, having view windows to
ward the mountains to the southwest, decks 
for outdoor living, and the use of natural 
wood wherever possible. The price is in the 
$102,000 range (including land and design). 
Earth berming and a protected primary en
trance reduce winter wind infiltration.
Open market sale.
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Lakeville, PA

Charles Skowronski 
Merrimac, MA

HEATED AREA: 1,697 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,202

NET THERMAL LOAD: 52.6 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.27 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 71%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows,
greenhouse, water storage mass 
wall, skylights Area: 541 FT2

STORAGE: Water storage mass wall, concrete 
wall, rock and concrete floor 
Capacity: 21,465 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable shutters, skylights,
awnings, and dampers; Automatic 
thermostat and fans

BACKUP: 50,000 BTUH electric baseboard;
30,000 & 15,000 BTUH wood stoves
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>This new 2-story, 3-bedroom house has a 

plywood exterior. The house is in the $50,000 
price range. The front face of the solarium is 
earth bermed, and the house is also protected 
from winter winds by the slope of the site and 
by trees on the north and west side of the 
house.

Private client.

Lititz, PA
J. Wylie Bradley, deVitry, Gilbert and Bradley 
Lancaster, PA

HEATED AREA: 2,128 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,251 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 68.1 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.64 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 46%

COLLECTOR: Solar mass wall Area: 342 FT2 
STORAGE: Brick wall Capacity: 13,591 BTU/°F 
CONTROLS: Valves, canvas awnings 

BACKUP: Wood stove
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This new, 2-story, 3-bedroom detached wood 
frame house is priced in the $50,000 range. 
Trees on the north side of the house will pro
vide winter wind protection.

Private client.
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I New Tripoli, PA

Shelter Design 
New Tripoli, PA
HEATED AREA: 1,500 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,827

NET THERMAL LOAD: 57.9 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.73 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 73%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows and 
solarium Area: 496 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete slab, water tubes 
Capacity: 20,460 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable windows and doors

BACKUP: 25,000 BTUH wood stove; 18,700 
BTUH electric baseboard
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©t This 2-story, 3-bedroom house is located on a 
slightly sloping site is priced in the 
$80,000 range. Earth berming, northern coni
fer trees, and a south entrance minimize win
ter heat losses, while deciduous trees on the 
south side shade the house in the summer.

Private client.
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Unionville, PA

Don Prowler, South Street Design 
Philadelphia, PA

HEATED AREA: 2,040 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,101

NET THERMAL LOAD: 56.6 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.1 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 76%

COLLECTOR: Solarium, solar mass wall, south
facing window Area: 850 FT2

STORAGE: Solar mass wall, water drums, block 
walls Capacity: 3,714.5 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Insulated shutters, vents, damper, 
fan, solarium canvas shades-

BACKUP: 40,000 BTUH oil furnace

jrpufelinQ Ghutl&s

^GCrion ihmudh cxdtoomsThis new 2-story, 3-bedroom (with solarium) 
detached house is shaded by trees to its north 
and east and is in the $90,000 price range.
The vegetation provides a natural windbreak 
for winter wind protection.

Private client.
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ISummerville, SC

Ralph F. McCay, Solar Engineering 
Charleston, SC

HEATED AREA: 1,629 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,146

NET THERMAL LOAD: 15.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 5.16 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 79%

COLLECTOR: Solarium Area: 281 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor, brick walls 
Capacity: 7,965 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable doors, air handler

BACKUP: 17,000 BTUH and 21,000 BTUH
electric heat pumps; 25,000 BTUH 
fireplace
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This 1-story, 3-bedroom wood frame house is 
in the $55,000 range. There is a pine forest 
120 feet southwest of the home.

Open market sale.
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Knoxville, TN

Bill Barth, Barth and Ransbottom 
Knoxville, TN

HEATED AREA: 2,882 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 3,494

NET THERMAL LOAD: 35.9 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.5 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 45%

COLLECTOR: Heat storage mass wall and 
solarium Area: 620 FT2

STORAGE: Heat storage mass wall, masonry 
solarium wall, solarium floor 
Capacity: 22,502 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable doors, windows, blowers, 
wall vent panel, and dampers

BACKUP: 30,000 BTUH electric baseboard; 
wood stove
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This 2-story, 3-bedroom house is wood
framed and is in the $75,000 price range. Lo
cated on a hilly, wooded undeveloped coun
try site within commuting distance from 
Knoxville, the house is protected from winter 
winds by a carport roof and a storage area on 
its north side. Poplar trees will be planted on 
the house's south side for summer sun pro
tection.

Private client.
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E El Paso, TX
Mack Caldwell, Phillip Mack Caldwell 
El Paso, TX
HEATED AREA: 1,635 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,700 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 27.4 106BTU/YR 

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.4 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 97%

COLLECTOR: South-facing window 
Area: 265 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor, adobe walls, ramp 
and banco Capacity: 54,780 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable shutters, exhaust fan

BACKUP: Two heatilator fireplaces 10-15,000 
BTUH
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This new 1-story, 2-bedroom detached house 
with its adobe exterior is a rustic design in the 
$90,000 price range. Junipers on the hillside 
site protect the house from northwest winds 
during the winter.

Open market sale.
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Cedar City, UT

John W. Stewart, Solarama 
Colorado City, AZ

HEATED AREA: 1,232 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,200

NET THERMAL LOAD: 27.4 106BTU/YR
AUXILIARY ENERGY: N/A
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COLLECTOR: South-facing solar mass wall and 
windows Area: 350 FT2
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This new, 1-story with clerestory, 3-bedroom 
detached home is priced in the $42,500 range. 
Deciduous trees shade windows and the heat 
storage mass on the south side of the house 
in the summer; evergreen trees on the north
east side will redirect winter winds.

Open market sale.

NSTORAGE: Masonry solar mass wall, concrete 
floor Capacity: 4,215 BTU/°F A

CONTROLS: Operable vents, blinds, shutters 
and windows

BACKUP: Electric ceiling cable heat
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Kanab, VT

John W. Stewart, Solarama 
Colorado City, AZ

HEATED AREA: 1,506 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,200

NET THERMAL LOAD: 16.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.6 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 100%

COLLECTOR: South-facing solar mass wall, 
solarium Area: 366 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor, solar mass wall 
Capacity: 7,452 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Solar mass wall vents, insulated 
blinds, ground ducts, operable 
solarium windows
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5This 1-story, 3-bedroom underground house is 
priced in the $60,000 range. The south wall is 
exposed for heat collection, and a carport and 
sundeck are built above ground.
Open market sale.
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BACKUP: Electric coil

Duffield, VA

Billy Born, Architectural Design Branch TV A 
Knoxville, TN

HEATED AREA: 1,016 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,121

NET THERMAL LOAD: 17.5 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.66 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOUR FRACTION: 79%

COLLECTOR: South-facing Trombe wall 
Area: 294 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete block filled with concrete 
Capacity: N/A

CONTROLS: Open exterior vents to Trombe 
wall

BACKUP: 3,000 BTUH wood stove; 1-1/2-ton 
cooling electric heat pump
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■^xscfionThis new, 3-bedroom detached house has a 
wood siding and is priced in the $30,000 
range. The plan is arranged to allow passive 
solar additions to be made to the east with
out disturbing the original house. Rooms on 
the west end of the house may be thermally 
isolated if the space is not needed.

Open market sale.
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Norfolk, VA

Richard J. Fitts 
Virginia Beach, VA
HEATED AREA: 1,402 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 3,384 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 29.5 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.04 BTU/DD/FT2 

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 56%
COLLECTOR: Southwest-facing windows, 

storage mass wall, skylight 
Area: 314.8 FT2

STORAGE: Water-filled cylinders, storage mass 
wall Capacity: 8,716 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable shades, windows and 
vent; automatic vent flap at 
storage wall

BACKUP: 30,000 BTllH electric heat pump
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This new 2-1/2-story, 3-bedroom house has a 
traditional residential appearance. Its solar 
heating system is designed to require little 
active participation from the occupants. A 
sheltered entrance prevents winter wind infil
tration.

Private client.
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Reston, VA,

Walter F. Roberts, Jr., Architect 
Reston, VA

HEATED AREA: 2,523 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,962

NET THERMAL LOAD: 47.4 1 06BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.12 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 84%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, solarium, 
and solar mass wall Area: 730 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete solar mass wall and
chimney wall, stone floor and rock 
bed Capacity: 86,895 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Automatic roof vents,
motor-operated solar curtain, 
operable night curtains

19,857 BTUH electric lamps
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This contemporary 2-story, 3-bedroom house 
is in the $110,000 price range. Evergreen trees 
to the north of this detached building provide 
winter wind protection.

Open market sale.
BACKUP:
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Middlebury, VT

Harris Hyman, R. Finkle/H. Hyman 
Rochester, VT

HEATED AREA: 916 FT2

• NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,988

NET THERMAL LOAD: 52.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.6 BTU/DD/FT2
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 56%

COLLECTOR: Solar mass wall, south-facing 
windows Area: NA FT2 

STORAGE: Concrete wail and floor 
Capacity: 20,352 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Thermal shades, vents

BACKUP: 35,000 BTUFI wood stove; 34,130 
BTUH electric baseboard #

\
V/ '

/ >

beAraxA QThis is a 1-story, 2-bedroom wood frame 
house in the $20,000 range. Evergreens to the 
north provide a natural windbreak; trees to 
east and west for shading.
Private client.
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Madison, Wl

Don Schramm, Prado 
Mount Horeb, Wl

HEATED AREA: 1,632 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,596

NET THERMAL LOAD: 78 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.3 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOUR FRACTION: 50%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows 
Area: 328 FT2

STORAGE: Terrazzo floor and concrete walls 
with concrete cylinders at windows 
Capacity: 7,952 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable insulating shades and 
shutters

BACKUP: 40,940 BTUH electric baseboard;
5120 BTUH heatlamps; 15,000 BTUH 
wood stove

OJern^n^ at £»£
This 2-story, 3-bedroom house is built into a 
south-facing slope. The exterior is stucco and 
cedar siding. It is priced in the $50,000 range. 
Evergreens and shrubs to the north will shield 
the home from winter winds. Abundant trees

summer

Upper FI COY pirn

on south, east, and west provide 
shade.

Private client.
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Harrisville, WV

David Reynolds 
Manchester, NH
HEATED AREA: 2,300 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,688

NET THERMAL LOAD: 81.1 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 6.86 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 35%

COLLECTOR: Solar mass wall, solarium 
Area: 380 FT2

STORAGE: Solar mass wall
Capacity: 8,341 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Insulating curtains

BACKUP: Wood burning stove
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HI This is a new 2-story, 3-bedroom detached 

home with cedar butt siding. There will be an 
evergreen windbreak on the north side of this 
level lot.
Private client.
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Riverside, WY

Michael Framson, Framson General Construction 
Slater, CO

HEATED AREA: 1,668 FT2 rksecr^oM

FAMILYW ROMENTRYNUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 8,433

NET THERMAL LOAD: 83.8 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.64 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 72%

COLLECTOR: Solar mass wall, solarium 
Area: 432 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete wall, rock bed 
Capacity: 22,460 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Curtains, fans, operable windows 
BACKUP: 24,000 BTUH electric heat p
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This contemporary 2-story, 3-bedroom wood 
frame house has a rustic flavor which is com
patible with the surrounding open sagebrush 
country at the edge of the Rocky Mountains. 
The exterior has cedar siding. Price is in the 
$80,000 range.
Open market sale.

ump
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CHAPTER 5 

SOLARIUM

DEFINITION
The SOLARIUM passive building type collects solar radiation in a 
secondary space which is separate from the living space, and also 
stores heat for later distribution. This Solarium offers both the 
potential separation of the collector-storage system from the liv
ing space, or the direct gain "live-in" situation which maximizes 
the use of low temperature solar gain. Thus, in concept, a Sol
arium passive solar home is midway between a Direct Gain home, 
in which the living space is the collector of heat, and a Mass or 
Water storage building which collects heat indirectly for the living 
space. An atrium, a sun porch, a greenhouse, and a sunroom ail 
represent potential examples of Solarium.

REQUIREMENTS AND VARIATIONS
The requirements of a Solarium passive solar home center on the 
glazed 'collector' space which must be both attached yet distinct 
from the living space. Provided with a strong southern exposure, 
the collector space must be thermally linked to a solar storage 
mass for heat retention and later distribution.

The Solarium can be variable in its spatial and functional relation
ships to the primary living spaces of the building. It may vary from 
a minimum addition to a building with one small contact surface, 
to extending the entire south side of the building, to being con
tained within the building with an interface on several sides. The 
specific location of the Solarium will depend on the building de
sign, spatial organization, and sun orientation. A storage mass is 
necessary in the Solarium to retain heat for non-sunshine hours. 
Massive floors, walls, benches, rock beds, and covered pools of 
water can all provide effective solar heat storage. Temperature 
levels within the Solarium will depend upon the other uses to 
which it may be put. If it is generally unoccupied, temperatures 
can be permitted to rise as high as the capacity of the storage 
materials will permit. If, on the other hand, it is to be used 
greenhouse or other living space, the temperature restrictions of a 
Direct Gain home would apply. Finally, if the space includes an 
indoor swimming pool for storage, pool temperatures must be 
controlled for swimmer comfort.
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building type is the aes y jnterface a Solarium and living
the living space, i ne^ in order that these spaces can be
space require built-in c„n,rated as desired. The kind of 
thermally conne^o'n convection, or conduction-will be de-
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INDIRECT GAIN home where the occupant is in con
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tact with both storage and distribution.5 It-
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Sv- IkmmuuhmsI9fi:-.V
The Solarium passive solar home suggests yet another Isolated 
Gain solar heating method; the Thermosiphon.

THERMOSIPHONTHmiHlUUlHVUUUL
s

The use of the Thermosiphon passive solar home also inc u ^ 
collector space which intercedes between the directsun ar? 
living space and is distinct from the building structure. 1 
mosiphoning heat flow occurs when a cool air or liquid na 
falls to the lowest point (in this case below the collectors) a . 
once heated by the sun, rises up into an appropriately PlaC 
living space or storage mass, causing somewhat cooler air 
to fall again, so a continuous heat-gathering circulation IS 
Since the collector space is completely separate from the . g syS. 
space, the Thermosiphon system begins to resemble the * na| 
terns frequently seen on today's market. However, no ehpat trans- 
power from fans or blowers are necessary to move the 
fer medium. The Thermosiphon principle has been app 
numerous solar domestic hot water systems, and it otters 
great potential for space heating application.
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REQUIREMENTS AND VARIATIONS
The basic elements of the Thermosiphon home include a collector 
space, usually a storage mass, and a method of distribution. Solar 
heat is collected on a dark metal or wood absorber surface, heat
ing up the adjacent fluid (usually air), which then rises naturally 
into a storage mass for convective or radiant distribution. In the 
Thermosiphon solar home the collector location is not fixed by the 
building and thus can take maximum advantage of sun exposure. 
Since the collector area is separate from the building facade, the 
house is also flexible in its wall and opening design. The solar 
storage mass can be located under the house floor, below win
dows, or in prefabricated wall elements. The storage location and 
material is the element of most variation and offers building and 
system design flexibility. Distribution is provided by radiation from 
the storage mass and/or by convection (naturally rising air move
ments) from storage or directly from the collector. The spatial 
arrangement of the building is critical in providing effective heat 
distribution.

i------- 1
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CONTROLS
In the Thermosiphon building type, the link or contact area be
tween the collector space and solar storage is not great and can be 
easily blocked or disconnected to prevent airflow in adverse col
lector conditions (such as unwanted heat loss or overheating). The 
area of interface between the storage mass and the building, 
however, will determine the speed with which the living space can 
be heated through radiation and convection. The greater the con
tact area between the storage and the living space, the easier the 
radiant distribution will be, but the control against untimely or 
overabundant space heating is more crucial. For convective distri
bution from the storage mass of a Thermosiphon passive solar 
home, controls similar to those used in the Trombe building types 
are required, including operable dampers and insulation panels.

l i
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Oxford, OH
Fuller Moore 
Oxford, OH
HEATED AREA: 1,600 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,806 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 36.4 106BTU/YR 

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.63 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 74%
Open market sale.

5
CONTEXT

e Solargreen Project is conceived by its designer, Fuller Moore, 
as a passive solar dwelling for all seasons. Located in the south- 
we5 ern portion of Ohio, the design responds to both the char- 

eris ica ly cold winters and hot summers and also considers the 
transifonal sprmg and fall seasons. The design is flexible in size 
tnprifi^aM *° a^?pea*to 3 broad market base, and it is intended 
tS!Syi °/ftlhe speculative home builder. This three-bedroom, 
a snl^riiim V°°uSqU3re *oot borne with attached garage includes 
It makp<; ^ ?erve* both as a solar collector and a greenhouse, 
with Prirnarily conventional wood frame construction,
concrete wall /°^rete block below grade and a poured-in-place 

ncrete wall for the primary solar heat storage mass.
CONSERVATION

vation and r str.on9 relationship between energy conser
orde'rl? in'rSponase ’^p^dseries'of living zon«whiTa're 

jacent to the solarium, which is the principal
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collector of solar heat during the heating season and which estab
lished a convective flow of outside air during the cooling season. 
Moving north from the primary living areas, a utility and circula
tion zone buffers the main area from the north. Wind sheltering is 
provided by the garage on the north side.
A particularly interesting feature is a sun-tempered breezeway 
which connects the garage with the house. During the heating 
season, this space is enclosed by closing the garage doors on the 
east and west ends. The skylight permits the sun to warm the 
space which is used for firewood storage and also serves as an 
entry vestibule from the garage to the house. During the summer 
when the garage doors of the breezeway are opened, they block 
the skylight, keeping the space cool.
The lower level of the plan, which contains the sleeping area, is 
below grade to reduce heat losses. It is constructed of concrete 
block with insulation on the exterior. The upper level of the house 
uses 2 x 6 frame construction with full thickness fiber glass insula
tion and insulated sheathing on the exterior. The roof construc
tion is wood trusses with 12" of fiberglass. Windows are double 
glazed and make use of insulating shades.

LOWER 

PLAN i-V'-
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' :During the colder portions of the heating season, some additional 
heat may be gained on sunny days by the 142 square foot attic 
collector, which is located above the solarium. When this heat is 
needed, an automatic damper opens and a small fan circulates air 
from the solarium over the front and rear sides of a black corru
gated aluminum absorber, and into the living spaces. Since this 
portion of the system is not connected with a storage mass, any 
heat collected must be used immediately or overheating of the 
living spaces will occur. This attic collector space will become quite 
hot during those sunny days when air is not being circulated 
through it. This portion of the solar collection system is secondary 
in importance to the solarium and south-facing glass, and its con
tribution to the heating requirements is less significant.

Additional heat is provided from a wood burning stove which is 
centrally located on the upper level of the home, and the stove is- 
easily accessible from the sun-tempered wood storage area con
necting the house and the garage. Auxiliary heat can also be pro
vided by the electric resistance baseboard units which are located 
in the lower level.
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HEATING
During cool periods, when some heating is required, the solarium 
collects solar energy as available. The occupant raises the rolling 
foil shade, permitting the sun to strike the heavy masonry wall 
and floor of the solarium. By opening the windows which connect 
the lower sleeping area with the solarium, and the door which 
connects the upper living area with the solarium, a convective air 
flow is established. The air which is heated in the greenhouse 
flows through the upper living area; as it cools, it flows down the 
stairwell, through the bedrooms, and returns to the solarium. To 
improve this flow of air, additional vents between floors can be 
added. Still, humidity control in the house may be a potential 
problem if substantial watering is done in the greenhouse. At 
night, the occupant closes the doors and windows which connect 
the house to the solarium and rolls down the foil shade. The solar 
energy absorbed by the masonry wall between the solarium and 
living area is conducted through the wall and radiated into the 
house. There is also some direct gain of heat through the south
facing windows in the upper level, but with no mass available to 
store this heat, it serves primarily to meet heating loads which 
occur during available sunshine.
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During hot periods of the year, the natural ventilation system is 
augmented by the attic fan which draws air from the solarium to 
the attic collector. During this season, windows connecting the 
upper and lower living areas with the solarium are opened, per
mitting the passage of air from the interior of the house to the 
solarium and out through the attic collector area. Air is once again 
drawn in through the underground air passage, which provides 
cooling. During this portion of the year, a roll-down bamboo 
shade is lowered over the glazing which covers the connecting link 
between the garage and the living areas, further blocking solar 
penetration into the breezeway. Deciduous trees to be planted on 
the south side of the house will provide a patio area for use dur
ing the warm seasons.

COOLING
During warm days in the transitional seasons, cooling is required 
in the house during the day. To facilitate this passive cooling, the 
occupant lowers the foil shade in the solarium so that solar energy 
cannot be absorbed by the masonry wall. Since the attic collector 
is not shaded, the air in this space becomes quite warm and estab
lished a convective flow of air through a continuous, manually 
operated vent at the ridge line. This thermal chimney is designed 
to draw outside air in through the underground ducts which cool 
this air by contact with the lower earth temperature. It is unlikely, 
however, that dehumidification of this outdoor air will occur, since 
the contact with the cooler earth surface will not lower the air * 
temperature to the point at which moisture is extracted. During 
the warm period of the year, overhead doors are opened in the 
connecting link between the garage and house. This blocks the 
passage of the solar energy and establishes a breezeway for cool
ing. Since the sleeping level is below grade, it tends to remain 
cool.

CONCLUSION
expected that the passive solar features of this design will 

contribute more than 50 percent of the building's annual heating 
requirements. In addition, the design is expected to provide the 
complete cooling requirements for the building, although during 
periods of extreme heat interior temperatures probably will be 
somewhat higher than normal.
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This design exhibits an excellent relationship between the solar 
elements and the living spaces. Through manual adjustments of 
rof ^assive SCJ. components, the occupant can control the home's 

ponse to climatic forces and can maintain comfort levels in the 
living spaces. The simplicity and flexibility of this design permits it 
anH ci+,XPand't0 a variety of configurations, with different size 
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CONTEXT
This 2000 sq. ft. home is designed for a site outside Ann Arbor, 
Michigan. The climate for the region has 6,267 heating degree 
days with average wind speeds of 10 mph. The site slopes south 
toward a peat bog and is lightly wooded with deciduous trees. 
The house contains a large living room, 3 large bedrooms, 3 full 
baths, study, kitchen, pantry and dining room as well as a very 
large (9' x 48') attached solarium. The construction is wood frame 
above grade and concrete block below grade.

Lima Township, Ml
Gary A. Cook 
Ann Arbor, Ml
HEATED AREA: 2,000 FT2 plus solarium 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,267 
NETTHERMAL LOAD: 61.5 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.8 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 73%
Private client.

CONSERVATION
The house is oriented 7° east of south because Michigan skies tend 
to be clearer in the morning than afternoon. Although coniferous 
trees would be better windbreaks, large deciduous trees to the 
west help to break the winter winds. The massing of the house fit5 
nicely into the topography with the collector area and thermal 
storage placed down the hill. The simple rectangular shape helps 
to keep both heating loss and building costs low.

The airlock vestibule is positioned at the northeast corner of the 
building and has a door on the east for winter entry and a door o
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the west for summer entry. The entrance is at the second level 
with a stair that runs directly down to the living areas.

The walls above grade are extremely well insulated with 5-1/2" of 
glass fiber and 1" of styrofoam for an R-25 wall. Below grade 
concrete walls are covered with 2" to 3" of styrofoam The R-38 
roof is achieved with 11" of glass fiber (double 5-1/2" batts) The 
double glazed windows have a built-in Venetian blind which 
be closed at night to achieve an R-factor of 3.

r1 - 0 0

can 0

UHEATING
The solar system consists of a solarium and a thermosypho'ning 
rock bed. The house is directly modeled on the Paul Davis House in 
New Mexico.

The steeply-sloping site allows a thermosyphoning air loop collec
tor and rock bed to be positioned below the living space. There 
are two modes: one from the collector to thermal storage and 
another from storage to the living space. To control both modes a 
series of dampers are operated manually. In the collector to 
storage mode, dampers to and from the collector are opened by a 
cable plunger in the solarium above. Heat is allowed to enter the 
living space from the collector via top and bottom dampers at the 
back of the rock storage which are opened. At night, heat can be 
thermosyphoned from the rock bed into the living space by closing 
off the set of dampers to the collector while the set of dampers at 
the rear of the rock bed remain open. Warm air supplied from the 
collector or rock bed is allowed to circulate freely through the 
living spaces. There is a cool-air return duct which takes air from 
eight floor registers at the north side of the living room, under
ground to the plenum at the bottom of the rock bed. The rock 
bed serves only the first floor which is somewhat thermally iso
lated from the second floor.

The 1500 cubic foot rock bed is sized to store roughly 400,000 
BTlfs on a clear winter day. The 432 sq. ft. collector has cor
rugated aluminum panel reflectors at top and bottom. They are 
opened manually during the day to act as reflectors and closed at 
night. The double glazing collector, tilted at 60° above horizontal, 
is constructed with an absorber plate of expanded black metal lath 
placed diagnonally across the air channel to maximize heat trans
fer from the solar heated metal to the passing air stream.

The solarium has vertical double glazing with four operable 
skylights on its roof. Direct sunlight is stored by a 9" thick concrete 
and brick floor and a 4" brick north wall. The solarium supplies 
warm air through a high register on its north wall into bedroom 
above. Typically, air is returned to the greenhouse via the stairwell 
at the north and back through the French doors that open into
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the solarium. If the stairwell door is left open and allowed to 
complete this loop, warm air supplied from the collector-rock bed 
will be allowed to rise to the second floor which will increase heat 
stratification in the house and possibly overheat the second floor. 
However, if a return air duct from the bedrooms directly to the 
greenhouse were added, excessive stratification would be avoided 
and warm air from the collector would remain on the first floor 
where it is needed. When functioning properly, the solarium will 
provide heat to the second floor, while the thermosyphon 
collector-rock bed system will heat the first floor. Together, the 
two systems are calculated to provide about 75% of the winter 
heating needs. This savings represents approximately 45 million 
BTU's. Auxiliary heat is supplied by both a forced hot-air furnace 
rated at 45,000 BTUH and an airtight wood/coal stove rated at 
50,000 BTUH.

COOLING
The cooling load in this climate is not high. There are eight oper
able windows on the south wall and another ten on the east, west 
and north walls to provide good cross ventilation, particularly on 
the second floor. The massive thermal walls and floor of the first 
level should help to stabilize summer temperatures and prevent 
uncomfortably hot afternoons.

CONCLUSION
The solarium works well in conjunction with the rock bed. De
pending on the regime required by the plants, the combination 
could be improved further if the roof of the rock bed was insu
lated so that it did not radiate heat to the solarium at night. It 
appears that the 18" thermosyphon collector air channel is too 
wide and the performance could be increased further by reducing 
it. In an air system of this type, care must be taken by the builder 
to insure that the rock bed vents seal tightly and that the rock bed 
is very well insulated. Raising and lowering the reflectors at the 
head and sill of the collectors may be an unnecessary task as the 
rock bed loses very little heat back through the collector at night.

This design displays excellent energy conservation features and is 
well sited. The isolated air loop collector has the advantage of 
negligible heat loss at night because it is shut off from the house. 
Summer heat gain from the collectors to the house is also avoided. 
Additionally, the system allows a good view to the south because 
it is below the living levels.
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CONTEXT
This solarium house is located in a rural area of Central New Jersey 
which experiences about 5,000 heating degree days. The building 
is sited near the top of a ridge at the edge of a gently sloping 
meadow which is surrounded by dense woods. It is a 3-story wood 
frame house with 3 bedrooms, study, living room, dining room, 
kitchen, and large work room. There is a garage that is connected 
by a breezeway to the house and an entry courtyard.

Hopewell, NJ
Vinton Lawrence, Harrison Fraker Architect
Princeton, NJ

HEATED AREA: 2,680 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,911

NET THERMAL LOAD: 62.3 105BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.69 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 79%

Private client.

CONSERVATION
The building is oriented so that the solarium faces due south. The 
sloping site allows part of the basement to be below grade on t e 
north side. The main entrance is sheltered from north winter 
winds by the garage and breezeway and incorporates an air-loc 
vestibule. There is a tall dense stand of woods to the north, east 
and west that provides further buffering from winter winds. By 
locating the building near but not on top of the ridge, the house 

also take advantage of summer winds for cooling. The shape 
of the house is a cube partially buried in the ground to cut hea* 
loss and to allow entry at the second level. Summer heat gain ca 
be reduced by elongating a building in an east-west direction

can
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which keeps the size of the east and west walls at a minimum 
However, with sufficient shading of windows on the east and w 
walls, the cube is an energy conserving shape because of its low** 
exterior surface to floor ratio. A heat loss for the home of 66 
BTU/DD per square foot of building is achieved without excessive 
insulation. Ureaformaldehyde foam is blown into the 2 x 6 wood 
frame wall to give an R-26 wall. The roof, constructed of 2x 10 
wood joists with 9-1/2" glass fiber batt insulation has an R factor 
of 40. All windows are double-glazed and have curtains that cover 
them at night.

The solarium glazing uses a moveable insulating shade to create 
an R of 4.6 at night. Four inches of urethane insulation is applied 
to the exterior of the foundation walls and is covered with an 
epoxy stucco. Weatherstripping all of the doors and windows cuts 
the air infiltration rate to an estimated 1/2 air change per hour. 
Night set-back of the thermostat is credited with cutting the heat 
loss by 15%. This winter loss translates into 17,635 BTU/DD ora 
peak loss of about 48,000 BTU/hr., when the outside temperature 
is 0°F.

Mode 1 Direct Radiation & Natural Convection £_j HEATING
The dominant solar component is the attached two-story green
house which leans against the southern side of the building.
The greenhouse or solarium has 333 square feet of tilted glazing 
and 100 square feet of vertical glazing above. There is an addi
tional 120 square feet of water storage wall which consists of 
iberglass water tubes. Both of these areas are glazed with a 

double-wall clear acrylic plastic. There is also 43 square feet of 
south-facing, double-glazed windows. Together these glazed 
areas collect slightly over 100 million BTU during an average win* 
fer o which about 50 million is used. The average solar heating 
traction for the months of October through May is about 80%. 
Auxiliary energy consumed by the woodstove back-up system is 
approximately 13 million BTU. The 50 million BTU supplied by the 

7c 's eRu'valent of about 660 gallons of oil (@^9a-
= 75,000 BTU) or about 14,500 Kwh.

A^ary ™odes of operation of the solar system are for heat- 
comnar>h°U9d 0nly 4 modes are described below and intheac- 
svsTemT9 d'agrams' « the occupants gain familiarity with the 
"fine-t!mo"y+'k' de ad'e to use combinations of these mo e 

he system to suit their needs more closely-
^oLivingipacT ^ Natural Convection from Collecti°n^ 

providing6cill the hnmary operatin9 mode in the

7.

Venting to Remote Stora^
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necessary: a) A convective loop from the solarium and water wall 
to the house is started manually by opening windows, doors and 
vents between the house and solarium as needed; b) The solarium 
drumwall and the water wall radiate heat to the house; c) The 
return air duct from the solarium to remote storage is automati
cally shut.
2. Venting of Excess Heat Gain from Collection Area to Remote 

Storage
When the solarium and/or the house air temperature rises above a 
set limit of 80°F., the excess hot air is circulated to a remote 
storage—800 gallons of water jugs below the stairs. In this mode 
the following controls are necessary: a) First, doors, windows and 
vents between the solarium and interior rooms are closed in this 
mode; b) The return air damper in the solarium duct to remote 
storage automatically opens when the temperature exceeds set 
limit of 80°F.; c) The return air damper from the water wall to 
remote storage opens automatically and a fan is turned on by a 
differential thermostat; d) The solarium supply air damper opens 
while the house main supply damper from auxiliary or remote 
storage remains closed. Automatic control operates these two 
dampers through a mechanical linkage so that when one is closed 
the other is open and vice-versa; e) The return air damper at the 
top of the light well opens to draw excess space heat.
3. Fan Assisted Circulation from Remote Storage to Living Space 
On those occasions when the primary passive mode cannot com
pletely satisfy the heating demand of the house, a fan has been 
provided to assist in the distribution of heat from the remote 
storage and recirculation of hot air from the top of the central 
stair well. In this mode the following controls and conditions are 
necessary: a) The solarium and house are thermally isolated zones 
in this mode; b) A fan operating at 1700 cfm maximum (speed 
selected by user) is controlled automatically by a thermostat in the 
living space; c) The damper to the main house supply duct from 
remote storage is opened; d) The damper in the return air duct 
from living space to remote storage is opened; e) The solarium 
return air damper to remote storage is closed by demand from the 
house.

4. Night Time Mode
On winter nights, moveable insulating curtains are closed and the 
cupola insulating shutter is lowered to minimize the building loss. 
A fan circulates heated air to all rooms as needed: the insulating 
curtain is power-operated by manual switch or time clock, the 
insulating shutter at the top of light well is closed manually; and 
the insulating shade outside the water wall is power-operated by 
manual switch or time clock.
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BTU/day. Combined with the remote storage the overall capacity 
of the cooling system is calculated at 12,000 BTUH which is a 1-ton 
air conditioner.

CONCLUSION
This complex solar home should probably not be attempted until 
the builder or designer has had some experience in passive solar 
applications. Although it promises to provide both a high level of 
comfort and performance, its numerous modes of operation make 
it a difficult design for the beginner.

Although the house has been designed for a specific client, it can 
be adapted to different sites, climates and lifestyles. A conven
tional back-up furnace can be substituted for the wood stove. The 
entire system of remote thermal storage can be eliminated as it 
does not add that much capacity (15%) and adds considerably to 
the cost. As is, the system will work better if the remote storage is 
charged and discharged from the same plenum (reverse flow fans). 
(It is not known yet whether the temperatures in storage will be 
high enough for blowing into the rooms without creating discom
fort.) Without the remote heat storage, the water wall will con
tinue to heat the bedrooms through the night because the night 
curtain is on the exterior side of the tubes and will keep heat 
within the living space. In addition, with a thermal curtain at the 
perimeter of the solarium the steel water drums and plant bed in 
the solarium can heat the living space at night by opening the 
solarium to the house. (It is questionable whether enough heat 
can be radiated throuh the closed glazing and gypsum dry wall 
from the stacked water drums.) In less severe winter climates, 
where not much heat is needed to maintain the solarium at an 
adequate temperature for plants, the water drums can be posi- 
tioned within the living space, on the other side of the back wall 
o the solarium to provide better heat storage and distribution.
The passive cooling system is a large marketing asset. The "cool 

Pr°vic*es considerable cooling, although after several hours 
Iftlar?<w auOUnd the cu,vert Will warm up and reduce the cooling 
vpn+c I™out the cool-pipe, the cupola and numerous other
ents and windows provide excellent natural ventilation.

rT|ewo^te?Ura* Sty*e t^le res'dence is contemporary with natu- 
self-sijffirf* m^-’ ^[ketability to homebuyers who are looking f°r 
toilet nraenCyjS en^anced by the integration of a composting 
promisinn r*Cydin9 and greenhouse. This represents a
ditio Th ' f°r Sites without sewer or difficult septic con-
buyers whn °USe respon<^s to an emerging market of home-

^">POr,^KS,^Tdd9™**ndftU^“'W

For back up, a wood stove (with thermostat) is manually loaded 
and lighted as required with a maximum capacity of 55,000 BTUH. 
An alternate back-up heating source such as an oil-fired furnace, 
wood furnace, etc. could easily be integrated into the duct system 
as required by different users and codes.
COOLING
Due to the topography of the site, prevailing breeze will usually 
provide sufficient natural ventilation. When this breeze is insuffi
cient rising solar heated air in the water wall, solarium and the 
cupola creates sufficient pressure to "induce" or draw cool air 
from the well. The fan provided in the ducting system helps recir
culate both cool air in summer and redistribute heat in winter. The 
remote heat storage capacity of 800 gallons of water provided in 
the basement draws house heat for both heating and cooling 
modes. In addition, the water pipe from the house well is housed 
in a 12" diameter culvert which can double as an air intake duct 
for the cooling system. The air in the culvert is cooled by heat loss 
to the earth as well as to the cold well water in the pipe. Based on 
a water usage of 120 gallons per day and a temperature of 50°F., 
the available cooling from this source is estimated at 115,000
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and orientation which minimizes yearly heating and cooling 
requirements. Freouently occupied spaces are separated from the 
oreenhouse atrium by a massive intenor masonry wall. This wail 
absorbs incoming solar radiation through the solarium and acts as 
a radiant heat source for the adjacent iivmg areas, inis arrange
ment simplifies the distribution of stored solar energy and pro
vides the occupied spaces with a natural lighu
Double glazing is used throughout the home. The main south
facing glazing areas are protected against heat loss by thermal 
curtains which can also act as sun shades during periods of over- 
heating.
Operable windows strategically placed throughout the homework 
in conjunction with a ridge vent which can be opened as needed 
to provide ventilation.
Other heat-producing appliances such as the woodstove, cook- 
stove, gas range and gas hot water heater are located within or 
adjacent to central mass walls. This arrangement takes advantage 
of the thermal dampening effect of the mass, lowering instan
taneous heat gain from these items and storing their heat for 
distribution over longer periods.
Two thermostatically operated, 7,000 cfm ceiling fans with re
versible blades are used to recirculate stratified warm air during 
the heating season and aid in ventilating during the summer 
months. The fans use very little energy and add to the character o 
the home.
Wind sheltering is provided by mature trees and other vegetation. 
An airlock vestibule is also included for further protection again 
infiltration.

HEATING
The direct gain passive heating system in this design consistso t e 
greenhouse/solarium collector area coupled to an interior rnass 
wall and concrete and brick floor mass storage. The thermal cur
tains are raised manually to allow sunlight to penetrate th,s & 
each day and are lowered in the evening to retain the store 
Convection currents circulating through the solarium to the i 
areas assist the natural radiant distribution of heat from t e s 
age mass. The ceiling fans cycle on at a predetermined tempe 
ture to further aid in moving warm air throughout the Hom®; _ 
ian^heat ^ ^ e,ectric hot water heating are provided for

Raleigh, NC
Mike Funderburk, Sunshelter Design 
Raleigh, NC
HEATED AREA: 1,450 FP 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 3,352 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 34.9 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.44 BTU/DD/FP 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 81 %

Private client.

CONTEXT
This design was conceived in response to the 3,350 heating degree 
days, 2,200 cooling degree day climate typical of North Carolina's 
Centra! Piedmont region. The need for both heating and cooling 
in the Raleigh area dictated a scheme that is compact enough to 
enable effective heating, yet sufficiently open to allow natural 
ventilation and summer cooling.

The building envelope of the 1,450 sq. ft., two-bedroom, two-bath 
home is of conventional wood frame construction. The design is 
derived from the two-story l-shaped homes built in the Southeast 
Piedmont during the turn of the century. Although the traditional 
room arrangement has been retained, the design has been mod
ified to incorporate a greenhouse/solarium passive solar heating 
system.
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COOLING
Cooling in the Ratfeigh area is largely dependent on interior air 
movement and control of solar heat gain. The use of operable 
windows, continuous ridge vents and ceiling fans ensure adequate 
air movement throughout this home. The two-level, open solarium 
space allows the stratification of warm air during the summer, 
further isolating the occupants from possible discomfort. The use 
of a ridge vent in combination with the natural stack effect will 
provide adequate heat removal regardless of wind direction. The 
thermostatically operated fans can be employed to exhaust hot air 
from the home during periods of objectionable overheating.

CONCLUSION
This design combines a number of passive space conditioning 
techniques which are logically selected and implemented to cope 
with the changing seasons of the North Carolina Piedmont. The 
use of a solarium as the collection space provides useable living 
space in addition to passive heating. The central position of the 
interior mass wall affords radiant heating to the majority of the 
occupied spaces while providing a convenient structural element. 
The two-story spaces which allow heat to stratify serve the dual 
purpose of reinforcing the stack effect for summer ventilation 
while providing a common gathering space for redistribution of 
stratified heat in winter. The variation in spaces which has resulted 
from the designer's attempt to reinforce the natural energy flows 
in this home also adds visual interest and marketing appeal.

The home as presented would benefit from the addition of mass 
in the form of water-filled containers or increased mass wall area, 
in order to avoid overheating the solarium on clear winter days. 
The mass wall which separates the solarium from the remainder of 
the living spaces should be provided with doors and clear glazing 
to allow the option of completely isolating the living areas from 
this space. In so doing, the problem of overheating could be re
duced and heat supplied to the living areas could better be pro
tected during extended cold periods.
The thermal curtains included in the design will not be as effective 
as rigid shutters unless a tight seal can be achieved. Care must be 
taken to select fabrics which are not subject to ultraviolet degra
dation. This is also true of furnishings and other fabrics which may 
be used in the solarium space.
Generally, this design is a compact, well-conceived scheme which 
blends passive solar space conditioning with a respect for the tra- 
ditional architecture of the region. Future expansion has been we 
considered, making this home a wise choice for growing families.
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summer day summsr night
In the summertime, most of the incoming solar radiation is 
shaded by building overhangs and deciduous trees directly to 
the south of the house. To reduce thermal stress due to high 
temperatures and humidity, ventilation is highly emphasized. 
Cross ventilation takes place when air enters the south and 
west inlet vents (fig. a), and exits through exhaust vents 
(fig. b) on the north side of the house. Ventilation by the 
stack effect takes place when low lying air is heated and rises 
to be exhausted by ridge vent (fig. c) at highest part of 
house. Ceiling fan (fig. d) provides mechanical assist for this 
ventilation by reversible blades which blow upward in 
mer, downward in winter.

Any heat gain on the mass surfaces is radiated to a certain 
extent to the night sky. Heat also is converted to the upper 
/fif^e_?r.e.a w^e Is exhausted through the ridge vents 
aiiniAf ^ a<^jacent to sleeping areas are opened to
dk'inatir ° f!°W fr?m t^iese spaces to the ridge area. This 
onhA0 i°n° °k mter!°r ^eat a"ows the house to cool down to
stamthe folfowfnq davinimUm temPeratUre' The

reducing the y
if at all.

at a relatively low temperature, 
need for mechanical assist till late afternoon,

sum-
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winter night
Sunlight enters south glass and strikes mass areas on floor 
and mass walls. Areas shown not shaded are in sun at noon 
on Dec. 21. Roll up “window quilt" shades are raised at dawn 
and lowered at dusk (fig. a). Insulating door at ridge vent is 
left closed throughout the heating season (fig. b). Ceiling fan 
(fig. c) recirculates stagnant warm air from the high ridge 
area to lower level living areas. When sun is not shining, 
backup heat is provided by an airtight woodstove (fig. d). 
Further backup heat is provided by closed-loop hot water 
electric heaters. Louvers located in second floor allow heated 
air to rise to bedroom spaces (fig. e).

Solar radiation stored in mass walls and floor (fig. a) radiates 
to living spaces to provide heat when the sun is not shining. 
An airtight woodstove provides backup heat when needed. 
Moveable insulation (fig. b) is rolled down on all major win
dows to prevent nighttime radiative heat losses. The ceiling 
fan (fig. c) transfers stagnant warm air to the living areas of 
the home. Floor louvers (fig. d) allow air to convert from first 
floor to second floor living spaces.
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Santa Rosa, CA

R. Fernau & Berkeley Solar Group 
Berkeley, CA

HEATED AREA: 1,150 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,912

NET THERMAL LOAD: 26.4 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.55 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 58%

CONTEXT
This 1,100 sq. ft. residence i

5rn California- The •3/000 degree

is designed for a slightly sloping site in

greenhouse and water wal^f 6 W6St' thu h°me employs a 
belvedere for inrwS wal ,for winter heating. The building uses a 
typically cool lht tl t,lati°n and therma' mass to store the 
CONSHRVAtI 9 t6mPeratUreS f°r —r cooling.

were not requireddThi?1aMe' r'9°rous conservation techniques 
Plement the views anH °Wf ? nortb 9*^ss to be placed to corn- 
cubical form. However bayS t0 Proiect from the basically
such as: an entrv vectihni ny c°nservation techniques are used 
tion, a greenhouse buffo G# ,nsu*at'n9 curtains, under floor insula- 
out, and south window h Z?ne# boub*e glazed windows through- 
two-story square olan . The basic shape of the building/ a 
surface area and therefore^eaT'6^ ^'^ent at shoeing overall

hot

f
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possible sunlight striking the storage mass. In addition to the 
greenhouse water wall of 125 sq. ft., there are 89 sq. ft. of south 
windows allowing sunlight to directly heat the second floor bed
rooms. Unfortunately, these south windows have fixed projections 
which will partly shade them in winter. Additionally, there is no 
significant quantity of mass in the rooms they face, meaning the 
entering sunlight will not be stored for night use. These windows 
are therefore only effective for daytime heating, which constitutes 
only 30% of the total heating load.

The size of the water wall plus effective window area equals ap
proximately 150 sq. ft. This area should produce about a 45% solar 
participation in the heating load. Given the mild climate, a larger 
contribution could be achieved without reducing cost effective
ness by enlarging the system. The quantity of mass in the 12" 
diameter water-filled steel culverts is calculated at 5,841 BTU/°F. 
This is 47 BTU/°F per sq. ft. of south glass, an adequate quantity of 
storage for the amount of transmitted heat.

5WB4-
r~- Is 8H |

B

✓V'N ✓N «J Wood Door.

FIRST FLOOR:

HEATING
The passive solar heating system uses a greenhouse collector with 
water wall storage mass. Some of the sunlight which enters the 
greenhouse is absorbed by the brick floor and some passes 
through the sliding glass doors to be absorbed by water tubes in 
the living room. The sunlight stored in the brick heats the 
greenhouse directly and in turn reduces the heat loss from the 
house and water tubes. The heat stored in the water tubes is used 
to heat the house by direct radiation and natural convection 
loops. Many solar greenhouses in more severe climates place more 
of the heat storage mass in the greenhouse in order to keep that 
space at a reasonable temperature through the night. In this cli
mate, however, where less energy is needed to keep the green
house warm, the storage mass shoud be placed in the living space 
where it will experience smaller losses to the exterior. It should be 
noted that the east and west walls of the greenhouse will shade 
the water wall in the morning and afternoon, reducing the total
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Jalousie Louver-vents to belvedereVentilator-B.R. Entry
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The heat distribution system of this design is a fine example of 
controlled natural heat flows. Direct radiation and convection 
from the warmed tubes to the living room is controlled by a bank 
of insulated by-fold doors. This allows the owner to close off the 
heat source during the day when the mass is receiving sunlight 
and the building doesn't require heat and open the doors in the 
evening to provide the necessary radiant warmth. One of the bed
rooms above has an opening with an insulated shutter to provide 
direct convective heat flows from the water tubes. Both bedrooms 
have vertical air shafts and interna! windows to allow heat to rise 
from the first floor, convectively heating those spaces. Doors on 
sliding "Barn Door" hardware allows those interior windows to be 
closed when heat is not required or when acoustic privacy is de
sired. At night these internal windows can be opened, allowing 
the natural temperature stratification to heat these rooms. Over
heating can be vented off by the belvedere or by opening exterior 
windows. Excess heat in the second floor can also be recycled to 
the main floor by a small thermostatically operated fan. Heat from 
the backup system, a simple wood burner, can be distributed by 
the same mechanisms. Operation of the by-fold doors, shutters,

and internal windows will require a greater degree of participa
tion by the owners than a standard forced-air furnace. However, 
the energy savings will be great, and the temperature control 
afforded by those features will be better than many other passive 
systems.
COOLING
In this climate area, most of the hot summer days are accompanied 
by cool nights. Storing this "cooith" at night for use the next day 
employs the same thermal mass used for winter heating. This is 
,nH°cT5anied, by °Penin9 the northeast windows, by-fold doors, 
til f * ln9 9lass doors around the water tubes to allow cross ven- 
rnniTk C°the stora9e mass at night. During the day, those 
r W' absorb excess heat, keeping the temperature down

and creating a cool atmosphere.
5^ C°°^b (s aided by the natural ventilation afforded by 
used formtuemal air .shafts, and belvedere. The same features 
throuah the er ^eat distribution allow the summer air to rise 
tional arrhit ^ and be exhausted by the belvedere. This tradi
tional architectural device helps induce ventilation during breeze-

I
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Belvedere - summer venting 
Insulated Skylights -------------

Op<ni"n i i

BShutter & Barn Door — control heat 
from below Op«n

Op*n -------- Insulated Curtains- cut night
heat loss3dEH

n
■Era

SECTION B-B
Scale

less periods by its height and resulting stack effect. Finally the 
greenhouse is converted into a cool, screened porch by removing 
its front glass, inserting screens, and rolling down a canvas shade 
over its transparent roof. In this form, the greenhouse provides a 
cool buffer for the living room and shades the water tubes. In 
addition, the brick floor will now store night "coolth", making the 
porch an extremely pleasant room on summer days.

CONCLUSION
By economy of size this house provides a good example of a low- 

. cost, low-energy-use residence for childless couples or older own
ers. It demonstrates a well-integrated design which combines a 
highly controllable passive solar system, an effective summer cool
ing system, and an excellent natural ventilation scheme. The dou
ble uses of many of the features such as internal mass, air shafts, 
and greenhouse make them extremely cost effective. Although 
the owners will have to operate various insulating doors, shutters, 
and vents, the degree of temperature control will be higher than 
most passive systems. The spacial amenities of the greenhouse/ 
screened porch will be a strong marketing point as well as provid
ing for the energy systems.
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♦Space limitations did not permit printing 
complete address. If you would like to contact 
the designer or builder concerning any of 
these projects, simply contact the National 
Solar Heating and Cooling Information Center 
(PROFESSIONALS FILE) by calling 800-523-2929 
or 800-462-4983 (if calling from Pennsylvania) 
or by writing P.O. Box 1607, Rockville, MD 
20850.

The following project pages are devoted to a 
brief description of the other SOLARIUM 
homes which were selected for awards. Each 
project is shown in perspective and accom
panied by either a plan or a section. The proj
ect information extracted from the grant 
application is as follows:

Location of the home
Designer's name and firm 
City and state of the designer*

HEATED AREA in square feet 
NUMBER OF HEATING DEGREE DAYS

NET THERMAL LOAD in millions of British Ther
mal Units per year

AUXILIARY heating load in British Thermal 
Units per degree day per square foot

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: the percentage of 
heating energy provided by solar

COLLECTOR: Description and number of square 
feet

STORAGE: Description and Capacity in British 
Thermal Units per degree Fahrenheit

CONTROLS: Description

BACKUP: Type and capacity in British Thermal 
Units per hour

5
DC
5o
i/1

Flagstaff, AZ

Michael Frerking, Environmental Architecture 
Chino Valley, AZ

HEATED AREA: 2,100 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,177 

NETTHERMAL LOAD: 132 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.37 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 84% 
COLLECTOR:

W3hJ- 1 , .
nSfrfB r-

Bedroom
Geraje.

1 |
Qatk. 1

£5<ebJih1
Solarium clerestory windows, 
solar mass wall Area: 750 FTJ

STORAGE: Solar mass wall, rock storage wall 
concrete and brick walls and floors
Capacity: 31,200 BTU/°F

Curtains, shutter, fan,
BACKUP: 44.000 BTUH electric baseboard; 

75,000 BTUH wood stove

Bod yo&rr)

This 1-story, 3-bedroom wood frame house 
has rough-sawn Douglas fir siding and an as
phalt strip shingle roof. Shading is provided 
by evergreens on the northwest corner of this 
level lot. Price is in the $70,000 range.

Private client.

So/at- Mgs?,

N
Ffo&r f-tfctn

CONTROLS:
vents
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Tempe, AZ

James J. Hoffman, James Hoffman Design
Group
Tempe, AZ

HEATED AREA: 1,600 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,929

NET THERMAL LOAD: 64.5 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.26 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 90%

COLLECTOR: Solarium, south-facing windows 
Area: 244.9 FT2

STORAGE: Sand-filled masonry walls, concrete 
slab, water tanks, rock bed 
Capacity: 27,981.9 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable windows and doors, 
dampers, awnings

BACKUP: Fireplace, electric evaporative cooler

heat; t® m/xAerhot <w bedroom
&\ r pknom 

hot 5ir e(UCt5 
idcJ _h«t fe teth

m ThI; jit (can} . . 
insulation-fM l to
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cwfirtj
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& 2J.

bedroom 2C J

cab-Awav Qrtion

This 2-story, 2-bedroom home has masonry 
walls and is priced in the $70,000 range. Earth 
berming will cover 68% of the exterior wall 
surface. The sod roof planted with native 
grasses will protect the interior from summer 
heat.

Open market sale.

Anderson, CA
Robert Astrin, Jonathan Allan Stoumen,
Architect
Miranda, CA

HEATED AREA: 1,520 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,41 5
NET THERMAL LOAD: 11.6 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.76 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 96%

COLLECTOR: Solarium glazing Area: 240 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floors and walls; masonry 
fireplace; rock storage 
Capacity: 26,041 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Thermal curtains, manual vents

BACKUP: 20,000 BTUH fireplace

txjcrLM5U -TRANSOM YEWS
s* omwne 

insulation

Y6NPITREUii HAU.

UVIN&
RCOtA

J C. DUCTS
fCCK ST0f?A2>E

NORTH • SOUTH SECT I OH
This new, 2-story, 3-bedroom detached home 
with solarium is priced in the $40,000 range. 
The low-profile structure with clay tile roof is 
shielded from winter winds by heavily 
wooded areas around the site.

Private client.
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Pleasanton, CA

Rob Anglin 
Livermore, CA

HEATED AREA: 900 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,582

NET THERMAL LOAD: 40.1 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 7.82 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 63%

COLLECTOR: Solarium, solar mass wall,
south-facing windows, glass roof 
Area: 270 FT2

STORAGE: Brick walls and floors; rock bin; 
sand and concrete floors 
Capacity: 10,531 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Fan, vents, evaporative cooler 
vertical sails

BACKUP: 24,500 BTUH gas heater; fireplace
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A solarium has been retrofitted on the south 
side of this 100-year-old wood frame house. 
The 2-story, 4-bedroom home is on a site with 
a variety of mature trees and dense foliage. It 
is valued in the $85,000 range.
Retrofit.

•:
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Santa Cruz, CA

Peter Calthorpe, Calthorpe/Fernau/Wilcox 
San Francisco, CA

HEATED AREA: 1,108 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,863

NET THERMAL LOAD: 20.8 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.9 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 81 %

-r-.

. Thermal ’titonae
-Slab Ktett «<

4>?I K *
id? IT rvp

le Y .
y&tioCOLLECTOR: Solarium and south-facing 

windows Area: 322 FT2 t
This 1-story, 3-bedroom wood frame house is 
situated on a flat suburban lot. Trees shade 
the east and west sides of the house, and a 
garage buffers the north side. The house is 
priced in the $45,000 range.

Open market sale.

kivtnm IW. tollsSTORAGE: Concnne solar mass wall, concrete 
slab Capacity: 22,500 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable doors and 

BACKUP: 11,600 BTUH electric baseboard
vents
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Q]Woodland, CA

Jim Plumb 
Sacramento, CA

HEATED AREA: 1,600 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,600

NET THERMAL LOAD: 27 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.37 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 76%

COLLECTOR: South-facing window 
Area: 261 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor with solar mass
water wall Capacity: 19,344 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable windows and draperies

BACKUP: 35,000 BTUH gas furnace
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This wood frame, 2-story house with gable 
roof has 3 bedrooms and a solarium. Trees 
will be planted on this flat site for winter 
windbreak. Vines will shade south windows 
and patio in the summer. This home is in the 
$75,000 range.
Open market sale.

■^bechor at -Stairwell

Boulder, CO
Bruce Downing, Downing/Leach Associates
Boulder, CO

HEATED AREA: 1,250 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,283

NET THERMAL LOAD: 16.6 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.75 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 81 %
COLLECTOR: Solarium, skylight, sunscoop 

Area: 219 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete and gravel base and
solarium floor, slump block walls, 
slump block fireplace core 
Capacity: 3,477 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable windows and doors,
. insulated lids, fans

BACKUP: 12,000 BTUH gas forced air; 40,000 
BTUH fireplace; 500 BTUH electric 
bathroom heatlamp
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Located in a large subdivision, this 2-story, 
3-bedroom attached townhouse has its lower 
level below ground. Features include slump 
block walls, a landscaped courtyard, and 
evergreens to buffer northerly winter winds. 
It is priced in the $70,000 range.

Open market sale.
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Buena Vista, CO

James L. Moore 
Buena Vista, CO

HEATED AREA: 1,660 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,812

NET THERMAL LOAD: 72.2 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.33 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 73%

COLLECTOR: Solar mass wall, solarium 
Area: 504 FT2

STORAGE: Solar mass wall Capacity: N/A

CONTROLS: Solarium roof panels, insulated 
drapes, fan, operable doors and 
windows

BACKUP: 7,000 BTUH electric baseboard; 
fireplace; wood stove; wood 
thermo-release drain

\nsoiMW pAMecs> 5uce rtwn cwirfe- 20HIE9& tIOUftS2 ft PETURh 
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This 2-story, 3-bedroom wood frame house is 
located in a hilly area partially wooded with 
Ponderosa pine. A garage on the north pro
tects the home from winter winds. The price is 
in the $65,000 range.

Open market sale.

Jefferson County, CO

Lawrence Atkinson, AIA 
Denver, CO

HEATED AREA: 2,445 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,432

NET THERMAL LOAD: 56.2 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.60 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 96%

COLLECTOR: South-facing solariums, windows 
and water storage tanks 
Area: 945 FT2

STORAGE: 18-inch diameter water tubes 
Capacity: 11,297 BTU/°F 

CONTROLS: Operable insulation, vents
greenhouse covers; automatic fans

BACKupi;:r^uus“2-*-

This new 3-story, 3-bedroom house is de
signed to meet the needs of a mountain
dwelling family. The price is in the $82,000 
range. Tall stands of conifer trees and a steep 
south-sloping site provide effective 
windbreaks.

Private client.
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Golden, CO

Peter O'Connor 
Golden, CO

HEATED AREA: 1,530 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,016

NET THERMAL LOAD: 74.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 6.3 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 55%

COLLECTOR: Solarium, windows Area: N/A

STORAGE: Slump block/concrete wall, concrete 
floor Capacity: 3,783 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Moveable insulation, window and 
thermal covers, solarium vents, 
operable windows

BACKUP: 140,000 BTUH and 125,000 BTUH gas 
furnace
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This is a retrofit solarium on a 2-story, 
3-bedroom detached home in the $75,000 
price range. The addition will have cedar sid
ing to match the existing structure. The home 
is located on a flat, sparsely vegetated site.
Retrofit.

Section through Greenhouse Addition

Longmont, CO

Barry Sulam, B. Sulam/L. Deutsch 
Longmont, CO

HEATED AREA: 1,376 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,360

NET THERMAL LOAD: 83.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 5.67 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 59%

COLLECTOR: South-facing solarium 
Area: 440 FT2

STORAGE: Plastic storage tubes—water filled 
(45 gallons each)
Capacity: 9,486 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Automatic vents; moveable 
urethane boards

BACKUP: 80,000 BTUH gas forced air furnace
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This detached, 2-bedroom retrofit is in the 
$45,000 price range. The building is elongated 
on an east-west orientation, with a solarium 
facing due south. Earth berming on the north 
side of the building and entry via southwest 
or east airlocks prevent winter wind 
infiltration.

Retrofit.

Extt>TiN£ n<9oee
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Fairfield, CT

Carl Mezoff, Sunborne Designs 
Stamford, CT

HEATED AREA: 2,051 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,102

NET THERMAL LOAD: 45.6 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.15 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 80%

COLLECTOR: Solarium, skylights, south-facing 
windows, solar mass wall 
Area: 465 FT2

STORAGE: Solar mass wall, water drums, brick 
floors Capacity: 6,387 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Skylight insulation, solarium door, 
ducts, operable windows, fan

BACKUP: 26,000 BTUFI electric resistor; wood 
stove; fireplace
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This new 3-story, 3-bedroom (with solarium) 
detached house is located in a heavily 
wooded area and is in the $.110,000 price 
range. The trees on the gently sloping site 
provide shading during the summer along 
with winter wind protection.
Private client.

Gedim throu&b htirxt fks

Ames, IA
David Block 
Ames, IA

HEATED AREA: 2,200 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,774

NET THERMAL LOAD: 43 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.92 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 86%

COLLECTOR: Solarium, south-facing windows 
Area: 500 FT2

Concrete walls and floors, cored 
slab floor Capacity: 16,271 BTU/°F

Insulating panels, dampers 
louvers, sliding door
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J£I§§?This contemporary 2-story, 3-bedroom house 

will be protected from winter cold by exten
sive earth berming. The exposed walls will be 
made of stucco and concrete. It is in the 
$135,000 price range.

Private client.
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New Albany, IN

James Rosenbarger/Terry White 
New Albany, IN

HEATED AREA: 1,600 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,605

NET THERMAL LOAD: 48 106BTU/YR
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 48%

COLLECTOR: Solarium Area: 380 FT2

STORAGE: Rockbed Capacity: NA BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Fans, vent door, louvers, vents

BACKUP: 22,000-40,000 BTUH wood stove;
31,000 BTUH electric baseboard heat
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This contemporary, 2-story wood frame house 
has 3 bedrooms and is priced in the $70,000 
range. Trees will be planted on this slightly 
sloping site to provide summer shade arid 
winter wind protection.

Open market sale.
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Beverly Farms, MA

L. Bradley Cutler, Associated Architects 
Boston, MA

HEATED AREA: 2,000 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,627

NET THERMAL LOAD: 80.9 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 5.21 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 44%

COLLECTOR: Solarium Area: 312 FT2

STORAGE: Rock bed Capacity: 48,111 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable skylight thermal shades, 
lined curtains, and doors

BACKUP: 50,000 BTUH wood stove; 50,000
BTUH water heater; 100,000 BTUH oil 
heaters (2)
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This renovated 1-story, 2-bedroom building 
with greenhouse is priced in the $125,000 
range. The sloping site is heavily wooded for 
summer shade and winter wind protection. 
Retrofit.
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Manchester, MA

C. Skowronski, DeFrancesco & Baker Associates 
Boston, MA

HEATED AREA: 3,208 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,529

NET THERMAL LOAD: 76.8 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.54 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 48.6%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, solarium, 
clerestory, and solar mass wall 
Area: 556 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete walls and floor 
Capacity: 14,536 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable dampers, fans, vents, and 
panels

BACKUP: 100,000 BTUH gas furnace; 30,000
BTUH and 15,000 BTUH wood stoves
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SECTIONThis new 2-story, 3-bedroom house is priced in 

the $108,000 range. The house has a modified 
Saltbox architectural design, with low main
tenance cedar shingle and plywood exterior 
siding. Earth berming insulates the front face 
of the solarium.

Private client.

Southampton, MA

Seigfried Porth and Larry O'Connor 
Southampton, MA

HEATED AREA: 1,600 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,851 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 66.9 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.64 BTU/DD/FT2 

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 61% 
COLLECTOR:

•ms***
VENT FAN-----

ast&^A 
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ii
South-facing windows and 
solarium Area: 351 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete slab, rock under slab 
concrete chimney 
Capacity: 12,878 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable shutters, ducts 
and shades

BACKUP: Wood furnace

■3*CMU WAU-V
This new 2-story, 3-bedroom house has 
tic, contemporary architectural style, using 
native pine siding, and a saltbox-style roof. 
The north and west walls of the house are 
earth-bermed, and conifer trees also provide 
protection from winter winds. The house is in 
the $49,000 price range.

Private client.
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IEWebster Township, Ml

Richard McMath, Sunstructures, Inc.
Ann Arbor, Ml.

HEATED AREA: 1,180 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 6,267

NET THERMAL LOAD: 68.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 5.3 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 57%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, solar mass 
wall Area: 364 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor slab, stone wall,
cavity wall Capacity: 12,598 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable windows, insulating 
shades, damper, fan, awnings

BACKUP: 100,000 BTUH draft fireplace; 46,000 
BTUH gas water heater
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SUM NEKThis new, 1-story, 1-bedroom building with 
stone veneer and wood siding is in the 
$62,000 price range. Earth berms and north- 

site vegetation limit the effect of winter 
winds, and moveable awnings provide con
trolled summer shading.

Private client.
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Duluth, MN

Charles Williams 
Richmond, KY

HEATED AREA: 1,428 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 9,930 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 69.6 106BTU/YR 

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.26 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 59%
COLLECTOR: Solarium, south-facing window 

Area: 400 FT2

STORAGE: Filled block wall
Capacity: 11,088 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Insulating drapes; louvers

BACKUP: 20,000 BTUH fireplace; 45,000 BTUH 
wood stove; 40,000 BTUH electric 
baseboard
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This 2-story, 3-bedroom wood frame house is 
built on a lot heavily wooded with poplar and 
aspen on three sides. South side of lot is clear 
of vegetation to provide maximum sun expo
sure for solarium. The home is priced in the 
$75,000 range.

Open market sale.
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St. Louis, MO

Warren L. Cargal, Interface Design Group 
Clayton, MO

HEATED AREA: 3,150 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,900

NET THERMAL LOAD: 108 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 5.86 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 35%

COLLECTOR: Atrium and solarium 
Area: 400 FT2

STORAGE: Brick walls Capacity: 18,358 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Atrium panel, insulative drapes

BACKUP: 30,000 BTUH wood stove; 65,000 
BTUH electric heat pump
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VventA solarium is added to this renovated inner- 

city, 3-story brick building. Formerly aban
doned, it is converted into an attached, 
2-family dwelling with 2-bedrooms each. The 
front facade maintains its historical 
appearance in accordance with the Historical 
Society's guidelines. It is priced in the $40,000 
range.

Retrofit.

Sxzdion through 5oamm

Carrboro, NC

Steven Fisher, Graphicon 
Chapel Hill, NC

HEATED AREA: 2,115 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 3,338

NET THERMAL LOAD: 39.0 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 6.8 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 50%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows and 
solarium Area: 300 FT2

Water container filled brick wall 
Capacity: 5,011 BTU/°F

Operable doors, windows, and 
vents

BACKUP: 18,150 BTUH electric baseboard
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Two single-family residences, attached to 
form a duplex, share a solarium in this ret
rofitted old mill house. An open site and an 
east-west axis of the lot permits maximum 
exposure to the south.

Retrofit.

STORAGE:

JiLQQft PLANCONTROLS:
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Morrisville, NC

Donald W. Barnes, Jr., AIA 
Raleigh, NC

HEATED AREA: 2,190 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 3,338

NET THERMAL LOAD: 13.7 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.4 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 50%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, solarium 
Area: 272 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor and ceiling 
Capacity: 8,530 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Vents, insulated shutters, night 
walls, modulators, doors, pump

BACKUP: 10,200 BTUH electric baseboard;
34,100 BTUH electric radiant ceiling
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This new 2-story, 2-bedroom detached house 
with solarium is in the $60,000 price range. 
Trees and shrubs are planted on the crest of a 
knoll overlooking the house. The trees on this 
rolling farmland shield the house from winter 
winds.
Private client.

Raleigh, NC
John Meachem, Sunshelter Design 
Raleigh, NC

HEATED AREA: 1,460 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 3,352

NET THERMAL LOAD: 40 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.66 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 92%

COLLECTOR: South-facing window 
Area: 512 FT2
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STORAGE: Solar mass water wall, concrete and 
brick floor Capacity: 17,976 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Moveable window insulation, 
ceiling fans

BACKUP: 30,000 BTUH wood stove; 50,000 
BTUH gas furnace

j

This 2-story, 2-bedroom, ranch-style house 
with basement/work area is priced in the 
$45,000 range. The house is located in a 
heavily wooded area which has been partially 
cleared to the south.
Private client.

;
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Randleman, NC

John Alt 
Randleman, NC

HEATED AREA: 1,812 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 3,731

NET THERMAL LOAD: 63.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.2 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 79%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows 
Area: 500 FT2

STORAGE: 55-gallon water drums, rock crawl 
space Capacity: 25,224 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Insulating curtains, shutters, 
insulating panels, fans, 
weather-stripping

BACKUP: 55,000 BTUH wood stove
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This 2-story house with loft and solarium is 
priced in the $70,000 range. Room space can 
be interpreted by owner to have from one to 
five bedrooms. Mature hardwood forest to 
north and east shields the home from winter 
winds.
Open market sale.
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Pennington, NJ

Ted Bickford and Charly Lowery, 
Harrison Fraker Architect 
Princeton, NJ

HEATED AREA: 2,640 FT2
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NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,911 

NET THERMAL LOAD: 60.3 106BTU/YR 

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.12 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 92% 
COLLECTOR:
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South-facing solar mass wall 
solarium Area: 480 FT2(5)60°* 
372 FT2'@90° ^

STORAGE: Solar mass wall, water barrels
rockbed Capacity: 30,481 BTU/°F

Operable windows, 
insulation

uThis contemporary 1-bedroom building has 
natural wood siding and is in the $80,000 
price range. The low-profile home is partially 
buried in the side of a hill for natural insula- 
tive protection.

Private client.

>

SECTION

CONTROLS:
curtain, and

BACKUP:
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Los Lunas, NM

Robert W. Richardson 
Los Alamos, NM

HEATED AREA: 1,000 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 4,292

NET THERMAL LOAD: 58.0 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.93 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 77%

COLLECTOR: Clerestory, solarium Area: 416 FT2

STORAGE: Brick floor, adobe walls 
Capacity: 14,460 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Insulated doors, louvers, operable 
windows

BACKUP: 40,000 BTUH wood stove; 7,000 
BTUH electric radiant heat
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This new 1-story, 2-bedroom with solarium 
detached house is in the $40,000 price range. 
Trees and hedges will be planted on the hill
side site overlooking a valley to protect the 
house from winter winds.
Private client.

Santa Fe, NM
Stephen Merdler, Soltec Associates 
Santa Fe, NM

HEATED AREA: 2,080 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,913
NET THERMAL LOAD: 76.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.66 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 72%
COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, solarium, 

solar mass walls Area: 443.22 FT2

STORAGE: Solar mass wall, adobe pool
enclosure, pool/fountain, adobe
interior wall
Capacity: 12,677 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Dampers, shutters, blower,
operable windows and doors

BACKUP: 69,966 BTUH electric baseboard;
35,000 and 23,300 BTUH wood stoves

mm m e5hdj

This new 1-story, 3-bedroom detached house 
with solarium is priced in the $110,000 
range. The flat site is lightly wooded and 
provides excellent exposure for collecting the 
sun's heat.

Private client.
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Henderson, NY
Stephen Yaussi, Moran and Yaussi, Architects 
Watertown, NY

HEATED AREA: 1,990 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,273

NET THERMAL LOAD: 99.4 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 5.5 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 80%

COLLECTOR: Solarium, skylight, south-facing 
windows Area: 416.5 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete wall and floor 
Capacity: 18,530 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable Skylids®, insulating 
curtain, vent door, and fan

BACKUP: 90,000 BTUH wood furnace; 65,500 
BTUH electric duct heater; 23,300 
BTUH fireplace
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This new house overlooking Lake Ontario has 
a rural architectural style and is designed to 
be maintenance-free with aluminum-clad 
windows, stained wood siding, and wood 
shingles. Designed for a family of four or five, 
the house is priced in the $65,000 range.
Earth berms and windbreaks reduce winter 
heat losses.

Open market sale.
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Rogue River, OR

Arden Handshy 
Jacksonville, OR

HEATED AREA: 1,724 FT2
immrn

=5UtilityNUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,008 
NET THERMAL LOAD: 56.0 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.6 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 47% 
COLLECTOR: Solarium Area: 360 FT2 

STORAGE:

—'
Kitchen<r _

.This new, 2-story, 4-bedroom detached wood 
frame house is priced in the $60,000 range. 
The home is oriented toward an open south
ern slope, and it is surrounded on the north, 
west, and east by mixed species woods.
Private client.

Balk

hvm"3Co"crete wall and floor; 1.5-2 inch 
rock bed Capacity: 9,220 BTU/°F

Manual dampers, operable 
insulating shutters

Solarium
CONTROLS:

fa
H
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Jv/ Chicora, PA\y
Jy Steve Nearhoof, Ecol* lection 
U Chicora, PA
Pf HEATED AREA: 1,500 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,905
; NET THERMAL LOAD: 73.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 6.87 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 37%

COLLECTOR: Solarium, solar mass walls 
Area: 316 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete walls
Capacity: 9,442 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Shutters, vents, shades, fans

BACKUP: 27,000 BTUH wood stove; 30,000 
BTUH gas boiler (water heater)
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This 2-story, 2-bedroom wood frame house 
has a natural wood exterior and is a saltbox 
design. The 18-acre woods to the northwest 
forms a natural windbreak. The price is in the 
$25,000 range.

Private client.

Feasterville, PA

Peter-Paul d'Entremont
Feasterville, PA

HEATED AREA: 1,630 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,364

NET THERMAL LOAD: 48.2 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.06 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 79%

COLLECTOR: South-facing greenhouse,
clerestory, storage mass wall 
Area: 910 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete wall and floor; pool of 
water Capacity: 37,300 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable shades and ducts;
thermostatically controlled fan 
and vent

BACKUP: 50,000 BTUH oil furnace
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This new 3-bedroom, 1-story house is in the 
$75,000 price range. Earth berming on the 
north and west sides of the house will reduce 
winter heat losses, while large shade trees on 
the southwest will cool the house in summer.

Open market sale.
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Greenville, SC

Randy Granger, Helio Thermics, Inc. 
Greenville, SC

HEATED AREA: 1,568 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,955 
NETTHERMAL LOAD: 19.7 106BTU/YR 
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 1.28 BTU/DD/FT2 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 100%

COLLECTOR: Solar attic Area: 756 FT2 

STORAGE: Rock bed Capacity: 28,947 BTU/°F 
CONTROLS: Operable vents 

BACKUP: 15,000 BTUH electric furnace
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This 1-story, 3-bedroom wood frame house is 
priced m the $40,000 range. The garage forms 
a windbreak against northeast winter winds. 
Open market sale.
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Oak Ridge, TN

SJS;TLN"ds,s,em,''"c-
HEATED AREA: 1,572 FT2 
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 3,507 
NETTHERMAL LOAD: 25.8 

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 5.17 
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION:

COLLECTOR^ South and west side solarium

Roof vent

Aluminum 
Q>ll shades106BTU/YR

BTU/DD/FT2 Earib berm

54%
iz" ChU *3/1
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Louvers

STORAGE:This new 2-story, 3-bedroom detached home 
includes a solarium and is in the $70,000 price 
range. The site contains a ridge which crests 
along the southern boundary, and a creek 
which runs the full length of the property. 
Hard wood trees to the south and west shade 
the summer sun.

Open market sale.

CONTROLS: Attic fan switch 
BACKUP: 33,000 BTUH electric h

i

eat pump
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Arlington, TX

Jamie M. Rohe, Concept Consultants, Inc. 
Magnus Magnusson, The Ehrenkrantz Group 
Dallas, TX

HEATED AREA: 3,212 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,209

NET THERMAL LOAD: 48.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4.15 BTU/DD/FT2
YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 43%

COLLECTOR: South-facing solarium and 
windows Area: 257 FT2

STORAGE: Stone and tile solarium floor, 
concrete floor, brick walls 
Capacity: 7,918 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable doors, windows, and 
shutters

BACKUP: 52,000 BTUH electric heat pump
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This new 2-story, 3-bedroom house is priced in 
the $158,000 range. The garage is located on 
the west side of the house for reduced solar 
gain in the afternoon. Large oak trees provide 
summer shading.

Open market sale.

Hockley, TX

L. R. Bachman, Design Technology, Inc. 
Houston, TX

HEATED AREA: 778 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 1,354

NET THERMAL LOAD: 6.18 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 6.12 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 75%

COLLECTOR: South-facing skylight, windows, 
and solarium Area: 288 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor
Capacity: 6,728 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Operable windows and doors

BACKUP: 19,000 BTUH electric heat pump
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This new house is in the $39,500 price range. 
The main entry to the house is sheltered from 
winter winds. Deciduous trees to the south 
will shade the house in the summer, while 
evergreen trees to the north will deflect win
ter winds away from the house.

Private client.
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DOParker County, TX
Ray Boothe, Boothe and Associates, Architects 
Forth Worth, TX

HEATED AREA: 1,635 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 2,234

NET THERMAL LOAD: 9.55 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 3.4 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 91%

COLLECTOR: South-facing windows, solarium 
Area: 234 FT2

STORAGE: Concrete floor
Capacity: 2,239 BTU/°F

CONTROLS: Dampers, draperies, operable 
windows

BACKUP: 32,000 BTUH electric heat pump
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This 1-story, 2-bedroom house has all exterior 
surfaces underground, except those for 
southern exposure. It will be priced in the 
$65,000 range.
Private client.

Berkeley Springs, WV

R. Ashelman, Natural Sun Homes 
Berkeley Springs, WV

HEATED AREA: 2,157 FT2

NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 5,428

NET THERMAL LOAD: 54.3 106BTU/YR

AUXILIARY ENERGY: 2.57 BTU/DD/FT2

YEARLY SOLAR FRACTION: 73%

COLLECTOR: South-facing window, solarium 
Area: 396 FT2

Concrete floor, walls, ceiling, rock 
bed Capacity: 78,268 BTU/°F

registers, "Skylid" vent,

BACKUP: 75,000 BTUH wood stove- 
electric baseboard
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STORAGE:
This new 2-story, 3-bedroom detached house 
(with solarium) is on a slightly sloping site and 
is priced in the $70,000 range. Abundant trees 
near the house provide excellent shading to 
prevent overheating during the summer.

Open market sale.

CONTROLS: Shutters,
fan

200 AMP
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Middleton, Wl

MadLKn,wffer' N°rthland &)Unlry
HEATED AREA: 1,620 FT'
NUMBER OF DEGREE DAYS: 7,605
NET THERMAL LOAD: 64,3 10WU/YR
AUXILIARY ENERGY: 4,27 BTU/DD/FT'
YEARLY SOUR FRACTION; 51%
COLLECTOR: South-“facing windows, Suritpftrft, 

solar mass wall, and tkylight* 
Area: 306 FT7

storage: Concrete arid sand floors wa\ar 
drums, rockbed

This new 2-story, 3-bedroom detached 
house is priced in the $46,900 range. Airlock 
entries reduce winter wind infiltration. 
Evergreen trees will be planted along the 
north property line.
Open market sale.

Capacity: 15,913 Hf U/'f 7a/m
CONTROLS; Operable dampers, curtains, 

panels, vents, and shades
8ACJCUR; 55,000 8TUH gas furnace
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VARIABLE I: THE GIVEN HOUSE PLAN, SITE, AND CODES
The building site may not dictate whether direct gain, indirect 
gain, or solarium homes are preferable, but it does determine 
where the collector aperture must be located. If vertical windows 
are being used as solar collectors, care must be taken to see that 
those walls are not shaded in the winter by neighboring sites. 
Through the use of roof apertures (shaded clerestories and roof 
panels) in addition to south-facing window areas, most sites 
be made adaptable to solar design; however, shading is crucial 
since the roof is highly exposed in the summer when sun is not 
desired. With all solar apertures, avoid sites or parts of sites which 
are partly shaded in the winter by neighboring buildings and veg
etation.

can

For all solar-heated home designs, floor plans are best suited to 
solar heating if the major living spaces—living room, dining room, 
family room, and even the bedrooms—are to the south, close to 
the solar collector and storage component. Radiant distribution 
(and low temperature convective distribution) from solar storage 
is only effective when the occupant can sit, work, eat, or sleep near 
the heat source. Clerestory direct solar gain heating or roof-lit 
indirect solar gam (Trombe wall) heating may be the best choice 
or one-story house plans which do not have the living spaces at 

e southern exposure. In two-story houses which are not planned 
or energy conservation, a non-southern oriented house plan with 

no potential room openings to the south may require indirect 
ga'n and/or soJarium_(isolated)_g_am solutions. These Trombe 

an so arium solutions will allow the collection of higher solar 
h» m rCS (>?°°F) which are necessary if solar-heated air is to
raiicin)^Ij*arOU,£<^ For bea1:'n9 a non-solar planned house without 
causing discomfort from lukewarm air motion.

soSu—n ei^S 'nany oF tbese Passive solar home designs can 
problems with ‘.^^-9ain systems generally pose the fewest
Tromb^i, h 31 COde and Panning officials Indirect solar gam 
vendona^nn*°USeS mayLmeet some local resistance due to uncon- 
"solar hemp" aar+kCe-‘ Pr°t)lem will disappear over time as a 
award winninn u1etlc bec°nnes popular. As demonstrated in the
the visual impartofpassf^SSP9 S°'ar SySt6mS 9enera"y

vcr,2: the given cl,mate
Fn very coW^ifrraf °mfu Can pose Pr°blems in at least two climates.
direc^gam heahnatn th a,m°Unt °f 9'ass exposure required f°r 
tremendous heat bsspl^ ,v.lng ,sPaces themselves can lead to 
poorly desianpH h SGS ?n cl°udy days or at night. Sometimes in a 
house*is less thanht°hUSe the amount of solar heat collected per

e arn°unt of room heat lost through the win-

CHAPTER 6
HOW TO SELECT THE BEST SOLAR 

ALTERNATIVE
i

After having seen 162 winners of the HUD Passive Design 
Competition, you may ask how does one choose between solar 
heating by direct solar gain, indirect solar gain, or solarium gain. 
Although there are many reasons—from overall efficiency to 
overall appearance—why different designers prefer different sys
tems, we will look at four variables to determine the most appro
priate solar heating method for your house designs. Givens, such 
as the house plan you are presently working with, the site you are 
building on, and the building codes you must work within, will be 
first. The climate, which is also a given, will be the second deter
minant. Then cost and lifestyle will follow as the third and fourth 
variables to choosing a solar heating concept for speculative 
homebuilding in your area. For each determinant we will discuss 
the three basic passive solar heating methods: direct solar gain, 
indirect solar gain, and solarium gain.

f
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A SAMPLE SOLAR SYSTEM CHECKLIST FOR COST ASSESSMENT: DIRECT GAIN

Function ComponentObjective

Minimum
Cost

Specification
Collection

Roof
Skylights
Clerestory

0.125 in. Glass; 0.040 in. Fiberglass; 0.040 in. PlasticSingle glazing 
Fixed windows

Wall

60 BTU/sq. ft. collector area min.Storage
Roof
Wall
Floor

Water roof ponds 
Mass wall 
Mass floor

see Indirect Gain 
6 in. Concrete; 4 in. Brick

Distribution
Radiant

Controls 
Heat Gain Deciduous trees planted for summer shadingVegetation

0.250 in. Glass; 0.050 in. Fiberglass; 0.050 in. Plastic
Diffusion fabric screens; Vertical glazing slats; Reflective Venetian
blinds; Special irregular glass over plastic;
Dark Venetian blinds
Reflective surface on insulation panel; Light colored gravel or 
patio surface; Snow __________ _____________________

Double glazing 
Operable windows 
Diffusion devices 
Conduction devices 
Exterior reflectors

Collection
Roof
Wall

Maximum
Value

Storage
Roof
Wall
Floor
Freestanding

Water roof pond 
Mass wall 
Mass floor
Additional Remote Storage

see Indirect Gain
8 in. Concrete; 6 in. Brick
55 gallon water drums; 8 in. CMU

Distribution 
Radiant # 
Convective Fan to storage 

Exterior vents
Roof exhaust (hot); Floor supply (cool)

Solid hinged/Sliding panels; Blown in Beadwall™ 
Roll down curtains; Bi-fold/slidin’g doors 
Deciduous trees planted for summer shading 
Projection designed for summer shading 
Fixed/operable louvers

Controls 
Heat loss Moveable exterior insulation 

Moveable interior insulation 
Vegetation 
Roof eave 
Shading devices

Heat gain
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A SAMPLE SOLAR SYSTEM CHECKLIST FOR COST ASSESSMENT: INDIRECT GAIN

Objective SpecificationFunction Component
Minimum
Cost

Collection
Wall 0.125 in. Glass; 0.040 in. Fiberglass; 0.040 in Plastic ISingle glazing

Storage
Wall 12 in. Concrete; 10 in. Brick; 8 in. Adobe; 6 in. WaterMass wall

Distribution
Radiant

Controls 
Heat gain ( Roof eave 

Vegetation
Projection designed for summer shading 
Deciduous trees planted for summer shading

Maximum
Value

Collection
Wall Double glazing 0.025 (2 at 0.125) in. Glass; 0.050 (2 at 0.025) in. Fiberglass; 0.050 

(2 at 0.025) in. Plastic
Reflective surface on insulation panel; Light colored gravel or 
patio surface

Exterior reflectors

Storage
Wall
Floor

!Mass wall
Additional remote storage

18 in. Concrete; 14 in. Brick; 12 in. Adobe; 12 in. Water

Distribution
Radiant
Convective Interior vents 

Exterior vents 
Fan to interior or exterior

Ceiling supply (warm); Floor return (cool) 
Roof exhaust (hot)

Controls
Heat loss

i

Backdraft dampers 
Operable vents 
Moveable exterior Insulation 
Moveable interior Insulation 
Roof eave 
Shading devices 
Vegetation

0.006 in. Polyethylene 
Hinged panels
Rol|dH^n9ed/Slidin9 panels; Blown in Beadwall™

5£3sr"idln!i“
Operable/fixed I

Heat gain
isummer shading

ouvers
—^eaduQUS trees planted for

summer shadingNatural light Windows in mass wall
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dow area. This loss can be reduced by double and triple glazing or 
by moveable insulation over the glass, which must be included for 
the successful use of direct gain in very cold climates.

heat storage as needed; or (3) occupied when the direct gain 
temperature is right. Solariums which are intended for continuous 
use, day and night, are direct gain spaces. In cold climates, they 
will require adequate internal storage mass and moveable insula
tion over the glass.

Since most climates are complex rather than simply cold or hot, 
most passive solar homes will combine the best of direct, indirect, 
and solarium solutions. However, for simplicity, ease of construc
tion, and cost, it is often prudent to try one of the simpler solu
tions on your first passive solar home.
VARIABLE 3: COST
To make a decision between direct gain, indirect gain, and sol
arium heating on the basis of cost, three issues must be evaluated 
on the local level: the cost of design or redesign, the cost and 
availability of materials, and local building construction tech
niques. Generally, those systems which are less complex and those 
which allow incremental introduction (heating one of two rooms 
in the first model house) will be the most cost effective for the 
speculative housing market. To aid in the cost estimation of each 
system, however, a small chart illustrates the range of components 
inherent in the direct solar, indirect solar, and solarium home.

VARIABLE 4: LIFESTYLES
Lifestyles and taste of the residential buying market are going to 
be the final criteria for selecting a passive solar system for your 
house designs. The flexibility and interest of a potential buyer is 
important in the effective operation of many of these passive solar 
homes. In many cases these houses are designed to appeal to the 
individuals who buy a sailboat over a speedboat, for whom the 
sport of moving a man-made object by natural forces is indeed a 
thrill.

In direct solar gain homes, several lifestyle changes might be con
sidered. In order to collect enough heat directly during the day to 
last through the night (or even the next cloudy day), room tem
peratures must be allowed to get pretty high to “charge" the 
storage areas. As soon as the sun goes down, room temperatures 
will drop and the radiant storage will offer comfort even though 
ambient room temperatures may be low. In the direct gain home, 
therefore, temperatures inside may fluctuate from 90°F to 60°F—a 
30°F swing. This is not a serious problem for owners who work all 
day and only arrive home in the evening. They can allow room 
temperatures to get very high throughout the day in order to 
ensure steady solar heat throughout the evening.

The operation of a direct gain home is relatively simple. Each 
sunny morning, the moveable insulation over the glass area is

In very hot climates, direct gain heating can cause comparable 
problems. In addition to glare and too much solar collection in 
spring and fall, the summer heat transfer through the large areas 
of glass (even shaded) can make cooling loads excessively large. To 
prevent this heat transfer, double and triple glazing or moveable 
insulation again may be necessary to keep out the hot ambient air 
temperatures. On the other hand, homes in consistently cloudy 
climates may benefit the most from direct gain heating; direct 
gain allows the use of low amounts of solar radiation to offset 
daytime building heat loss.

In conclusion, although direct solar gain systems are adaptable to 
almost every climate, site, and building style, caution must be 
taken in extremely cold and extremely hot climates.

Indirect solar gain heating by masonry and water storage walls or 
roof panels can also be designed to suit almost any climate in the 
continental United States. However, simple radiant masonry or 
water storage walls work best in climates with large day-night 
temperature swings while more complex convective and radiant 
walls may be required in most other climates. In climates and 
homes which need daytime as well as nighttime heating, a sec
ondary direct solar gain collector may be necessary to provide 
immediate, early morning heat; or carefully detailed inside vents 
and dampers will be required for immediate convective heat trans
fer from the storage wall. In milder climates which may have a 
tendency to overheat on spring, fall, and even winter days, houses 
will require vents to the outside and inside to distribute excessive 
solar heat gains. A?with direct gain systems, indirect solar gain 
systems in cold climates often function better when the solar stor
age area is protected from nighttime and cloudy day heat loss.
This requires additional construction labor and cost but does not 
reduce the thermal value of the indirect qain solar mass wall or 
roof.

Solariums or isolated solar gain homes can be pleasant heat 
sources in many parts of the country. Hot and humid climates, 
however, might suffer from the addition of “greenhouse" spaces 
for passive solar heating. The addition of humidity from a 
greenhouse in a humid climate can make the solar home uncom
fortable. In general, a solarium space which is not intended for 
full-time occupancy will be able to provide effective heating for a 
house in almost any climate, since it can be either: (1) completely 
•solated from the house; (2) opened to the house and additional
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A SAMPLE SOLAR SYSTEM CHECKLIST FOR COST ASSESSMENT: SOLARIUM
Specification ________________Objective Function Component

Collection
Roof

Minimum
Cost

Single glazing 0.125 in. Glass; 0.040 in. Fiberglass; 0.040 in. PlasticWall

Storage
Roof
Wall
Floor
Freestanding

Mass wall 
Mass floor

see Indirect Gain 
4 in. Concrete; 4 in. Brick

Distribution
Radiant

Controls 
Heat gain

Vegetation Deciduous trees planted for summer shading

Maximum
Value

Collection
Roof
Wall

Double glazing
(Glazing sloped at Lat. +15°)
Exterior reflectors

B «°0<202a5) in'w’as^'^ °'°50 0 3' ° 0251 ln‘ Fib^»« 

Light colored gravel or patio surface; Snow
Storage

Roof
Wall
Floor
Freestanding

Mass wall 
Mass floor see Indirect Gain 

8 in. Concrete; 6 in. Brick

Distribution
Radiant
Convective Interior vents 

Exterior vents 
Fan to remote storage

Ceiling supply (warm); Floor return (cool)
Roof exhaust (hot); Floor supply (coo,)

Controls
Heat loss Moveable insulation 

at greenhouse skin 
Moveable insulation 

at building skin 
Vegetation 
Shading devices

Roll down curtains; solid hinged panels; Blown in Beadwall™ 

Roll down curtains;
Heat gain

Bi-fold and Sliding doors

or summer shading 
canvas; Operable/fixed louvers

RoMdown treesPlanted I
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V
opened to let in the sunshine. Each evening, the insulation is 
closed to protect the living spaces from heat loss. On a seasonal 
basis, shading devices, awnings, trellises, and overhangs may be 
put in place to protect the large glass areas from unnecessary 
sunshine in summer and sometimes spring and fall.

An indirect solar gain system—a masonry or water storage wall— 
implies other involvements for the occupant. Although room tem
peratures are more controlled and exhibit less temperature swing, 
room air temperatures will still be cooler since radiant heat satis
fies the major comfort needs of the occupants.

In some climates, especially those with large day-night tempera
ture swings, no daily operation is required by the homeowner. In 
other climates, though, the operation of the indirect solar gain 
home can be complicated. Each morning moveable insulation out
side the storage wall is opened, and dampers for convective air 
distribution are shut so that the solar storage can charge. If im
mediate heating is required, dampers and fans may be opened 
and closed throughout the day. Each night, the moveable insula
tion is closed to cover the storage area, and dampers and fans shut 
off so lower temperature radiant heating can work at its best. 
Seasonally, a summer mode could be added in which dampers to 
the outside are opened, allowing the solar-heated air in the 
collector-storage wall to vent and draw cooler air through the 
house. Alternatively, moveable insulation would be put in place 
daily over the glass area and opened nightly to expose the mass to 
the cooler night sky.

Isolated gain solarium spaces attached to a house can become a 
simple solar-heated room, occupied when the temperature is right 
and ignored when the temperature is wrong. Or the solarium may 
be a very complex solar collector-storage system for effectively 
heating the house. In a solarium home, doors, windows, and vents 
may be opened each day to transfer heat to the living space and 
additional solar storage mass. As temperatures in the living spaces 
get too high, these openings would be closed and the solarium 
either vented or "supercharged" with sunshine. At night, the 
vented solarium could be cut off from the living space and its 
storage mass. On the other hand, the supercharged solarium, pro
tected by extensive exterior insulation, could be reopene o 
Jjving spaces. A solarium combines the possibilities of a direct gam 
live in the sunshine" space with an indirect gain collec e . 

sunshine" space, but it also combines several modes o °Para ' 
Providing for the most intriguing but complex owner invo ve

opening and closing areas of the house, so as to use and store 
heat and sunshine most effectively. It may also involve covering 
and uncovering window areas to prevent winter heat loss and 
summer heat gain as well as enhance summer air movement 
throughout the house. It is not less of an art of raising the right 
sail for the amount of "wind" to power your well-designed sloop, 
or in this case, your well-designed solar home.

;;
I
i
!
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i
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;
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Living in a passive solar home can be very exc‘t'n9/ 
and in the end, very economical. It may involve daily oper

:
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I
houses submitted, no water or masonry elements were added to 
provide solar storage for nighttime or extended periods of solar 
heating. When storage was added it was often undersized, not 
adjacent or directly coupled to the collector area, and almost al
ways left off the "less structurally supporting" second floors. Rock 
storage beds were often included with little understanding of h 
one efficiently charges and discharges this kind of storage, or the 
temperatures needed for effective distribution. All storage mate
rials (especially materials such as sand) must be evaluated for their 
ability to absorb, conduct, hold, and emit solar heat gain. 
Granular materials such as rock and sand exhibit very little grain- 
to-grain heat conduction. Storage must be charged by air flow

ow

If a conventional residential home in most parts of the U.S. can 
acquire 10%-15% daytime solar heating without storage, reorien
tation, and reorganization, a passive solar residential home can 
surely achieve more than 30%-40% solar contribution towards the 
total heating needs of the home. A basic understanding of the 
collector aperture to storage mass relationship is necessary to en- 
sure adeciuately sized and located collector and storage—balanced 
lotions f S° ar contnbution- <See Chapter 9 for more on caicu i

CHAPTER 7
MOST COMMONLY-MADE THERMAL
MISTAKES

mass must hi* djstribution to the living space is used, the storage

s the peop,e *pd
When

I

executed.

rooms needing heat, not 
as closets and stairwells.

During the review of over 550 entries to the HUD Passive Solar 
ccTnsfstent|mPet't,0n/ tflree general mistakes appeared

sub™issi°ns *here w?,s insufficient contribution of use- 
heat from the solar system" to the living spaces This could hp

a result of a small, undersized collector s could be
age mass coupled with a larger collector

in winter™ 6XCeSS'Ve °Verh6at in SUmmer °r eXCessive heat loss

Solar storage must also be carefully sized and placed in the build 
mg, and storage materials must be chosen for heat capacity and 
potential distribution capability. In many of the light wood^rame

cold airmrKf'hl6 d'*tribution's used, the logical flow of hot and
and handled ann- er-0d' Stratification must be anticipated 
does not 6 j Drawing arrows to indicate heat flow
to successes placinn 3'r flow.throughout the house. A key
Remember that hot ,i°ra9e 'n the rigbt Position for distribution, 
to travel Iona distant can best be used if doesn't have
distribution relies on natural d be understood that convective 
propriate fan sizino to tlual temPerature differences or on ap- 
ute it to the room air heat fr°m a stora9e mass and distrib‘

I.

area, or inadequate stor-
area.

i
as simple^ nd d^rer+ar d'str'bution in your homes will provide

■

critical controls whirh 7?°° y made mistake was poor detailing of
many cases the final c,8 °W the User to re9ulate heat flow. In

ccess of passive solar systems (after ade-
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quate collection and storage and logical distribution) depends 
upon the controls which speed, slow, or stop the flow of heat 
from coming in or going out of the house as needed. These 
controls—registers, backdraft dampers, moveable insulation 
exhaust vents, etc.—are often not stock items and need to be 
carefully placed, sized, and detailed to ensure the proper opera
tion of your passive solar home. M

To help you in the design or construction of future passive solar 
homes, here is a preliminary checklist of common mistakes to 
avoid by system type: direct solar gain, indirect solar gain, and 
solarium.

• As much of the storage mass as possible should be located 
where it will be exposed to direct sunlight.

• Do not use loose rocks or sand as direct gain storage for incom
ing sunshine. A limited amount of heat absorption of the top layer

i[e^ec^ on' the conductive distribution of heat down 
hrough these materials (charging) is very poor. Rock beds charged 

with hot air from the top of a direct gain living space should only 
be used for secondary storage (for overheat prevention) and pref
erably with radiant heat discharge. Water and solid masonry stor
age should be used in the living spaces themselves for direct 
radiant and convective distribution. Direct gain storage should not 
be covered with materials such as carpet, linoleum, or fabrics 
which prevent solar absorption and heat radiation.

3. DISTRIBUTION (KEYWORDS: RADIANT DISTRIBUTION, 
CONVECTIVE DISTRIBUTION, CONTROL)
• Do not place direct gain solar storage away from occupied 
spaces. For direct radiant distribution, solar storage must be in 
contact with the occupant. Convective distribution requires a 
temperature differential to move the heated air. Provide ade
quate solar heat distribution throughout the house, especially in 
areas which do not receive direct sunlight. Place rooms in the path 
of natural heat flow, higher than collection. Small fans can be 
used to circulate solar-heated air to remote spaces, or existing 
mechanical distribution systems can be integrated for successful 
distribution of passively gained solar heat.

• Do not expose storage mass such as floor slabs and vertical walls 
to the outside without insulation to prevent heat loss. The solar 
storage mass will radiate most easily to the coldest side unless 
prevented by a thermal break.

• Do not leave large glass areas designed for direct solar gain 
exposed dt night. Much of the stored heat in the house will flow 
back out through the glazed area to the cool night air. Although 
double and triple glazing will limit this flow, moveable insulation 
over the glass is a preferred barrier to heat loss through large glass 
areas.
B. INDIRECT SOLAR GAIN
1. COLLECTION (KEYWORD: CONTROL)
• Include summer shading and/or summer exhaust vents to pre
vent excessive heat storage or degradation of collector glazings in 
overheated periods.

2. STORAGE (KEYWORD: SIZING)
• Do not make the Trombe wall too thick for effective radiant 
distribution to the house at night. While some Trombe walls can 
be 12" to 18" thick, remember that walls thicker than 12" may

i
i!

A. DIRECT SOLAR GAIN
1. COLLECTION: (KEYWORDS: SIZING, PLACEMENT, CONTROL)
• Do not oversize collector areas if you are in a predominantly 
warm or hot climate. Remember direct gain solar collection for 
nighttime heating must also be “lived in“ during the day.

• Do not pour direct solar gain on the occupant's head. Make 
every attempt to diffuse and redirect sunlight to the storage 
around the room; or consider direct gain systems for rooms with
out daytime occupancy so that*overheating and glare accompany
ing efficient solar storage will not be a problem to the occupant.

•Include summer shading devices to prevent overheating from 
the solar collection/storage systems. In some climates, spring and 
fall shading will also be necessary so that peak summer sun posi
tion (June 21st) will not be adequate. Proper orientation (avoid 
due west glazing) and proper tilt (vertical glass is the easiest to 
shade) are the first two steps to both effective winter collection 
and summer shading. Operable rather than fixed louver shading 

evices (set for December 21st) will allow solar collection through
out the heating season. Adequately sized overhangs, exhaust 
v®nts, operable windows, and deciduous tree planting can all pre
vent overheating.

• Clerestories can be used effectively to bring natural light and 
heat to north

l STORAGE: (KEY WORDS: SIZING, PLACEMENT, MATERIALS)
0 not undersize solar storage. If storage is inadequate, the 

so ar gain which potentially could be stored for nighttime heating 
3n "extday heat contribution will instead cause uncomfortable 
°verheating and be wasted through opened windows.

n to Provide storage mass in relation to all collector areas. 
f0 second floors lack storage mass although they have signifi- 

nt Potential for collecting energy.

i

;

mass

!i

|

'

H
rooms.
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radiate stored heat many hours later than desired.

CnwwrrfuJm^T KEY WORDS: RADIANT DISTRIBUTION, 
CONVECTIVE DISTRIBUTION, CONTROL)
innAVR°JH'lnSiUlftin9 3 radiant borage wall from the space it it heat- 
dnrJlhl 7 St°rage walls are invaluable to passive solar heating 
takpVtl^ th?T W5- at '0W temPeratures. Caution must be 
and finkh J b °n k rad'ant heat transfer with closets, bookshelves,
outsidp d|dt! matenals- ln mar|y climates, heat loss to the 
outside should be prevented with moveable insulation over the

• Understand that remote rock storage beds located in basements 
or crawl spaces present a difficult challenge. When the design calls 
for “charging" the remote rock storage bed with heat from a 
solarium/greenhouse space, the builder must consider the fact 
that most solarium spaces (particularly those which are meant to 
be occupied) will not reach temperatures above 100°-120°F. The 
problem is further compounded as soon as the hottest air is drawn 
off the top of the solarium and stratification disappears. A rock 
storage bed can be used effectively if it is placed in direct thermal 
contact with the living spaces (for radiant floor distribution or 
large venting plenum distribution); and/or if it is charged by a 
higher temperature "collector" than the typical solarium. Fan- 
driven 80°F air from the remote rock storage may feel cool and 
uncomfortable to occupants. If a rock storage bed is discharged bv 
air flow, the air flow direction should be reversed. 7

;

5 me hea,ins is *->* • Again, evaluate storage materials for their heat absorption 
conduction, storage capacity, and emission capabilities Do not
aTCSgemSSis'”5 °' '0°S,S ^ °rsa"d

heir size, location, and functions must be clearly understood.

* bo+th convective and radiant Trombe wall heating systems 
adequate distribution should be provided throughout the ho

C. SOLARIUM—ISOLATED SOLAR GAIN 
1. COLLECTION (KEYWORD: CONTROL)
• Prevent

3. DISTRIBUTION (KEY WORD: PLACEMENT)
dkSrhntTon\bhe takMn in l0Cating the solarium sPace- T° simplify 
t0 th ' e coilector/storage arrangement must be adjacent
withthe m^P1C6S Wh'Ch need heat The greater the interface 
dinina r 'nm thspaces livin9 room, bedrooms, family room, 
u il tv roor^T he b6tt!r- Entry halls' stairwells, bathrooms, and 
direSy secondary and do not need to touch the solarium

use.

excessive summer overheating of the solarium 
Consider vertical glazed 
mer or

space, 
i sum-for most effective shadinq in 

provide vents and moveable shading devices.

* De^ld<; whether the solarium must be thermally regulated for 
for aiiowed ,o ,iua“«

lo«n rT be+a,dded to 3,1 9lazed areas to prevent excessive heat 
. Balance the storage mass in the solarium with the tempera-

theming| space P a" °ther S°'ar St°rage within or adia«nt to

In "unoccupied" solariums, temperatures may be allowed to flue 
tuate considerably, with care taken only to prevent heat loss from 
the solar storage to ensure that the solar heat collected 
uted to the house and not to the colder outdoors.

areas

CONCLUSION

system—collectcare^u,*y each component in the solar 
location material/ S and distribution—to determine sizing,
ing and cooling needs. C°ntr°ls aPPfopriate to your climate's heat-

the interface betwppTh ^witb direct, indirect, or solarium gain), 
auxiliary (mlchS or ® S°lar heatin9 **em 3nd the

Percentage of soterrn sb?AJ*d de made for designs which balance
effectiveness, complexitv'^nH00 f°f winter heating against cost-
pcesent, in almost all and summer cooling requirements. At 
building a passive sol l[J,ateS/ mucb can be said for designing and 

9 pass.ve solar home for less than 100% contribution.

is distrib-
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Several of the details use unfamiliar materials, but more typically 
standard construction materials are combined in non-conventional 
ways. Field experience has shown that while the structural and 
weatherproofing characteristics of most assemblies are understood 
by the majority of builders, few appreciate the thermal criteria for 
the selection of materials. Several areas of detailing which are crit
ical to a home's thermal performance were not treated adequately 
in the designs submitted to the competition. These include foun
dation and wall insulation, Trombe wall details, moveable 
insulation and shading devices.

FOUNDATION, WALL, AND STORAGE INSULATION
Wall insulation standards for passive solar homes generally exceed 
the R-value provided by R-11 batts in a 2 x 4 stud wall cavity. Ways 
of increasing this thermal resistance include filling the cavity with 
insulating foam (beware of toxicity problems), adding 1" or 2" of 
foam sheathing to the wall exterior, and/or increasing the effec
tive width of the insulated cavity by adding 2x4 horizontal 
strapping outside a standard wall or using 2x6 wall studs. A poly
ethylene vapor barrier to reduce cold air infiltration, taped at elec
trical boxes, should be used on the inside surface of the wall studs 
if a low permeability rated sheathing such as plywood or polysty- 

is used. Also let-in diagonal bracing must be specified for 
racking resistance or some other provision for lateral bracing must 
be provided if a non-structural sheathing is used on the exterior.

Foundation and basement walls must also be insulated. In most 
cases this can be most effectively accomplished on the exterior of 
this wall with foam plastics which are of sufficient density to 
withstand the lateral loads from soil pressure. Due to warmer 
temperatures deep in the ground during the winter, it is becoming 
standard practice to step down exterior foundation insulation to 
thinner sections once below the frost line; 2" to 1 in mild climates 
and 4" to 2" in more severe ones.
Frame construction commonly begins at least 8" above finish ex
terior grade. Exterior insulation should extend, when possible, 
from the framed wall down over the entire foundation wall area. 
Where foam insulation is used above grade, it must be protected 
from objects and the elements. Cement stucco or wire mesh, a 
fiberglass-reinforced epoxy stucco, some fabric flashing materials, 
or sheet metal skirting can be applied over the foam to protect it. 
A common moisture problem area is where the frame wall meets 
the foundation wall. The wall should be flashed out over the sur
face treatment of the foam insulation. Sometimes 2x6 wall studs 
are offset in this area to lap over the foundation insulation, 
minimizing moisture problems and creating a cleaner appearance. 
However, 2x4 studs should not project beyond the foundation 
wall.

vi
ii
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CHAPTER 8
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

While passive solar design is appealing to many people precisely 
because it can be achieved with conventional construction tec 
niques and components, it is essential that the role of severa 
construction details be clearly understood. Studies have cone 
sively shown that the thermal performance of conventional, en
ergy conscious, and passive solar homes is dependent on car 
attention to thermal details such as insulation, shading, wa• 
tions, etc. This chapter begins to identify areas and de ai 
the anatomy of the single-family home which may be new x° 
builders and which deviate from standard practice, n som 
these construction details are simply good energy-conscto 
struction. In other cases, the details may be useful o exp' .
construction of many of the passive system componen 
throughout the text.

new
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TROMBE WALL DETAILS
Trombe walls are constructed of heavy masonry including brick, 
block, adobe, or poured concrete. Structurally, Trombe walls are 
no different than common masonry walls, since the thermal fluc
tuations of the mass are often less than exterior masonry walls. 
Concrete block used in a Trombe wall should be of heavy aggre
gate and should be filled with pea gravel, concrete grout, or a 
heavy mortar. Twelve inch or 16" block is commonly used, al
though in some situations an 8" block wall is used for a quicker 
transfer of heat to the interior.

Vents are generally added to Trombe walls at the top and bottom 
to allow for convection into the living space for heat during the 
day. The wall vents in the Trombe wall increase the heat gain effi
ciency slightly, but they do allow a faster transfer of heat to the 
living space. The total cross-sectional area of the bottom vent 
openings should be equal to one-half the plenum cross-sectional 
area between the masonry wall and the glazing. Deviation from 
this value is not critical, however the top vents must have au
tomatic damper flaps to prevent reverse thermosiphoning at 
night. Frequently a simple layer of thin film plastic is taped to the 
interior side of the Trombe wall at each upper vent. When 
air attempts to enter the Trombe wall at the top opening in the 
evening, the plastic is forced to close against a light-gauge screen 
set in the interior plane of the Trombe wall. Optional manual bot
tom dampers will add control, allowing the system to stagnate 
when desired.

The glazing on a Trombe wall should be double layer glass or 
plastic. Factory-sealed dual pane glass panels are preferred as they 
will not fog with moisture condensation. Caution should be ap
plied to the use of acrylic plastic glazing on Trombe walls as the 
temperatures generated have caused warping and cracking. Gas
kets or mullions which allow for sufficient thermal 
be used.

Trombe walls should either be vented to the outside and/or 
shaded to prevent them from heating the interior in the summer 
It is important to insure that Trombe walls are thermally isolated 
from the exterior with no cold bridges at the lead or sill. The 
foundation wall should be insulated on the exterior from the bot
tom of the glazing down to the footing.

Trombe walls do not require moveable insulation, but their per
formance is improved by its application. The extent of the im
provement will depend on the local climatic conditions. Exterior 
hinged insulating panels can be employed which also reflect addi
tional sunshine onto the wall, or roll shades can be deployed be
tween the wall and its glazing.
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Other concerns in Trombe wall design include provisions for access 
to allow occasional cleaning, particularly at vision panels, and con
cerns for outgassing in certain conditions where wood members 
are used for framing. Care should also be taken to insure that the 
painted Trombe wall be able to cure before glazing is applied.

MOVEABLE INSULATION
The thermal envelope of the building can respond to changes in 
the outside temperatures and levels of sunlight by the use of 
moveable insulation. Passive solar heating system performance is 
usually enhanced by moveable insulation as it allows glass areas in 
the home to collect heat during the day and trap this heat at 
night. This is a new building concept for which there are as yet 
few off-the-shelf products, although many systems are currently 
being developed.
Moveable window insulation can be found in the form of shades, 
shutters, or curtains inside the home, slatted shades or hinged j 
shutters on the exterior, or foam beads moved by a blower into j 
and out of the space between dual glass panes. Shades and cur^ 
tains can be used in the space between Trombe walls and glazing, 
and thin reflective film shades can be helpful in sloped solarium 
glazing. Even foam-filled overhead garage door panels can be 
used for moveable insulation. At an increase in cost, some sys
tems are automatically activated, but the majority are operated 
manually.
The thermal design of a system must include adequate edge seals 
to prevent drafts behind the moveable insulation panel which will 
render it ineffective. The higher the R-value of the insulation 
panel, the tighter the air seals it must have. The thermal resistance 
of the panel should be as high as incremental cost savings dictate, 
but the difficulty of sealing the edges makes an R-factor greater 
than 5 impractical.
In general, moveable insulation is one of the most cost-effective 
components for passive solar homes, or any home for that matter, 
but requires care in the design selection to provide adequate 
thermal protection and to match the needs of the occupants.

SHADING DEVICES
Shading devices generally fall into two categories—fixed and op
erable. The two may be combined if conditions warrant, or if some 

' particular aesthetic effect is desired. Fixed shading devices most 
often are incorporated as building elements. These include roof 
overhangs, floor cantilevers, stepped building masses, and wall ex
tensions. As an integral part of the structure, these elements are 
strong enough to resist winds and the destructive influences of 
rain, snow, and ice. Decks, balconies, or exterior stairs also offer 
increased marketing potential and additional utilitarian value.
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Operable shading devices potentially offer better seasonal Per"_ 
formance and design flexibility. These are often designed to act 
simultaneously as insulating or reflective panels, which en ance 
the overall performance and improve their relative worth Opera
hie shading devices are typically hinged panels or opera eo
which are connected and activated collectively. Unfortuna ey* 
same mechanisms that make shading systems operable a so 
them susceptible to damage from high winds and freezing. 9 
and operating hardware used in operable shades must resis 
,n9 and the loading imposed by heavy snows and ice accumu 
t>on. Actuating mechanisms should be rigid or stable eno g 
Prohibit flapping or other undesirable movement.
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An additional design consideration is a provision for convenient 
access to the shade's operating mechanism to encourage frequent 
adjustment and facilitate maintenance. Interior access to exterior 
shades necessitates some sort of wall or roof penetration which 
may provide a source of air infiltration or leakage. Operatinq 
hardware such as pulleys or cable guides must be accessible for 
maintenance in the event of a broken cable or failure in the 
shade's operation.

For the most part, the details illustrated in this chapter are ex
tracted from the winning entries not documented in extended 
form earlier in the text. They were chosen for a variety of reasons 
but all provide a basis for what is hoped will be a continuing 
dialogue on energy conscious construction. These designs tyoicallv 
duem°"fate techniques on detailing with which the home builder 
should become familiar. In many cases, improved performance 
might be attained with design modifications. The inclusion of 
these details in this text in no way implies a warranty of their ac 
curacy, completeness, efficiency, or usefulness, or suqqests that " 
their use would not infringe patents.
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1. It is a single-family detached dwelling located in Schenectady 
New York, at a latitude of 42° 50'.

2. The building is a trapezoidal shape with 1,600 square feet total !
heated floor area on two floors. It is slab on grade construction 
with the lower level tucked into a south-facing slope. *

3. The passive solar system is a combination of Direct Solar Gain 
and Mass Trombe Wall.

The procedure, devised at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
(LASL), consists of two basic parts: a step-by-step procedure to 
complete the Building Thermal Load Profile in 106BTU (Table A), 
and the Auxiliary Load Profile in 106BTU (Table B).

TABLE A provides a Building Thermal Load Profile for each month 
of the year. This load profile is based on a simple degree-day 
analysis, assuming a single Building Loss Coefficient in BTU/DD 
from the building's heated space to the outside, in the absence of 
solar gains.

TABLE B provides an Auxiliary Load Profile in 106BTU based on the 
LASL Solar Load Ratio Method. The total monthly solar energy 
transmitted through the solar collection surface is determined, 
and this is divided by the total monthly thermal load listed in 
'able A to determine the monthly Solar Load Ratio (SLR). The 
monthly Solar Heating Fraction (SHF) is then determined from a 
selected curve and the monthly auxiliary energy (backup heat re
quired) is calculated.
The key performance estimate obtained is the total annual heat 

(B™ ye*r) squired to maintain the home at 65° F.* This 
dSpH '^^ dlV'ded by the house floor area (in sq. ft.) and 
loratinn ^ e annual heating degree days (DD) specific to that 
differpnt K^i^deS 3 c°mmon-basis figure of merit for comparing
usuallv h T^rough use of solar gains, this number can
usually be reduced to well below 5 BTU/FT7DD.
To complete Table A 
lowing steps:

STEP 1; Determine the 

METHOD 1:

!

i
CHAPTER 9
ENERGY CALCULATIONS

All solar energy buildings, either active or passive, must first be 
energy conserving to make the contribution of solar 
worthwhile.

energy
Many calculation techniques are available to analvze 

the energy requirements of the buildings. The application form for 
the Passive Residential Design Competition included a step-bv-sten 
procedure for the energy requirements of a building and also es- 
timating the solar energy contribution that a particular system 
would make. The following example illustrates the calculation 
technique for a hypothetical building. The design shown is not 
intended to portray any submission which was actually received at 
the competition but is included for illustrative purposes only.

The building under consideration is illustrated in Figures A B c 
and D, and it has the following characteristics. ' ' '

|Building Thermal Load Profile, use the foi-

Modified Building Loss Coefficient

as shown below 9 u°SS Coeffici^t may be calculated directly 
is short technique is used if heat loss calcula-

*A typical r 
example.

constant design temperature; however, 70°F is used forthis
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U-Value
(BTU/hr/°F/ft2)

Area
(ft2)

UxASurface
Type

tions have already been done based upon the peak, or design 
heating load, with both internal load and solar gains being ex
cluded. The Design Heating Load is taken from a heat loss calcula
tion.

(BTU/hr/°F)

0.03840 25.2CEIUWG
I

0.0504 0R2AMFWALL 32
COMCRETE WALL
(Below grade)Modified 

Building Loss
Coefficient

BTU/Degree-day

0.129432 56
( iDesign Heating 

Load,
24 hr x BTU/hr 0.22400MASS WALL 132

( GLASS (DOUBLE GLAZED 
EMITTAWCE COATING) 280r- ( rInside Temperature 

Assumed,
Outside Design 
Temperature, 035 122.5* _

COMCPETE SLAB 800 0.I0 8024 x ( ) BTU/hr49,950(I5.9B0 ) BTU/DD =
( ) °F — (70 )°F-5 DOOR 2I 0.I0 2.I

Total (Building Skin Conductance): 450 BTU/hr °F

One of the most important elements contributing to energy re
quirements in a home is the infiltration of outside air through 
cracks which occur around doors and windows and through the 
i°'"s etween different building materials. Even though it seems 
amnni +0liSe ,S *'9btly constructed, there is still a surprising

°f outslde alr which will leak in and result in a higher 
frnm th recl^,r*“ment- Since all of the air which enters the house 
to maintJ?1uts,d(\must be heated to the desired room temperature 
loss calculation^0^ *S 'mportant to account for this in the heat

METHOD 2:
If the design load has not been calculated previously, then a heat 
loss calculation must be done first to arrive at the Modified Build
ing Loss Coefficient. In this method, the area of each window wall 
section, door, roof, etc. is calculated and listed. Then the approon- 
ate U-Value (BTU/hr./°F/FT2) is listed and multiplied by the mspec 
tive area to tabulate the UxA products (BTU/hr./°F). The sum of 
the UxA products is the Building Skin Conductance (BTU/hr/°F)
In performing these calculations, it is important that the char
acteristics of the materials are accurately listed. When such devices 
as moveable insulation are used, which result in a lower U-value 
an estimate must be made of the amount of time during which # 
the insulation will be in place and the amount of time during 
which the insulation will not have an effect on heat loss For 
example, it might be reasonable to assume that moveable insula 
tion panels covering the windows of a home would be open for 
twelve hours each day and closed for twelve hours each day In 
this case, the U-value which should be listed would be the averaae 
of the two conditions. A typical value for the total Building Skm 
Conductance on an average sized house would be 300-400 
BTU's/hr,/°F. The following table lists the values for the example 
problem. H

changes (of thp ?°n ?hat is e«ua' to approximately 1/2 to 3/4 air 
houses whirl! t6rnal Volume of the house) per hour. Older 
ence infiltrating "i?* uS tigbtly constructed, could easily experi- 
can easily be cP~aS as or even 2 air changes per hour. It 
heating reauirem ^a} an 'mPortant impact this has on the tota 
lower than 1/2 _ ^tS/or *be borne. It is unlikely that a rate muc 
buildinq whirh L °f an a‘r cbange will be experienced in any 
sheltered bv the «C°r?utrUCtec* ab°ve grade. Buildings which are 
infiltration. ^arth may experience slightly lower values for

'
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